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National Debt 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

Some of the wallstreet fraudsters are saying bitcoin’s recent rise was as 
a safe-haven asset … Wow! What total bull s**t!

http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell!

trump is a mentally ill, typical east coast mobster! 
http://albertpeia.com/pussygrabberapistrump.pdf Writer says she was 
raped by Trump / List of Trump's accusers and their allegationsof sexual 
misconduct 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

http://albertpeia.com/americathefraud.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/  8919.avi   

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf     
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
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The Ultimate Question, As A Matter of Sanity/Rationality and Intelligent 
Historical Perspective, If You Were A Nation/State, Would You Be On This 
List of Great Nations That Predominantly Hate America/Americans?   http://  
albertpeia.com/rationalcountries.pdf 

Mark (Levin on twitter in response to his post), I have to ask:

How do you, a Jew, reconcile support for trump, a documented 
hitlerphile, mental case, and criminal? If only hitler had been stopped/ 
imprisoned before he got started. Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute 
for Historical Review https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html 
Absurd or not, this is but one vignette from a little-known chapter of 

history: The wide-ranging collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's 
Third Reich.

THE LEVIN REPORT Eric Trump: “95%” of Americans Agree With My Dad’s
Racist Tweets That’s some interesting math Eric’s worked out there. By 
Bess Levin 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/eric-trump-donald-trump-tweets
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/eric-trump-donald-trump-tweets
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Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute for Historical Review 
https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html Absurd or not, this is but
one vignette from a little-known chapter of history: The wide-ranging 
collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's Third Reich.

The Secret Contacts: Zionism and Nazi Germany, 1933-1941 – Jstor 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2536016

Love That Levin Report!

Mueller report shows impeachable offenses: Nadler There is "substantial 
evidence" that President Donald Trump committed high crimes and 
misdemeanors, says House Judiciary Committee chair Jerrold Nadler. 

U.S. HuffPost As Far-Right Violence Surges, Ted Cruz Seeks To Brand 
Antifa A Terrorist Organization Last year was the fourth-deadliest in the 
nation for right-wing extremist violence, according to data from the Anti-
Defamation League's Center on Extremism.

https://news.yahoo.com/antifa-right-wing-violence-ted-cruz-bill-cassidy-resolution-061425536.html
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Politics Rolling Stone Americans Are Absolutely Terrified of Trump "They 
say, 'I’m scared.' And I have not-I’ve never in my total of 37 years in public
service ever heard a constituent say that they were scared of their 
leader," said Rep. Elijah Cummings

Mark (Levin on Twitter), your labeling/criticism of Schwarzenegger, while 
ringing true as to Arnold the california politician, disaster that california 
is, is wholly inapposite as to Arnold the actor, finite and ephemeral as 
such invariably is. After all, by your metric, if Arnold were to use his 
celebrity to promote, ie., Russian mafia, italian mafia, etc., among other 
nefarious interests for a buck as has trump [ http://albertpeia.com/mtb-
donniedimwit.pdf http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm ], he’d be 
something more in your very limited experience/view/estimation (levinity 
commentators). Much like the dead (spirits) in the incisive, well done film,
‘Sixth Sense’, you only ‘see what you want to see’. Very disappointing, 
Mark.

Politics Yahoo News Mueller: Trump’s written answers to the special 
counsel ‘generally’ weren’t always truthful [ Well, there you go … a few 
white lies, perjury, no big deal in the land of the lie, the great fraud 
america! ]
Cables from UK's ambassador to the US blast Trump as 'inept,' 
'incompetent' Diplomatic cables sent from the United Kingdom's 
ambassador to the United States back to London describe President 
Donald Trump as "inept," "insecure" and … CNN

U.S. WABC – NY 79-year-old woman sentenced to jail for feeding stray 
cats A 79-year-old woman in Ohio has been sentenced to 10 days in jail 
for feeding stray cats on her back porch.

AMERICA’S GETTING SICKER AND SICKER! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/sicknationamerica.  htm  
http://www.albertpeia.com/sicknationamerica  72619.pdf  

shareblue.com Judge won't let Trump family dismiss lawsuit over their 
shady multilevel marketing deals

U.S. WABC – NY 79-year-old woman sentenced to jail for feeding stray 

https://news.yahoo.com/79-old-woman-sentenced-jail-151232994.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fshareblue.com%2Fjudge-trump-family-dismiss-lawsuit-multilevel-marketing-deal%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0QVihTv9DpWhPDAEoRtdm8KtwcQstHu-C_nsY8DxFq-Qzsx-MBK8ET59Y&h=AT1eNUGGiAq6nmJcWrwvHMtoaJ_bYA83LHsAFlI1ec1BPcxu5Uq0o7BnVmqqEllfiRvSPgnUz5FRElhYwZuDNxqCWMEoNa5GrizMNhTwsLuBMd0OX6bQdbxYDWkQNpBHKiPmKlr1C-q0eiKaYfivM5UdlY5F5caU4eCcBrUV
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cats A 79-year-old woman in Ohio has been sentenced to 10 days in jail 
for feeding stray cats on her back porch.

Encore! ... Bravo! ... Do Not Miss The Great New 'CATS' 
http://www.albertpeia.com/Cats3.mp4 The German/French theologian, 
musician, philosopher and Nobel Prize-winning physician Albert 
Schweitzer once said: "The only escape from the miseries of life is music 
and cats." 

Pit Bulls Fatally Maul Entire Alpaca Herd… SOQUEL (KPIX 5) — A Soquel 
neighborhood is on edge after two pit bulls mauled and killed a herd of 
alpacas that have brought joy to a local preschool of kids for several 
years.

https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2019/07/24/alpaca-owner-devasted-as-pit-bulls-maul-her-herd-in-soquel/
http://www.albertpeia.com/Cats3.mp4
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trump is a mentally ill, typical east coast mobster! 
http://albertpeia.com/pussygrabberapistrump.pdf Writer says she was 
raped by Trump / List of Trump's accusers and their allegationsof sexual 
misconduct 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

http://albertpeia.com/americathefraud.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/  8919.avi   

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf     
Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House
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The Ultimate Question, As A Matter of Sanity/Rationality and Intelligent 
Historical Perspective, If You Were A Nation/State, Would You Be On This 
List of Great Nations That Predominantly Hate America/Americans?   http://  
albertpeia.com/rationalcountries.pdf 

Mark (Levin on twitter in response to his post), I have to ask:

How do you, a Jew, reconcile support for trump, a documented 
hitlerphile, mental case, and criminal? If only hitler had been stopped/ 
imprisoned before he got started. Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute 
for Historical Review https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html 
Absurd or not, this is but one vignette from a little-known chapter of 

history: The wide-ranging collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's 
Third Reich.

THE LEVIN REPORT Eric Trump: “95%” of Americans Agree With My Dad’s
Racist Tweets That’s some interesting math Eric’s worked out there. By 
Bess Levin 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/eric-trump-donald-trump-tweets
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/eric-trump-donald-trump-tweets
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Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute for Historical Review 
https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html Absurd or not, this is but
one vignette from a little-known chapter of history: The wide-ranging 
collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's Third Reich.

The Secret Contacts: Zionism and Nazi Germany, 1933-1941 – Jstor 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2536016

Love That Levin Report!

Mueller report shows impeachable offenses: Nadler There is "substantial 
evidence" that President Donald Trump committed high crimes and 
misdemeanors, says House Judiciary Committee chair Jerrold Nadler. 

U.S. HuffPost As Far-Right Violence Surges, Ted Cruz Seeks To Brand 
Antifa A Terrorist Organization Last year was the fourth-deadliest in the 
nation for right-wing extremist violence, according to data from the Anti-
Defamation League's Center on Extremism.

https://news.yahoo.com/antifa-right-wing-violence-ted-cruz-bill-cassidy-resolution-061425536.html
https://news.yahoo.com/antifa-right-wing-violence-ted-cruz-bill-cassidy-resolution-061425536.html
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Politics Rolling Stone Americans Are Absolutely Terrified of Trump "They 
say, 'I’m scared.' And I have not-I’ve never in my total of 37 years in public
service ever heard a constituent say that they were scared of their 
leader," said Rep. Elijah Cummings

Mark (Levin on Twitter), your labeling/criticism of Schwarzenegger, while 
ringing true as to Arnold the california politician, disaster that california 
is, is wholly inapposite as to Arnold the actor, finite and ephemeral as 
such invariably is. After all, by your metric, if Arnold were to use his 
celebrity to promote, ie., Russian mafia, italian mafia, etc., among other 
nefarious interests for a buck as has trump [ http://albertpeia.com/mtb-
donniedimwit.pdf http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm ], he’d be 
something more in your very limited experience/view/estimation (levinity 
commentators). Much like the dead (spirits) in the incisive, well done film,
‘Sixth Sense’, you only ‘see what you want to see’. Very disappointing, 
Mark.

Politics Yahoo News Mueller: Trump’s written answers to the special 
counsel ‘generally’ weren’t always truthful [ Well, there you go … a few 
white lies, perjury, no big deal in the land of the lie, the great fraud 
america! ]
Cables from UK's ambassador to the US blast Trump as 'inept,' 
'incompetent' Diplomatic cables sent from the United Kingdom's 
ambassador to the United States back to London describe President 
Donald Trump as "inept," "insecure" and … CNN

U.S. WABC – NY 79-year-old woman sentenced to jail for feeding stray 
cats A 79-year-old woman in Ohio has been sentenced to 10 days in jail 
for feeding stray cats on her back porch.

AMERICA’S GETTING SICKER AND SICKER! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/sicknationamerica.  htm  
http://www.albertpeia.com/sicknationamerica  72619.pdf  

shareblue.com Judge won't let Trump family dismiss lawsuit over their 
shady multilevel marketing deals

U.S. WABC – NY 79-year-old woman sentenced to jail for feeding stray 

https://news.yahoo.com/79-old-woman-sentenced-jail-151232994.html
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cats A 79-year-old woman in Ohio has been sentenced to 10 days in jail 
for feeding stray cats on her back porch.

Encore! ... Bravo! ... Do Not Miss The Great New 'CATS' 
http://www.albertpeia.com/Cats3.mp4 The German/French theologian, 
musician, philosopher and Nobel Prize-winning physician Albert 
Schweitzer once said: "The only escape from the miseries of life is music 
and cats." 

Pit Bulls Fatally Maul Entire Alpaca Herd… SOQUEL (KPIX 5) — A Soquel 
neighborhood is on edge after two pit bulls mauled and killed a herd of 
alpacas that have brought joy to a local preschool of kids for several 
years.

trump the entrepreneur of the art of the total joke for jokers 
https://www.facebook.com/LEXITMovement/videos/481924532383130/Uzpf
STI1MDQwMTA4OTE2MTcyMTo0MDU4NzAwNzY5NDgxNTQ 

ABC News The yield on a 10-year Treasury bond has fallen below the two-
year yield, which economists say is an indicator the U.S. is heading 
toward a recession.

Trump urges U.S. court to shield Deutsche Bank records from House 
Democrats 

independent.co.uk  Donald Trump might be the stupidest President ever It
should come as no surprise - and it has not - that he is sorely lacking in 
sophistication, knowledge of the world, understanding of government and
a rudimentary grasp of economics. President Donald Trump does not 
read - except in small doses and when his own name appears 
prominently. Prior to the presidency, his only activities were work and 
golf. He does not mingle with intellectuals, cultural trend-setters or 
artists. 'DONNIE WAS NEVER A SMART BOY, NO MATTER WHAT HE TELLS
YOU. THE NEIGHBORHOOD KIDS, USED TO CALL HIM, DONNIE DIMWIT', 
SAID MARYANN TRUMP BARRY, TRUMP'S OLDER SISTER, WHO IS A 
JUDGE. TRUMP'S OLDER SISTER WORRIES ABOUT HIM: 'DONNIE'S 
ACTING LIKE A NUTJOB' nova-magazine.net  [ That's because he is a 
nutjob! ]. 

http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm
http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm
http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm
http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/DonaldTrump
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ft.co%2Fz2F9nYEGY2%3Famp%3D1%26fbclid%3DIwAR2Fr0Y0yQRbwBn1REZqiYKdNCmUORALpb4xu9HaeWnX7O6ss-uECrJRcuA&h=AT0HCQrIF6nU2a1fhEmoxaHeFlGE-GOL9br5Z0SbDaxA57v5Wkp-jX4bWuagc7fy1Z7KPtb-rxEmUp8UNUlEXQvXVnOjIKytRINwvSTw1ma06eS-81hNwMvpVNoDSRenJCVmLqx-2XXn9CESKRt2LgxjNMZ3v68VGTPKqLoQ
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-square-off-court-house-100411258.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-square-off-court-house-100411258.html
https://www.facebook.com/ABCNews/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARAfUo2o3pIB_dcs7pux5ggFuHgMHHU__9RN_FuD_QF63MkwcoMYEC3CSxxUE-ZV5KXvJADjLu3dUoFD&hc_ref=ARSjcBLPoijOuDjuHdQ1RIlSBqTjiTD5iz4Mgkq4IcfsAKwkDPP836pPVj3GrE3IVYY&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCwxobkr4qp97HPSHwOV9dwKuddjQHfxuhbi6TAKWghhv5-xJIxKw1gioDgpsPUg9m9Vdq3jV_ww1lGPwq6lS83-BTEHCA0k4HAYBVjTFZmYSgj4ucaaJgW6v8JHWbqG0NM4GEQ97hS1UOB4J_lL8f_qzIHUbr7kVIK4hsVRmjcL16-goyUrgkRHWl_opB1ji3jjgVDs0c52WPY3Xp50GpMY1k2nt3vJro_slvD-BszVHPnw6Pal105kZluUG3QPRjRVNo1x3QAYUOMFL7p3eCzkH1NmNz_jMvO32zYFcvc0Ht6MzCZC6EGlZ1RizKGaPIhS4AW5ulcsOxKsT1NifwA1yvQpHi3KIxxJg2kmBURT8g
https://www.facebook.com/LEXITMovement/videos/481924532383130/UzpfSTI1MDQwMTA4OTE2MTcyMTo0MDU4NzAwNzY5NDgxNTQ
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https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2019/07/24/alpaca-owner-devasted-as-pit-bulls-maul-her-herd-in-soquel/
http://www.albertpeia.com/Cats3.mp4
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INDEPENDENT.CO.UK Donald Trump might be the stupidest President 
ever It should come as no surprise - and it has not - that he is sorely 
lacking in sophistication, knowledge of the world, understanding of 
government and a rudimentary grasp of economics. President Donald 
Trump does not read - except in small doses and when his own name 
appears prominently. Prior to the presidency, his only activities were 
work and golf. He does not mingle with intellectuals, cultural trend-
setters or artists. 'DONNIE WAS NEVER A SMART BOY, NO MATTER WHAT
HE TELLS YOU. THE NEIGHBORHOOD KIDS, USED TO CALL HIM, DONNIE 
DIMWIT', SAID MARYANN TRUMP BARRY, TRUMP'S OLDER SISTER, WHO 
IS A JUDGE. TRUMP'S OLDER SISTER WORRIES ABOUT HIM: 'DONNIE'S 
ACTING LIKE A NUTJOB' nova-magazine.net [ That's because he is a 
nutjob! ]. 

YAHOONEWS
Trump Again Blames Obama For Russia's Illegal Annexation Of Crimea 
[ Well, there you go … you see, in trump’s world, personal experience, and
poor excuse for thinking, it’s not the criminals, but the corrupt, 
lackadaisical persons, agencies as, ie., DOJ, etc., et als, who are 
entrusted with the power of enforcement, trump’s enablers, who are at 
fault (which rings true). Though non-sequitur, the practical effect is the 
outrageous fraud called america. Quite pathetic! ]

LOVE IT OR HATE IT, ‘CATS’ THE MUSICAL HAS WAY MORE THAN NINE 
LIVES  Washington Post

https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_dance/cats-the-musical-proves-again-it-has-way-more-than-nine-lives/2019/09/20/52fbdfae-dbbb-11e9-adff-79254db7f766_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_dance/cats-the-musical-proves-again-it-has-way-more-than-nine-lives/2019/09/20/52fbdfae-dbbb-11e9-adff-79254db7f766_story.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-obama-russia-crimea-182656975.html
http://albertpeia.com/donniedimwit.htm
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ft.co%2Fz2F9nYEGY2%3Famp%3D1%26fbclid%3DIwAR2Fr0Y0yQRbwBn1REZqiYKdNCmUORALpb4xu9HaeWnX7O6ss-uECrJRcuA&h=AT0HCQrIF6nU2a1fhEmoxaHeFlGE-GOL9br5Z0SbDaxA57v5Wkp-jX4bWuagc7fy1Z7KPtb-rxEmUp8UNUlEXQvXVnOjIKytRINwvSTw1ma06eS-81hNwMvpVNoDSRenJCVmLqx-2XXn9CESKRt2LgxjNMZ3v68VGTPKqLoQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ft.co%2Fz2F9nYEGY2%3Famp%3D1%26fbclid%3DIwAR2Fr0Y0yQRbwBn1REZqiYKdNCmUORALpb4xu9HaeWnX7O6ss-uECrJRcuA&h=AT0HCQrIF6nU2a1fhEmoxaHeFlGE-GOL9br5Z0SbDaxA57v5Wkp-jX4bWuagc7fy1Z7KPtb-rxEmUp8UNUlEXQvXVnOjIKytRINwvSTw1ma06eS-81hNwMvpVNoDSRenJCVmLqx-2XXn9CESKRt2LgxjNMZ3v68VGTPKqLoQ


I believe that to fully comprehend this horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: Lord of the Flies-
Golding; 1984, Animal Farm-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, Escape From New 
York (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality to
america)-Carpenter.

Mark R. Levin Tweeted: Pelosi … yes Mark, despite trump’s 
delusion/proclamation, she is still Speaker of the House … 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

The Levin Report Trump: Of Course I’m Trying to Unmask the Whistle-
Blower!     Trump: My Crimes Can’t Be Investigated While I’m President 
“It’s Management Bedlam”: Madness at Fox News as Trump Faces 
Impe  a  chment  

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/madness-at-fox-news-as-trump-faces-impeachment-lachlan-murdoch
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/madness-at-fox-news-as-trump-faces-impeachment-lachlan-murdoch
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/madness-at-fox-news-as-trump-faces-impeachment-lachlan-murdoch
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/madness-at-fox-news-as-trump-faces-impeachment-lachlan-murdoch
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/donald-trump-tax-returns-lawsuit
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/donald-trump-whistleblower-identity
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/09/donald-trump-whistleblower-identity
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100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater


https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 

https://www.commondreams.org/author/brett-wilkins
https://www.commondreams.org/author/brett-wilkins
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2tpfLnshzslMqf9Tr18FFnMBMXbEY_uIwh4FBid0XKEYQ_EHfvwhEhr7k
https://www.vanityfair.com/contributor/joe-pompeo
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o
https://www.usdebtclock.org/


america now has trump ...Tragic reality! https://www.usdebtclock.org 
These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! ]

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater
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100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater     

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
america now has trump ...Tragic reality! ]

BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Drops 222 Points Because Chances of a 
Recession Are Growing The Dow Jones Industrial Average has dropped 
more than 150 points on Wednesday morning-but it feels like it should be 
worse as the trade war heats up and a recession signal flashed red. The 
Dow has dropped 222.90 points, or 0.9%, to 25,124.87, while the S&P 500 
has fallen 0.7% to 2783.06, and the Nasdaq Composite has declined 0.7% 
to 7554.34. Instead, investors are watching the 10-year yield sink to a 20-
month low, and the impact it is having on the so-called (inverted) yield 
curve. BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Is Sliding Because Treasuries Are 
Signaling Big Problems Ahead The Dow Jones Industrial Average is set 
for a lower open Wednesday following Tuesday's late day selloff. have 
fallen 153 points or 0.6%, while have declined 0.6%, and Nasdaq 
Composite futures have dropped 0.8%. The S&P 500 fell 0.8% on 
Wednesday, while the Nasdaq Composite declined 0.4%, and the Dow 
dropped 237.92 points, or 0.9%. [ For Example: 
https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable! ] MARKETWATCH One of Wall St.’s premier investors

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/one-of-wall-sts-premier-investors-says-sp-500-may-tumble-16-by-summers-end-because-markets-never-had-a-trade-war-like-this-2019-05-30?link=MW_latest_news
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says S&P 500 may tumble 16% by summer’s end because markets never 
‘had a trade war like this’

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/  alresume.htm   ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of 
Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]

Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice 
Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark 
that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared 
Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are
above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that 
some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ]
Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is 
dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential 
decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning 
report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe 
knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile 
pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic 
legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 
'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days) 

'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits 
interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an 
investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller 
Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that 
constitute obstruction of justice including: 

• When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT 
McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the 
government would subpoena it. 

• When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired. 
• When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to

lie about it. 
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• When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and 
change his testimony. 

• When Trump dangled a pardon in front of Michael Cohen, in   
order to keep Cohen to testifying against him.

http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell!

(CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-
like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and 
hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and 
Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote 
areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, 
and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because
of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." 
They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf 

                        -------------------------------------

Al Peia The time has come for all to recognize and concede that america 
is a complete and utter fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/sickmantrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

Edward Hardy on Twitter
twitter.com
• Edward Hardy Verified account@EdwardTHardy 
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153
At his rally in Minneapolis, Donald Trump did an impression of former FBI 
agent Peter Strzok having an orgasm
• Back in October, President Donald Trump called out former FBI lawyer 
Lisa Page by name — again — as he regaled an adoring Minneapolis 

https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153?fbclid=IwAR1CUOdPjsOzsKYrYmqGks7j-fQ1OAgdSyY3SQmrafxVHRmpUD1oAWJn9Fs
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crowd with, as she put it, a “demeaning fake orgasm” that ultimately led 
her to break her public silence.
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153

http://albertpeia.com/zerotrump.jpg 

trump the beleaguered ivy leaguer
http://albertpeia.com/trumpgrades.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpsinsane.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpmentallyill.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

VANITYFAIR.COM The Levin Report Trump: I’m Obstructing Justice to 
Make Crime Safe for “Future Presidents” He’s stonewalling the 
impeachment inquiry for the benefit of his successors, you see. by Bess 
Levin

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/11/trump-impeachment-future-presidents
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/11/trump-impeachment-future-presidents
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DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I 
understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. 
Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with 
Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then 
proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual 
attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. 
Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the 
face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he 
wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened 
methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's 
sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically 
harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-
26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK ]
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2020 predictions we got horribly wrong 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-
intl/index.html 

CNN
The crisis between the US and Iran is far from over

Growing doubts on legality of US strike https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/
middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html 

Trump's changing Iran story is costing him support

The President's decision to kill an Iranian general and tempt war without 
consulting Congress has caused even a close ally to vote against him  

Expert breaks down shocking details of how plane went down

Trump's shifting stories on Soleimani strike is raising huge doubts

New video shows moment airliner crashes in Iran 

The US-Iran conflict: A timeline of how we got here

Iranian protesters take to streets after Tehran admits Ukrainian plane 
was shot down unintentionally

Fact check: Trump made 15 false claims last week 

Attorney General and Secretary of State shift justification for Iran strike 

Giuliani associate hands thousands of pages of documents to 
impeachment investigators 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/13/politics/lev-parnas-house-documents/index.html
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Iran threatens to attack inside America if the US responds to the missile 
attacks 

Sen. Mike Lee called today's briefing 'un-American' and the worst he's 
seen as the White House faces heat over handling of the crisis 

At key moments, lack of trust in a president can be deadly

• How Pompeo convinced Trump to kill Soleimani and fulfilled a decade-
long goal [ Very unwise, even foolish! ]

House votes to limit Trump's military action against Iran without 
Congress' approval 

• These Republicans voted yes on the War Powers resolution
• Analysis: GOP rebellion breaks out on Iran

Preet Bharara to Georgia congressman: You've hit a shocking new low 

Iran questions allegation it mistakenly shot down plane 

Live updates Iranian official: We may need outside help reading data on 
black boxes 

Trump apparently furious over war powers vote, sources say 

• These Republicans voted yes on the War Powers resolution
• Democrat claps back after Trump mocks vote
• Analysis: GOP rebellion breaks out on Iran
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Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger 
plane 'a big lie'  

US targeted another Iranian military official 

On the night the US killed Iranian commander Qasem Soleimani, the US 
unsuccessfully targeted another top Iranian military official, two sources 
tell CNN 

US imposes sanctions on Iran

US unsuccessfully tried to kill another Iranian military official 

See the destruction at Iraqi air base targeted by Iran 

EXCLUSIVE US troops knew Al-Asad air base would be attacked and 
sheltered in bunkers

2 US service members killed in Afghanistan

Trump made 15 false claims this week

Erin Burnett: You cannot make this up ... but Trump did

US officials tried to prevent Iraqi vote to remove troops

Analysis:     Uproar and consequences mount for Trump after Soleimani   
killing

Opinion:     Why the killing of Iran's top general won't 'stop a war'   

Trump's administration is in danger of losing control of the political 
storm unleashed by killing Iran's top general 
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CNN Opinion  : Trump's America stands alone   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/opinions/trump-allies-soleimani-iran-
conflict-andelman/index.html [ And not in the positive sense. Indeed, 
there is not a rational, civilized nation in this world, this century that 
would countenance such as mentally ill mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief as 
trump; truly an historically significant regression for america. Quite 
tragic! ]

Some experts are skeptical that the White House's justification for the 
strike on Soleimani meets the standard of a 'targeted killing' 

Breaking US military mistakenly circulates letter suggesting withdrawal 
of American troops from Iraq

Live updates Soldiers deploying to Middle East not allowed to take cell 
phones

CNN's Brian Stelter: Tucker Carlson just burst the propaganda bubble on 
Fox

Iran abandons limits on uranium enrichment

Iran's foreign minister says the country will defy the 2015 nuclear 
agreement that capped centrifuges

Exclusive:   Adviser says Iran will respond 'against military sites'  

Buttigieg  : Has Trump thought through the consequences?  

Fallout continues:     Iraqi Parliament votes to expel US troops  

The decision:   How Republicans primed Trump to strike back  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

Senior US officials  : There is widespread opposition within the White   
House to targeting cultural sites in Iran 
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In Iraq  : US-led coalition pauses fight agai  nst ISIS  

Opinion  : Trump's America stands alone  

'You're not a dictator'  : Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying   
Congress about Iran military action 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html 

Joe Walsh:     Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit   
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-
tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn 

Opinion:   Trump threatens the stability of the world   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/opinions/trump-threatens-stability-
dantonio/index.html 

Iran's ambassador to the UN says the killing of Soleimani is an 'act of 
war' 

How Trump's decision unfolded to kill a top Iranian general 

Skepticism mounts over Trump's claims of an imminent threat

After the President said the US might hit targets important to the Iranian 
culture, Iran's foreign minister said targeting cultural sites is a war crime

Iran warns Trump about targeting cultural sites

Inside makeshift situation rooms in Mar-a-Lago, Trump weighed the 
biggest risk of his presidency 
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Live Updates Rockets strike two locations in Iraq. It's unclear who fired 
them.

Analysis:     Trump vulnerable to Iranian revenge in US election year  

Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days:   See his reaction to strike  

Fact-check  : Pence's tweet about Soleimani  

Bergen:     Trump has created his biggest foreign policy crisis yet  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

'Within weeks:'     Trump administration warns Congress Iran could retaliate  
against US [ DUH! ]

breaking Airstrike reportedly hits Iranian-backed forces

Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days:   See his reaction to strike  

Analysis  : Attack threatens spiral of violence in Middle East  

Why now?     Lawmakers question strike's timing and legality  

Opinion:     The world waits with bated breath  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

Watch Trump's full statement     after ordering strike  

Pompeo: Strike may have saved thousands of American lives [ Yeah, and 
if pompeo’s grandmother had wheels she may have been a trolley car. ]

New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial showdown 

• Cooper: What's behind the blacked-out emails

• Opinion: This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed

This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed 

• New York Times: Trump administration withholds emails on Ukraine aid
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• Burnett: Trump didn't want anyone to see this
• Analysis: New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial 
showdown
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Documents link hold on Ukraine aid to Trump

A previously blacked-out White House email claims the President gave 
'clear direction' to hold military funding, report says 

All eyes on McConnell as Senate returns tomorrow

Bill Taylor departs post as top US diplomat in Ukraine

Ex-prosecutor slams Giuliani's impeachment offer: Terrible idea

Analysis: Mike Pompeo just dealt a major blow to Senate Republicans

Opinion: The Trump cover-up is unfolding before our eyes

MSNBC
The human toll of America's wars

Art of the Deal’ co-author: Everyone feels the ‘contagious’ anxiety Trump 
spreads 

President Trump falsely claims he’s trying to save coverage for pre-
existing conditions 

Joe: Trump, GOP spending money like drunken socialists 

Iran claims credit for launching strikes against Iraqi base housing US 
troops

Iran ends commitment to nuclear deal limits following US strike that 
killed Soleimani

Iraqi parliament passes resolution telling government to end U.S. military
presence 
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House to vote on war powers resolution to limit Trump's military actions 

Additional article of impeachment 'on the table' after Iran strike 

Joe: Trump's ignorance makes for international crisis 

Internal document suggests Pence role in Trump Ukraine scandal 

Nicolle Wallace astonished as GOP Senator breaks from Trump 'zombies,'
criticizes Iran briefing 

On Trump trial, Sen. McConnell gets fact-checked by six of his Senate 
colleagues at once 

Iran plane crash apparently the consequence of stoked hostilities 

The human toll of America's wars 

Chris Matthews: Iran will remember what the United States did 

TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES 

Most Americans believe Trump committed impeachable offense

U.S. troops fire tear gas as Iraqi protesters gather outside embassy for 
second day

'It's practically a war zone': Unprecedented threat to life continues as 
Australia fires rage on 

Giuliani would 'love' to represent Trump at Senate impeachment trial 

Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while America 
goes down the drain' 

Trump predicted Obama would attack Iran to 'get elected'

Parallels between now and 1998 Iraq air strike

Amb. Christopher Hill: 'Questionable' the US made Iraq and surrounding 
regions safer

https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/amb-christopher-hill-says-it-s-questionable-the-us-made-iraq-and-surrounding-regions-safer-76030533902
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Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani

U.S. overplayed its hand by killing top Iranian general

Ro Khanna on War Powers Resolution: We need to exercise power of 
purse [ Right out of first year constitutional law class. ]

HUFFPOST 
Stephanie Grisham Peddles Outrageous Defense Of Trump’s Anti-Muslim 
Retweet

DEFENSE SEC JAW-DROPPER: ‘DIDN’T SEE’ EVIDENCE OF THREAT TO 4 
EMBASSIES 

IRAN STRIKES BACK: BASES ATTACKED  🚨 

Angry GOP Senator Trashes ‘Insulting’ Trump Administration Briefing On 
Iran

TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES 

Rep. Duncan Hunter Resigns After Pleading Guilty To Stealing Campaign 
Donations

‘LEGALLY TENUOUS’: EXPERTS SKEPTICAL OF TRUMP RATIONALE [ Do 
you think that matters to trump … do you think that mattered to hitler 
whose orations were obsessively listened to by trump with admiration as 
per Ivana trump. ]

Pentagon Contradicts Trump, Says U.S. Won’t Strike Cultural Sites

Iranian Foreign Minister Says Iran Will Respond ‘Proportionately’ To 
Assassination 

It Was ‘Safer Before Soleimani Was Killed,’ Retired Admiral Says 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/james-stavridis-soleimani-safe-strategy_n_5e13ebf5c5b6b5a713bf9720
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/iran-soleimani-assassination-respond-proportionately-zarif_n_5e14820ec5b6b5a713c0ceb2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/iran-soleimani-assassination-respond-proportionately-zarif_n_5e14820ec5b6b5a713c0ceb2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-esper-iran-cultural-sites-war-crime_n_5e13e042e4b0843d36179c0c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/soleimani-assassination-self-defense-skepticism_n_5e10f7fce4b0b2520d224ec2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/duncan-hunter-resigns-pleading-guilty-stealing-campaign-donations_n_5e152134c5b6c7b859d26576
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/duncan-hunter-resigns-pleading-guilty-stealing-campaign-donations_n_5e152134c5b6c7b859d26576
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hogan-gidley-false-information-soleimani-congress_n_5e18df77c5b650c621de5b79
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-mike-lee-briefing_n_5e164b66c5b61f701948aba2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-mike-lee-briefing_n_5e164b66c5b61f701948aba2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-facilities-in-iraq-attacked_n_5e15126ac5b6c7b859d251c0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-esper-trump-iran-embassies-evidence_n_5e1b2901c5b650c621e02da8
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-esper-trump-iran-embassies-evidence_n_5e1b2901c5b650c621e02da8
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stephanie-grisham-democrats-taking-side-of-terrorists_n_5e1cc19cc5b6da971d1ab020
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/stephanie-grisham-democrats-taking-side-of-terrorists_n_5e1cc19cc5b6da971d1ab020
https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/ro-khanna-on-war-powers-resolution-we-need-to-exercise-power-of-purse-76385349916
https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/ro-khanna-on-war-powers-resolution-we-need-to-exercise-power-of-purse-76385349916
https://www.msnbc.com/david-gura/watch/has-the-u-s-overplayed-its-hand-by-killing-top-iranian-general-76051525882
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/rice-risks-likely-outweigh-benefits-of-killing-qassem-soleimani-76039749935


THE (SICK) BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN 

MORE FALLOUT: IRAN DEAL DEAD 

Trump Bolted To Most Extreme Iran Measure Despite Reported Concerns 
By Aides

TRUMP FAIRYTALE: ASSASSINATION ‘TO STOP A WAR’ [ Speaking of 
fairytales: The eternal trumpian story courtesy of Aesop. (Hint: trump is 
both wasp and snake) 'The Wasp and the Snake' A WASP seated himself 
upon the head of a Snake and, striking him unceasingly with his stings, 
wounded him to death. The Snake, being in great torment and not 
knowing how to rid himself of his enemy, saw a wagon heavily laden with 
wood, and went and purposely placed his head under the wheels, saying, 
“At least my enemy and I shall perish together.” ‘ … Don’t forget, trump is 
a nutjob/dimwit (maryanne trump), nuttier than a fruit cake, 

globalnews.ca
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://ijr.com Trump Draws Laughter After Tweeting Photo of His Head 
Photoshopped Onto Rocky Balboa's Body

Robin Brown Guist
His mental state is frightening and sad.

Al Peia trump is so sick, so mentally ill; but, he’s a philosopher who 
ponders the great philosophical questions of our time, viz., Trump on 
Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter 
Than Your Wife?’ https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is… 
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm

americanindependent.com Trump threatens civil war if he's removed from
office over Ukraine scandal https://americanindependent.com/donald-
trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?
fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-

https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Famericanindependent.com%2Fdonald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tMINy1FrOM5YYxJVHzt2s5cpD9QE82P-gnz045EF06jLJJ4OT9LnTap8&h=AT0lt1w3CkrV8J0p_sJgR7p0wwNIplj2Gwgf_SwtPW3NkWvzGMp-VwnhzY-6CgiA1sjzRQzjpKokBXyHFRCltt2cS6BUveii6c9gXyNTOL3Ov_mUetQ7qT9idLkCfvnJvyjG9E-t5Jk6TOQoL984ChN81mmsWpjOf1W-prRr
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Famericanindependent.com%2Fdonald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tMINy1FrOM5YYxJVHzt2s5cpD9QE82P-gnz045EF06jLJJ4OT9LnTap8&h=AT0lt1w3CkrV8J0p_sJgR7p0wwNIplj2Gwgf_SwtPW3NkWvzGMp-VwnhzY-6CgiA1sjzRQzjpKokBXyHFRCltt2cS6BUveii6c9gXyNTOL3Ov_mUetQ7qT9idLkCfvnJvyjG9E-t5Jk6TOQoL984ChN81mmsWpjOf1W-prRr
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm?fbclid=IwAR1Z-BFijYufOKi_g_Iq85UxlZHCTfVA9Ql7eee2KXJbNPK_aQ9dxsri1E0
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4?fbclid=IwAR0lMCIFY4wkWAi8mVzRNJw_KVkWCXFgxnNMpEMSvNTxTpuFzNrWhBpO9Eo
https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARC8Jv78DjvGhfOG8Vbxay6vImJwrL9lPlmVyn7FHAurnqJlGVvYsWhuGj9hd0Cmoqd3aTZzsTP9iHvo&hc_ref=ART18e6wOPBjY6jn6vc-kNyK5Cdl2c9pkdnaXORO9gsaodRTduWGzCnxdUIXNCtHR-o&fref=nf
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhubs.ly%2FH0l_ZdP0%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR34hdt9J2WBMEX7nbc6A_ogoS9OpRZZ_mIaRb19XLWnrL75bdJe96PRdSw&h=AT1hySoA8UXmQe1zsCZ51wMlGeKyQfGqIuu4hzLqSP9h-S_mJ8dWrgqFJj_GJWPZTqpNCQ8FnbbbcFwvzkctGrjzlfonEMNNvV4tooNaKEIRayGdX-9qPqH60PUKF-3p37Lvq90YsXrqzbMQgn-3G57u-tPjNBIX9xJ7TVMLWiw0El8o2oKRsA
http://ijr.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-airstrike_n_5e0fa41cc5b6b5a713ba2c2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-extreme-action-legitimacy-concerns_n_5e1146cae4b0843d36135ecb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-extreme-action-legitimacy-concerns_n_5e1146cae4b0843d36135ecb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/iran-says-it-will-no-longer-abide-by-its-nuclear-deal_n_5e1226dbe4b0843d36140e2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/iraq-war-hawks-sell-iran-war_n_5e165473c5b61f701948c11c


f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60 
U.S. Trump's 'Civil War' Quote Tweet Is Actually Grounds for 
Impeachment, Says Harvard Law Professor 
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-
1462044 By Alexandra Hutzler "...The president's tweet was immediately 
met with backlash, and Harvard Law professor John Coates argued that 
the social media post itself is an "independent basis" for lawmakers to 
remove him from the White House. "This tweet is itself an independent 
basis for impeachment - a sitting president threatening civil war if 
Congress exercises its constitutionally authorized power," Coates wrote 
on Twitter on Monday..."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than 
Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the 
latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-
inquiry-082721518.html 

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist NEWSWEEK Politics Trump Is a 
'Successful Sociopath' and a Predator Who 'Lacks a Conscience and 
Lacks Empathy,' Says Former Harvard Psychiatrist By Shane Croucher

Al Peia Indeed, ‘functioning(successful) sociopath’ fits mentally ill, 
mobster, criminal trump ‘to the T(for trump)’; yet importantly, it has 
become an anthropologically evolutionary american story in the most 
dire sense. Really quite alarmingly tragic! 

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… [ Don’t 
forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It 
Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that 
both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in the summer
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded
to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and 
screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following 

http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
https://www.amazon.com/Epstein-Dead-Men-Tell-Tales/dp/1510757929/
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/shane-croucher
https://www.newsweek.com/politics
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARDD7DlBKOWxtbvdhZjwVRUaOEY6QdtLxJ6fb8Nme2ksL01CfGjE3jcdmMva9t1WPGzW-gME8DYLnL7U&hc_ref=ARQ8mNZx0P3i75lZnOGPe3LnIUnWOqHfLyADHR6S7Jbx5YAsc1M-QCPWytQVmgNGt9o
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/alexandra-hutzler
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/us
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60


this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any 
of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my 
family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]

“...In THE DANGEROUS CASE OF DONALD TRUMP, twenty-seven 
psychiatrists, psychologists, and other mental health experts argue that, 
in Mr. Trump's case, their moral and civic "duty to warn" America 
supersedes professional neutrality. They then explore Trump's symptoms 
and potentially relevant diagnoses to find a complex, if also dangerously 
mad, man. Philip Zimbardo and Rosemary Sword, for instance, explain 
Trump's impulsivity in terms of "unbridled and extreme present 
hedonism." Craig Malkin writes on pathological narcissism and politics as
a lethal mix. Gail Sheehy, on a lack of trust that exceeds paranoia. Lance 
Dodes, on sociopathy. Robert Jay Lifton, on the "malignant normality" 
that can set in everyday life if psychiatrists do not speak up. His madness
is catching, too. From the trauma people have experienced under the 
Trump administration to the cult-like characteristics of his followers, he 
has created unprecedented mental health consequences across our 
nation and beyond. It's not all in our heads. It's in his. "There will not be a
book published this fall more urgent, important, or controversial than The
Dangerous Case of Donald Trump ...profound, illuminating and 
discomforting" --Bill Moyers …..”

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


SHAMELESS: BIBI PUSHES FOR IMMUNITY 

John Roberts Warns Americans They’re Taking Democracy ‘For Granted’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-
democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305 [ Sure, if you’re relying upon 
him and scotus et als. ] Chief Justice John Roberts says Americans may 
'take democracy for granted' As the country faces unprecedented rancor 
between the branches of government in the midst of impeachment 
proceedings, Chief Justice John Roberts urged … CNN [ While on the 
subject of taking things for granted, how about about him having a sit-
down with his ‘good neighbor sam’ (scalito), the italian from jersey … I’m 
still wondering what happened to that file, twice, concerning money 
laundering by RICO defendants/trump casinos, how trump sister and fed 
bench friend maryanne is still a taxpayer expense, and maybe a 
clarification regarding the resigned tony kennedy, deutsche 
bank/trump/son connection … don’t be shy, john roberts, american 
democracy for, ie., trump, et als means all the criminal you can be. In 
other words, john, you’re full of s**t, you cowardly baseturd! 

Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)

U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS
DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israels-netanyahu-seeks-immunity-buying-time-until-after-vote_n_5e0d2088e4b0843d360d713d


18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.

In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 
informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 



time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...

-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 .
AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Potential clash 
between U.S. and Iran averted as embassy siege ends U.S. strike on 
Iranian leader sparks fears of major digital disruption Trump endorses 
tweet comparing top Senate Democrat to Iranians [ You can’t make this 
stuff up! So sick, so mentally ill! Psychopath trump! ] ‘  America is the   
enemy of God’: Calls for revenge at Soleimani funeral in Iraq How do they
support a president who cheers for war crimes? More than 12 Iranian 
missiles launched at 2 U.S. bases in Iraq Iraq says U.S. military letter was
‘clear’: American troops are leaving       Trump says 4 embassies were 
under threat from Iran, a claim contested by U.S. officials

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trump-now-claims-four-embassies-were-under-threat-from-iran-raising-fresh-questions-about-intelligence-reports/2020/01/10/02f8d154-33e7-11ea-a053-dc6d944ba776_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trump-now-claims-four-embassies-were-under-threat-from-iran-raising-fresh-questions-about-intelligence-reports/2020/01/10/02f8d154-33e7-11ea-a053-dc6d944ba776_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/iraq-says-it-has-been-informed-by-the-us-military-that-troops-will-be-withdrawn/2020/01/07/0e164b46-30d3-11ea-971b-43bec3ff9860_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/iraq-says-it-has-been-informed-by-the-us-military-that-troops-will-be-withdrawn/2020/01/07/0e164b46-30d3-11ea-971b-43bec3ff9860_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iran-live-updates/2020/01/07/896c70a2-30d5-11ea-9313-6cba89b1b9fb_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iran-live-updates/2020/01/07/896c70a2-30d5-11ea-9313-6cba89b1b9fb_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/07/how-do-they-support-president-who-cheers-war-crimes/
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-endorses-tweet-comparing-top-senate-democrat-to-iranians/2020/01/03/3103a226-2e43-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/03/cyber-attack-should-be-expected-us-strike-iranian-leader-sparks-fears-major-digital-disruption/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/03/cyber-attack-should-be-expected-us-strike-iranian-leader-sparks-fears-major-digital-disruption/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/supporters-of-iranian-backed-militia-start-withdrawing-from-besieged-us-embassy-in-baghdad-following-militia-orders/2020/01/01/8280cb34-2c9e-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/supporters-of-iranian-backed-militia-start-withdrawing-from-besieged-us-embassy-in-baghdad-following-militia-orders/2020/01/01/8280cb34-2c9e-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Trump Bet He 
Could Isolate Iran and Charm North Korea. It Hasn’t Worked. Christianity 
Today Editor Laments ‘Ethical Naïveté’ of Trump Backers Iran Vows 
‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills Top Commander Iran Pulls Back From 
Nuclear Deal as Killing of Iranian General Upends Mideast Analysis: 
Trump’s Iran Strategy Backfires The Arrogance of Trump’s Enablers 
Attack Is Retaliation for Suleimani’s Killing, Iran Says A single word has 
become a focal point of concerns about President Trump’s decision to kill
Iran’s top general: assassination.     U.S. Unsuccessfully Tried Killing a 
Second Iranian Military Official

   

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/10/world/middleeast/trump-iran-yemen.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Militiamen 
withdraw from U.S. Embassy, but Iraq tensions linger Trump retreats from
full ban on flavored vaping   Magnitude 4 earthquake near Oxnard shakes   
up L.A. and Ventura counties Opinion: Trump’s Suleimani strike is more of
the same old losing U.S. game plan in the Mideast   Column: Trump’s   
Orwellian doublespeak on Iran Opinion: Iraq’s vote to expel U.S. troops is 
Iran’s true victory   Repercussions mount over U.S. strike, with Iran   
nuclear deal pullback and Iraq call for U.S. troop pullout Editorial: Trump 
is winging it with Iran. The results do not look good Iran fires missiles at 
two U.S. bases in Iraq 2020 candidate Michael Bloomberg says he doesn’t
regret backing Iraq war [ Regrets are irrelevant/meaningless but stupid 
is, and mike that was … stupid! ]

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Majority disapprove of Trump's actions on Iran: Poll

Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Strategist: Can’t Imagine Worse President At 
This Very Dangerous Moment

https://www.yahoo.com/news/steve-schmidt-trump-iran-prediction-085419352.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/steve-schmidt-trump-iran-prediction-085419352.html
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/majority-americans-disapprove-trump-handling-iran-feel-less-120046988--abc-news-topstories.html
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
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Epstein accusers speak out: 'No way that guy took his life'     

Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger 
plane 'a big lie' 
https://www.cnn.com/…/…/iran-plane-crash-intl-hnk/index.html   [ First, the   
trump/americonna track record for verity precludes the desperate 
administration’s favored spin pinning the blame on Iran for an act clearly 
against its own interest in its own nation. The video, less than conclusive
anyway, could easily be contrived/doctored. The bottom line is that, much
like the Iraq debacle, desperate trump et als own this unfortunate 
scenario which bespeaks again the ugly american mideast presence. ]

Associated Press
Iran denies missile hit plane, calls on West to share data
Associated PressJanuary 9, 2020, 9:31 PM PST
https://www.yahoo.com/…/iran-invites-boeing-probe-plane-053…

"TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran on Friday denied Western allegations that one 
of its own missiles downed a Ukrainian jetliner that crashed outside 
Tehran, and called on the U.S. and Canada to share any information they 
have on the crash, which killed all 176 people on board.

Western leaders said the plane appeared to have been unintentionally hit 
by a surface-to-air missile just hours after Iran launched around a dozen 
ballistic missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq to avenge the killing of its top 
general in an American airstrike last week.

“What is obvious for us, and what we can say with certainty, is that no 
missile hit the plane,” Ali Abedzadeh, head of Iran's national aviation 
department, told a press conference.

“If they are really sure, they should come and show their findings to the 
world" in accordance with international standards, he added.

Hassan Rezaeifar, the head of the Iranian investigation team, said 
recovering data from the black box flight recorders could take more than 
a month and that the entire investigation could stretch into next year. He 
also said Iran may request help from international experts if it is not able
to extract the flight recordings...."
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https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current

A spokesman for the Iranian government said reports that missiles 
downed the Ukraine International Airlines flight that crashed near Tehran
Wednesday are "a big lie," state-run media reported.

YAHOONEWS
Politics “The Guardian Trump's lawless thuggery is corrupting justice in 
America https://www.yahoo.com/news/every-opportunity-trump-
recklessly-degrades-060052046.html 

“Intimidating whistleblowers, politicizing law enforcement, protecting 
rogue military officers and criminal sheriffs – the pattern is depressingly 
clear As the Senate moves to an impeachment trial and America slouches
into this election year, the rule of law is center stage.Yet Donald Trump is
substituting lawless thuggery for impartial justice.The biggest immediate
news is the president’s killing of Qassem Suleimani. The act brings 
America to the brink of an illegal war with Iran without any congressional
approval, in direct violation of Congress’s war-making authority under the
constitution.But other presidents have disregarded Congress’s war-
making power, too. What makes Trump unique is the overall pattern. 
Almost wherever you look, he has shown utter disdain for law. Consider 
Trump’s outing of the person who blew the whistle on his phone call to 
the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelenskiy – tweeting just after 
Christmas a link to a Washington Examiner article headlined with the 
presumed whistleblower’s name, then retweeting a supporter who named
the presumed whistleblower.Even before outing the whistleblower, Trump
had whipped his followers into a lather by calling the whistleblower a 
“spy”, guilty of “treason”.The outing not only imperils the whistleblower’s
safety. It violates the purpose of the Whistleblower Act, which is to 
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protect people who alert authorities that government officials are 
violating the law.It’s on this deeper level that Trump’s lawlessness is 
most corrosive. From now on, anyone aware of illegality on the part of a 
government official, including a president, will think twice before 
sounding the alarm.Trump’s intrusion into the navy’s prosecution of Chief
Petty Officer Edward Gallagher on war crimes has the same corrosive 
effect.Trump not only stopped the navy from possibly giving Gallagher a 
less-than-honorable discharge. Trump also upended the military code of 
justice, designed for the military to handle legal violations in its ranks, 
including war crimes.Gallagher’s Navy Seal accusers were themselves 
whistleblowers who broke the Seal’s code of silence in order to stop a 
rogue chief. Now they face recrimination from within the ranks. From now
on, any soldier who witnesses a superior officer committing possible war 
crimes will be more reluctant to report them.Similarly, Trump’s ongoing 
intrusions into the justice department (DoJ) and the FBI aren’t just efforts
to derail investigations of his wrongdoing. They’re attacks on the system 
of impartial justice itself.Trump’s attorney general, William Barr, is 
supposed to be responsible to the American people. Instead he’s become 
Trump’s advocate. Barr even advised the White House not to turn over the
whistleblower complaint to Congress.After misleading the public on the 
contents of Robert Mueller’s report, Barr bowed to Trump’s demand that 
the department look into the origin of the FBI investigation that had led 
to the Mueller report.And now, after the DoJ’s own inspector general has 
found that the FBI had plenty of evidence to start its Russia inquiry – 
more than 100 contacts between members of the Trump campaign and 
Russian agents during the 2016 campaign – Barr refuses to be bound by 
the findings, and has appointed a prosecutor to launch yet another 
inquiry into the origins of the Russia investigation.The deeper systemic 
corrosion: from now on, attorneys general won’t be presumed to be 
administering impartial justice, and the findings of special counsels and 
inspectors general will have less finality and legitimacy.Barr is part of 
Trump’s private goon squad, along with Rudy Giuliani, chief enabler Mick 
Mulvaney and Trump’s resident white supremacist, Stephen 
Miller.Giuliani is using the authority of the presidency to mount a rogue 
foreign policy designed to keep Trump in power. It’s double lawlessness: 
Giuliani is bending the law and he’s accountable to no one.Miller, 
meanwhile, is waging Trump’s ongoing war against people legally 
seeking asylum in the United States – featuring family separations, caged
children and inhumane detention.Miller even got Trump to pardon Joe 
Arpaio, the former Arizona sheriff who was ordered by a federal judge to 



stop detaining people solely on suspicion of their immigration status. 
Arpaio disregarded the order, which is why he was convicted of criminal 
contempt of court. From now on, rogue sheriffs will be less constrained. 
You see the pattern: whistleblowers intimidated, the justice department 
politicized, findings of special counsels and inspectors general distorted 
or ignored, foreign policy made by a private citizen unaccountable to 
anybody, rogue military officers and rogue sheriffs pardoned.Each 
instance is disturbing on its own. Viewed as a whole, Trump’s 
lawlessness is systematically corrupting justice in the US. Impartial 
justice is the keystone of a democracy. Even if the Senate fails to remove
Trump for impeachable offenses, American voters must do so next 
November.”

CNN 'You're not a dictator'  : Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying   
Congress about Iran military action 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html 

Joe Walsh: Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-
tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn 
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Russia Warns U.S. of ‘Grave Consequences’ of Soleimani Killing National 
Review

World Yahoo News UK Iran's UN ambassador accuses Donald Trump of 
'starting a war against Iran' with killing of top general

U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing 
Soleimani

YAHOONEWS U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed 
on Killing Soleimani [ Rational thought process; viz., ie., Rice: Risks likely
outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani , etc., is something 
documented mentally ill insane person trump is incapable of! ]

World Yahoo Finance Samantha Power on Iran: 'This is likely to get ugly 
very quickly'

World Yahoo News UK Boris Johnson told to 'get off his sun lounger' and 
speak out on US killing of Iranian commander

World The Daily Beast Kim Jong Un Rings in a Thoroughly Nuclear New 
Year

Trump Organization purges workers in year-end firings

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-organization-fires-more-undocumented-022554245.html
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YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg U.S. Factory Gauge Unexpectedly Falls
to Lowest Since 2009 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. manufacturing closed out a 
tumultuous year with the weakest monthly performance since the end of 
the recession, with orders shrinking and factories continuing to dial back
production. Stocks and Treasury yields, already lower after a U.S. 
airstrike killed one of Iran’s most powerful military leaders, extended 
declines after the report. The Institute for Supply Management’s 
purchasing managers’ index fell to 47.2 in December from 48.1, the fifth 
straight month of contraction and missing estimates for a rise in a 
Bloomberg survey of economists, according to a report Friday. It was the 
worst reading since June 2009 and marked the eighth decline in the last 
nine months. Readings below 50 indicate activity is shrinking.The 
deterioration was driven by the weakest gauges of new orders and 
production since April 2009. The data show American factories remain 
plagued by pullbacks in business investment at home, softer demand 
throughout the world and, until recently, an escalating trade war between
the U.S. and China.

Politics HuffPost Trump Winery Fired Undocumented Workers — But Only 
After Grape Harvest Had Ended

Trump's now-deleted retweet sparks outrage The president recently 
shared a post that included the name of a man alleged to be the 
whistleblower whose complaint launched the impeachment process.

Politics People Ron Howard Calls Donald Trump a 'Self-Serving, 
Dishonest, Morally Bankrupt Ego Maniac' [ He forgot the mentally ill, 
mobster/criminal part, etc. ]

U.S. HuffPost Trump Cost Taxpayers An Extra $5 Million By Starting 
Afghanistan Trip In Florida The secret trip required two more planes than 
if he’d flown from and back to D.C., raising his golf-related tab to $123.6 
million.

Why is America so depressed?

https://www.yahoo.com/news/why-america-depressed-201152153.html
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U.S. Bloomberg Goodbye, New York, California and Illinois. Hello 
…     Where?   (Bloomberg Opinion) -- New York, California and Illinois have 
been hemorrhaging residents. Almost 3.2 million more people left those 
states for elsewhere in the U.S. than arrived from other states, from 2010
through 2019, according to population estimates released last week by 
the Census Bureau. Nine other states saw net out-migration of more than
100,000 people over that period, but none really came close to the big 
three.Thanks to 2 million more births than deaths and 1 million 
newcomers from other countries, California’s population still grew by 
about 2 million over this period, a gain that trailed only those of Texas 
and Florida. New York’s population grew but only slightly, while Illinois 
lost an estimated 159,751 people between 2010 and 2019. Yes, these are 
all big states, but New York and Illinois ranked second and third in net 
domestic migration as percentage of 2010 population, behind only Alaska
(California ranked 13th).Where are all these people going? The Empire 
Center for Public Policy, a conservative Albany think tank, put together 
some estimates for New York based on data that the Internal Revenue 
Service gleans from tax returns. (The Census Bureau also releases data 
on state-to-state migration flows, but those are based on surveys with 
sometimes-large margins of error, so the IRS numbers are more reliable if
less complete.) This inspired me to do the same for California and Illinois.
Here are the Empire Center’s numbers for New York:The adjusted gross 
income of New York taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $88,940 from
2012 through 2018. Those who left for Florida, New Jersey, California and
Connecticut made more money than that; those who moved to other 
states in the top 10 less, in some cases much less. By far the most 
affluent group of migrants from New York was the 1,309 taxpayers who 
moved to Wyoming, who had an average income of $179,014.Here’s 
where Californians have been heading.The adjusted gross income of 
California taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $84,641, and migrants 
to all of the top-10 states made less than that. Also notable in California’s
case is that it experienced net inflows from about half the states, 
including New York and Illinois. It’s losing residents in huge numbers to 
nearby states, but still attracting people from the Northeast and 
Midwest.Finally, here’s where Illinoisans (Illinoians?) have been 
going.The adjusted gross income of Illinois taxpayers who didn’t migrate 
averaged $78,959. Illinois has been losing high-income residents (a lot of 
them retirees, one imagines) to Florida, middle-income residents to the 
South and West, and those with lower incomes to neighboring states. 
Also, the top two destinations for Illinois migrants are the top two for the 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goodbye-york-california-illinois-hello-120017693.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goodbye-york-california-illinois-hello-120017693.html


nation as a whole, with Florida first, Texas second.Domestic migration 
statistics are frequently cited as evidence of the failures of blue-state 
governance, in particular the higher taxes imposed by states that are 
losing lots of residents. There’s something to that — income-tax-free 
Florida sure is attracting a lot of affluent people from Illinois and New 
York, and a recent study of high-income California taxpayers concluded 
that a 2012 income tax increase there did in fact drive some away. 
But California, Illinois and New York have all experienced bigger per 
capita personal income gains than the nation as a whole since the 
beginning of 2010, and all saw taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 
overrepresented among the leavers from 2011 through 2018. These 
departures may indicate failures of governance as well, but it’s a 
different set of governance failures, presumably related more to housing 
costs, commutes and job opportunities than taxes per se.There also isn’t 
much evidence in the IRS data — yet — of an exodus of high-income 
taxpayers hit by the state-and-local-tax-deduction limits imposed by the 
2017 tax bill. That is, the number of taxpayers with adjusted gross 
incomes of $200,000 or more leaving for other states actually fell in high-
tax California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey and New York from 2017 
to 2018, the year the cap went into effect. Those who ended up with 
higher tax bills due to the change generally didn’t find out exactly how 
much higher until 2019, though, so it may just be too early to tell.One last
thing I checked was which counties in New York have been sending the 
most migrants to other states. My fellow Bloomberg Opinion columnist 
Conor Sen argued this week that in congressional-redistricting terms the 
most important population shifts of recent years have been from rural 
areas to large metropolitan areas, not from state to state. Indeed, thanks
to babies and immigrants, New York City and most of its suburbs have 
gained population over the past decade as the rest of the state has 
shrunk. That may be changing, though, as the city in particular has been 
seeing accelerating migration to other states. Of those who left New 
York state from 2011 to 2012, 49.1% were from the city. From 2017 to 
2018, 68.4% were. A lot of those people are just moving to New Jersey. 
But it’s not a great sign.To contact the author of this story: Justin Fox at 
justinfox@bloomberg.netTo contact the editor responsible for this story: 
Stacey Shick at sshick@bloomberg.netThis column does not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its 
owners.Justin Fox is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering business. 
He was the editorial director of Harvard Business Review and wrote for 
Time, Fortune and American Banker. He is the author of “The Myth of the 



Rational Market.”For more articles like this, please visit us at 
bloomberg.com/opinion©2020 Bloomberg L.P.
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The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its Top 
Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 

Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire Confidence”: 
After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-
iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized intelligence agencies,
vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth, Trump faces significant 
doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump’s Old Tweets About Obama Striking Iran 
For Re-Election Come Back To Haunt Him https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html 

MSNBC Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while 
America goes down the drain' 

https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-in-2011-the-president-plays-golf-to-escape-work-while-america-goes-down-the-drain-75879493821
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-in-2011-the-president-plays-golf-to-escape-work-while-america-goes-down-the-drain-75879493821
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Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.htm
l “… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump 
golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic 
america … the ‘ship of fools’! ]

YAHOONEWS President Trump outstrips Obama on golf trips The 
president, who once criticized predecessor Barack Obama for spending 
too much time playing golf, is on track to pass Obama's 8-year total in 
just 4 years. Well over $100 million» [ Mentally ill, pathological liar, fraud, 
mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump is so full of s**t! ]

ABC News Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he will ask 
parliament to grant him immunity from corruption charges, a step that is 
expected to delay his trial for months.

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. 
TONIGHT (1-3-20): James Bond's drink of choice is a martini, but Daniel 
Craig is all about Guinness.

GOOGLENEWS
The Nightmare Stage of Trump’s Rule Is Here Unstable and impeached, 
the president pushes the U.S. toward war with Iran.

The New York Times Opinion

Live Updates: Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills General 

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, promised retaliation 
against those who killed Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani in Baghdad. The 
U.S. moved to send … The New York Times

Trump speaks after ordering strike on top Iran general

video_youtube CNN

https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC1kxSzZCcmg2MHo4mAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEPCyG9eis7Tg3C8wURHKKewqFwgEKg8IACoHCAowjuuKAzCWrzwwqIQY?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.facebook.com/watch/2557728327572233/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBPqh-nW2YIzRKYVWBJok0KnPFME7DHlZhVkku_vQQINe4XQZe8byTZdEdADTF4mLOYjo9cJuLxkcH_9DS0zYDvPOSmscJlPZuzrSC6NW-rdzBHdyGR1K3IiNFS9LEgY9jKv2odoJrEZQX_kyXHIntdtXeEm73RmYrCri_1-cxd8LVpkBbp3c8w0m6P53hWMtCMpkd5-l4XxhvwAZJMc_Ui4yImrxM6P5mrh5oK7xh7yBWh2T0Hswnp6IvadZzPIn3tOss4P__SQH3aeUHZpubmkmg4z9NQELoJiklIgn3GB7EmA0LPvOA_MX4H0mk5Py75RyIf-XzUeg4PCrcqMPPWAdBHlfihRXPI1IIxsZF2odLgIO7KN6qE5kDIBBw&__tn__=-UC-R
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Dramatic escalation with airstrike in Iraq l ABC News

video_youtube ABC News

The death of Iran's top general, Qassem Soleimani, means America has 
declared war

Iran's Qassem Soleimani, assassinated in a U.S. air strike Trump ordered,
means U.S. is at war with Iran.

NBCNews.com Opinion

New photos show widespread fire damage in aftermath of militants' 
attack on US embassy in Baghdad

Stunning photos reveal scenes of destruction inside the United States 
embassy in Iraq's capital one day after Iran-backed militiamen stormed 
the heavily fortified ...
Fox News

U.S. embassy suspends consular operations

The U.S. Embassy in Baghdad said on Wednesday that all public consular 
operations were suspended, a day after Iran-backed militias and their 
supporters ...
Reuters

Iran-backed militiamen withdraw from siege of US Embassy in Baghdad 
as more American troops deployed

The siege outside of the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad ended Wednesday 
after dozens of pro-Iran militiamen and their supporters began to 
withdraw from the ...
Fox News

Shock Waves From American Airstrikes in Iraq May Have Just Begun

Iran-backed Shiite militias have been firing missiles at American troops 
and military contractors in Iraq for six months now, and last week they 
finally killed one of ...
The New York Times Opinion
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Iraqi security forces regain control of area around US Embassy after 
second day of protests

Iraqi security forces have regained control of the area around the US 
Embassy in Baghdad, after the compound was rocked by a second day of 
mass protests.
CNN

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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DRUDGEREPORT
COULTER: WE THOUGHT TRUMP WOULD BE DIFFERENT... Ann Coulter: 
‘We Thought Trump Was Different’ About Starting Wars 
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
https://dailycaller.com/2020/01/06/ann-coulter-trump-different-iran-war/


POMPEO: Trump Ready to Launch More Strikes... 
Iran military displaying 'heightened state of readiness'... 
13 'revenge scenarios'... 
Drone attacks? 
BAKER: High-risk gambles with much at stake... 
'Completely coincidental': Air Force launches 52 fighter jets in training 
exercise...
College students panic over fine print about registering for the draft...
'We're going to war, bro'... 
Anxiety over fate of American hostages... 
At least 50 killed in stampede at Iranian general's funeral... 
Putin lands in Damascus on unannounced visit... 

POLL: 66% Want To See Bolton Testify In Senate Impeachment Trial... 
RAGE BUILDS
IRAN EYES 35 TARGETS
ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US TROOPS 
Red flag raised at Mosque warning of severe battle to come... 
Will punish Americans wherever they are...
General steps out of Soleimani shadow...
Fear Hits Tehran Over What Might Come Next...
Royal Navy Admiral warns West against war...
Need millions of soldiers...
NATO suspends Iraq training mission...
Strait of Hormuz in focus...
TRUMP THE TERMINATOR…
Trump thought war with Iran could help Obama reelection. What about 
his own? 
'Totally Unpredictable'...
'Hornets' nest'...
FEAR OF CYBER ATTACKS...
Protests across USA...
Selective Service Site Falters Over #WWIII Draft Fears... 

Trump Rattles Mideast With Risky Strike...
Soleimani 'torn to shreds' by missile...
Body identified by ring...
DRONES FOUND HIM...

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-nw-nyt-qassem-soleimani-iran-20200103-6cfuwdo5cfhi7aocmrhn75nbse-story.html
https://nypost.com/2020/01/03/qassem-soleimani-airstrike-ring-from-corpse-identified-irans-top-general/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7847795/How-airstrike-Iranian-general-unfolded-Baghdad.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-rattles-mideast-u-politics-055619552.html
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/01/04/iraq-iran-tensions-protests-condemn-u-s-actions-middle-east/2807176001/
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https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/With-missile-strike-Trump-opts-for-escalation-14948664.php
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/strait-of-hormuz-the-worlds-biggest-oil-chokepoint-in-focus-as-us-iran-tensions-flare-2020-01-03
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-nato/nato-suspends-iraq-training-mission-after-soleimani-killing-idUSKBN1Z30EX
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/iran-war-would-need-millions-21211138
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/missiles-hit-green-zone-and-iraq-base-housing-us-troops-security-sources/ar-BBYC7Kb
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10670210/iran-unfurls-red-flag-ready-for-war/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7851075/Thousands-chant-Death-America-funeral-Iranian-general-Qassem-Soleimani.html
https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=3653
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/putin-syria-damascus-assad-russia-a9273781.html
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'Hornets' nest'...
RAND PAUL: NO WAR...
EX-CIA DIRECTOR: 'THERE WILL BE DEAD AMERICANS'...
Depart Iraq immediately...
Westerners 'should leave Dubai'... 
NYC ON ALERT... 
UK livid... 
Thousands rally in Iran against 'crimes'...
Israel braces for retaliation... 
Oil prices surge... Stocks shook... 
Strait of Hormuz in focus... 
UPDATES...
TRUMP: 'Reign of terror over'...
'Took Action To Stop War'… 
How decision was made... 

Trump doubled his tweets in 2019.... 
U.S. combat deaths in Afghanistan highest in years… 

FLASHBACK: TRUMP SAID OBAMA WOULD ATTACK IRAN TO WIN RE-
ELECTION...
TWEETS COME BACK TO HAUNT... 
WAG THE DOG THEORIES ERUPT... 
No 'stupid' wars doctrine faces biggest test...
Iraq War Hawks Now Pumped For Iran...

MARKETWATCH
Drones Are Cheap. A War With Iran Isn't.

Mike Bloomberg: Don’t Believe Trump – Our Economy Is Broken 
https://www.barrons.com/…/mike-bloomberg-dont-believe-trump… [ It truly is 
difficult for me to be negative about Mike Bloomberg because he really 
“knows how to count”; but, there’s that golfing picture with trump, 
clinton, giuliani and his crusade against soda (yes soda with empty 
calories and sugar is not good for you but there are many things that are 
far worse and I’ve observed people who drank only water but consistently
pigged out and were obese). He’s a billionaire to his credit; but, he really 
should address the nation’s unsustainable debt 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org 
PETER SCHIFF: RECESSION SO BAD COMING, US DOOMED TO DEFAULT 
ON NATIONAL DEBT https://moneyandmarkets.com/peter-schiff-us-default-
on-de…/… 

“Former Head of the U.S. Fed Reveals Washington's Nasty Trick to 
Confiscate Your Savings... Here's How Americans are Resisting... In 
October, U.S. government debt surpassed a record $23 TRILLION.

So, what does David Stockman say? ]

“ECONOMY AND POLICY

Mike Bloomberg: Don’t Believe Trump – Our Economy Is Broken

COMMENTARY
By Michael R. Bloomberg
Updated Jan. 9, 2020 10:13 am ET / Original Jan. 9, 2020 9:00 am ET

Democratic Presidential candidate Michael Bloomberg addresses a crowd
in North Carolina. Photograph by Melissa Sue Gerrits/Getty Images

This article originally appeared on MarketWatch, a sister publication of 
Barron’s.

President Donald Trump says our economy is “the best it has ever been,” 
and he is planning to ride that false claim to a second term.

I won’t let him get away with it.
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MAIL.COM NEWS
AP FACT CHECK: Trump's distortions are across the board          
https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-
trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5    [ trump is so 
sick, so mentally ill; trump is at once, a global tragedy and a global 
embarrassment to america! ]

"WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump systematically fabricated 
his record before boisterous supporters and the eyes of the world this 
past week. To a core question — did the U.S. killing of an Iranian general 
avoid an imminent attack on U.S. interests? — there is no definitive 
answer days after missiles flew. Trump and his officials said the U.S. 
attack achieved that result but have yet to prove it.

(1 of 4) President Donald Trump speaks on proposed changes to the 
National Environmental Policy Act, at the White House in Washington.

January 12, 2020

In other matters, Trump offered distortion across the breadth of public 
policy. He declared clean-air achievements when the air has become 
dirtier. He claimed to have come up with the “great idea” of letting 
veterans seek private care at public expense, when that was already law,
accomplished by President Barack Obama.

Primis Player Placeholder

He complained that he didn't get the Nobel Peace Prize for peace in 
Ethiopia, when he had little to nothing to do with it. He invented a 
dialogue with a Democrat in Congress and claimed he succeeded on two 
fronts where other presidents failed, each time for at least 44 years, a 
made-up number.

And as he done repeatedly, but this time in the midst of dangerous 
brinkmanship with Iran, he falsely accused Obama of opening the U.S. 
treasury to Tehran and handing over a fortune. A sampling from the week:

https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5
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PEACE PRIZE TRUMP: “I'm going to tell you about the Nobel Peace Prize, 
I will tell you about that. I made a deal, I saved the country and I just 
heard that the head of that country is now getting the Nobel Peace Prize 
for saving the country. I said, what, did I have something to do with it? 
Yeah but, you know, that is the way it is. " Toledo, Ohio, rally Thursday.

THE FACTS: Trump did not save Ethiopia. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy 
Ahmed won the prize in October after he fully accepted a peace deal 
ending a 20-year border war with neighboring Eritrea that saw some 
80,000 people killed. Trump had no known involvement in the peace deal.

The prize also recognized Abiy, Africa's youngest leader, for sweeping 
changes in Ethiopian society as he released tens of thousands of 
prisoners, welcomed home once-banned opposition groups, expanded 
freedom of expression and acknowledged his country's past abuses.

Trump did agree to a request from Egypt’s president to mediate a dispute
among Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan over a proposed dam on the Nile River. 
That mediation continues. Trump is known to express pique when he is 
not recognized in the manner he thinks is deserved. He mocked teenage 
climate activist Greta Thunberg when Time magazine named her person 
of the year last month.

JOBS

TRUMP: “America lost 60,000 factories under the previous administration,
60,000. You wouldn't believe that's possible but I know it's true. ... No, it's
true. No, it’s true. ... It's 60,000 closed, gone. They are all coming back. 
They are all coming back.” — Toledo rally.



THE FACTS: It’s not true.

The U.S. has indeed lost roughly 60,000 factories but that’s since 2001, 
the start of President George W. Bush’s administration. It didn’t happen 
“under the previous administration.” And they’re not “all coming back.”

Construction spending on factories has declined since a recent peak in 
2015 during Obama's presidency. Factories cut 12,000 jobs in December, 
according to the jobs report Friday. Growth in manufacturing jobs 
decelerated sharply in 2019, to 46,000, down from 264,000 added jobs in 
2018.

VETERANS

TRUMP on the Veterans Administration: “For 44 years they try to get 
accountability. ... I said, you know ... I have an idea, such a great idea. 
You are going to go out private, you're going to pick up a doctor, you are 
going to get yourself fixed up, we're going to pay the bill, right? And you 
know what happened? And I said how — how brilliant is that? They say 
sir, we've been working on that for 48 years but we've never been able to 
get it approved. So I was very, very disillusioned but you know what I'm 
good at, getting things approved and we got it approved.” — to cheers at 
Toledo rally.

THE FACTS: He did not think up the idea and get it approved. Obama got 
it approved. Obama signed into law the Choice program that lets veterans
go to a private doctor at public expense under some circumstances. 
Trump routinely ignores that and says presidents have tried to get it done
for 44 years. He only expanded the program.



As for accountability, Trump claims that his law means bad VA employees
are swiftly fired. But a report released in October by the VA inspector 
general found “significant deficiencies” in the accountability office 
established by the law, such as poor leadership, shoddy training of 
investigators and a failure to push out underperforming senior leaders.

Also at the rally, Trump claimed that “44 years" of failure preceded his 
success in getting the “right to try” initiative into law. That initiative, 
aimed at giving terminally ill patients more access to unapproved drugs, 
only goes back five or so years.

CANCER

TRUMP: “U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of 
good news coming out of this Administration.” — tweet Thursday.

THE FACTS: The news came from the American Cancer Society, not the 
administration, and it does not reflect Trump's record.

The group said the death rate from cancer has declined nearly 30% since
1991 and took its sharpest one-year drop in 2017. But the data did not 
reflect cancer-research spending under the Trump administration.

Trump proposed cutting spending at the National Institutes of Health but 
Congress ignored the effort and raised spending in a bill the president 
signed. That is not reflected in the cancer society report.

IRAN



TRUMP: “Iran’s hostility substantially increased after the foolish Iran 
nuclear deal was signed in 2013. And they were given $150 billion, not to 
mention $1.8 billion in cash.” — address Wednesday.

TRUMP: “Iran now is not wealthy like it was when President Obama 
handed him $150 billion..” — remarks Thursday.

TRUMP: “They gave around $150 billion including $1.7 billion in the hard 
cold cash, can you imagine? No, no, can you imagine? $1.7 billion, $1.8 
billion in cash.” — Toledo rally.

THE FACTS: There was no $150 billion payout from the U.S. treasury or 
other countries. The U.S. made a separate payment of roughly $1.8 billion
to cover a decades-old IOU.

When Iran signed the multinational deal to restrain its nuclear 
development in return for being freed from sanctions, it regained access 
to its own assets, which had been frozen abroad. Iran was allowed to get 
its money back. The deal actually was signed in 2015, after a 2013 
preliminary agreement. Trump has taken the U.S. out of it.

As for the $1.8 billion: In the 1970s, Iran paid the U.S. $400 million for 
military equipment that was never delivered because the Iranian 
government was overthrown and diplomatic relations ruptured. After the 
nuclear deal, the U.S. and Iran announced they had settled the matter, 
with the U.S. agreeing to pay the $400 million principal along with about 
$1.3 billion in interest.



The $400 million was paid in cash and flown to Tehran on a cargo plane, 
which gave rise to Trump's previous dramatic accounts of money stuffed 
in barrels or boxes and delivered in the dead of night. The arrangement 
provided for the interest to be paid later, not crammed into containers.

TRUMP: “The foolish Iran nuclear deal financed Iranian aggression while 
allowing a quick path to nuclear breakout. That is what it did. And by the 
way it expires so soon. They can have nuclear weapons." — Toledo rally.

TRUMP: “It’s close to expiring. In other words, if I didn’t terminate it, it 
expires in a very short period of time.” — remarks at White House on 
Thursday.

THE FACTS: The 2015 agreement is not about to expire. It imposes limits 
on Iran's nuclear development for 15 years.

TRUMP: “The missiles fired last night at us and our allies were paid for 
with the funds made available by the last administration.” — address 
Wednesday.

THE FACTS: That accusation comes without corroboration. The 
administration has offered no information supporting the contention that 
in regaining access to $150 billion of its assets that had been frozen 
abroad, Iran steered a chunk of that money to the missiles that hit the 
U.S. bases in Iraq.

“I doubt anyone has the insight into Iran's budgetary mechanisms to say 
that this money was used for this purpose,” said Gerald Feierstein, a 
career U.S. diplomat who retired in 2016 as the principal deputy assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs.



“It's a funds-are-fungible kind of argument,” he said. "I mean, if they have 
money, can you say that dollar went directly to buy a missile, as opposed 
to freeing up another dollar that went to buy a missile?"

Joseph Votel, who retired from the U.S. Army in March as the top military
commander for the Middle East, said he was not aware of any specific 
intelligence on this question. “I don't have anything that would 
particularly support that,” he said. “I'm not saying it did or it didn't, but I 
don't have details to demonstrate it one way or the other.”

ENVIRONMENT

TRUMP: “We have some of the cleanest air and cleanest water on earth, 
and for our country the air is right now cleaner than it's been in 40 years.”
— remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: No, air quality has worsened under the Trump administration.
And it's a stretch to say the U.S. is among the countries with the cleanest
air. Dozens of nations have less smoggy air. Trump made the remarks as 
he proposed the latest enforcement rollbacks for the bedrock 
environmental acts credited with beginning the clean-up of U.S. air and 
water a half-century ago.

As to water quality, one measure, Yale University's global Environmental 
Performance Index, finds the U.S. tied with nine other countries as having
the cleanest drinking water.

But after decades of improvement, progress in air quality has stalled.



There were 15% more days with unhealthy air in America in 2017 and 
2018 than there were on average from 2013 through 2016, the four years 
when the U.S had its fewest number of those days since at least 1980, 
according to an AP analysis of EPA data.

A recent study by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found that 
deadly air particle pollution increased 5.5% in the United States between 
2016 and 2018 after declining by 24.2% from 2009 to 2016.

"The increase was associated with 9,700 premature deaths in 2018," the 
study by Karen Clay and Nicholas Muller said. "At conventional 
valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 billion."

The Obama administration set records for the fewest air-polluted days.

Trump’s proposal would greatly cut back on the National Environmental 
Policy Act’s requirement that federal agencies consider whether a big 
construction project would hurt the environment before they approve the 
project. Other Trump proposals would roll back restrictions on major 
sources of air and water pollution, including coal-fired power plants and 
autos.”

ISLAMIC STATE GROUP

TRUMP: “Three months ago, after destroying 100% of ISIS and its 
territorial caliphate ..." — address Wednesday on Iran's missile strike on 
two Iraqi bases.

THE FACTS: His claim of a 100% defeat is misleading as the Islamic State
group still poses a threat.



IS was defeated in Iraq in 2017, then lost the last of its land holdings in 
Syria in March, marking the end of the extremists' self-declared 
caliphate. Still, extremist sleeper cells have continued to launch attacks 
in Iraq and Syria and are believed to be responsible for targeted killings 
against local officials and members of the Syrian Democratic Forces.

U.N. experts have warned that IS leaders are seeking a resurgence. This 
past week, Defense Secretary Mark Esper said the fight against the 
group was continuing in Syria.

IMPEACHMENT

TRUMP, on the House Intelligence Committee chairman: “He's a corrupt 
politician, Adam Schiff. He's corrupt. ... He gave a sentence that he made 
up. He made it up, and it was not — it was not what was said in the 
conversation. That's why I released the transcript, got approval from 
Ukraine." — remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: Trump's timeline is wrong and he's exaggerating the episode 
and botching the timeline.

Schiff, D-Calif., delivered what he called a parody of Trump's remarks in 
the president's July 25 phone call with Ukraine's leader.

Schiff did so after the White House released a rough transcript of the 
call, not before, as Trump states. So people who read the official account
knew Schiff was riffing from it, not quoting from it.



Though Trump took umbrage at having words put in his mouth by Schiff, 
the president routinely invents dialogue. It's a staple of his rhetoric when
he mocks political rivals. He did it Thursday night at a rally, making up a 
conversation he pretended he had — with Schiff.

TRUMP: “We released the exact transcript.” — remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: No, the White House memo describing Trump's phone 
conversation with President Volodymyr Zelenskiy isn't exact.

It was presented by the White House as a rough transcript. The public 
does not know precisely what each leader said.

Officials who were tasked to listen in to the call say the rough transcript 
is largely accurate in representing the material aspects of the 
conversation as they heard it.

One such witness testified that some quotations in the account were not 
exact, though he did not consider the variance to be consequential.

TRUMP, explaining why he initially held up military aid to Ukraine: “Why is
it that the United States pays? And it affects Europe far more than it 
affects the United States. So why isn’t it that France, Germany, and all of 
those countries in Europe that are so strongly affected, why aren’t they 
paying?” — remarks Tuesday with Greece's prime minister.

THE FACTS: He’s incorrect that European countries weren’t putting up aid
for Ukraine.



European Union institutions have provided far more development 
assistance than the $204 million from Washington. Specific EU members, 
Japan and Canada also contribute significantly.

Since 2014, the EU and European financial institutions have mobilized 
more than $16 billion to help Ukraine's economy, counter corruption, 
build institutions and strengthen its sovereignty against further 
incursions by Russia after its annexation of Crimea.

The U.S. is a heavy source of military assistance. But NATO also 
contributes a variety of military-assistance programs and trust funds for 
Ukraine. In most such cases, the programs are modest and NATO 
countries other than the U.S. take the lead

ENERGY

TRUMP: “We are independent, and we do not need Middle East oil.” — 
address Wednesday.

THE FACTS: Trump’s declaration of energy independence is premature. 
The U.S. still needs plenty of oil from the Mideast.

The volume of U.S. oil imports from the Persian Gulf alone — 23 million 
barrels in October – would not be easy to make up elsewhere, at least not
without major changes in U.S. demand or production.



Technological advances like fracking and horizontal drilling have allowed 
the U.S. to greatly increase production, but demand remains brisk and 
the country still imports millions of barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia, 
Canada, Iraq and other countries. Moreover, much of what the U.S. 
produces is hard for domestic refiners to convert to practical use. So the 
U.S. exports that production and imports oil that is more suitable for 
American refineries to handle.

On energy more broadly, the U.S. is indeed close to parity on how much 
energy it produces and how much it consumes. In some months, it 
produces more than it consumes. But it has not achieved self-sufficiency. 
In the first nine months of last year, it imported about as much energy as 
it exported.

MILITARY

TRUMP: “The American military has been completely rebuilt under my 
administration, at a cost of $2.5 trillion.” — address Wednesday.

THE FACTS: That’s an exaggeration.

It’s true that his administration has accelerated a sharp buildup in 
defense spending, including a respite from what the U.S. military 
considered to be crippling spending limits under budget sequestration.

But a number of new Pentagon weapons programs, such as the F-35 
fighter jet, were started years before the Trump administration. And it 
will take years for freshly ordered tanks, planes and other weapons to be 
built, delivered and put to use.



The Air Force’s Minuteman 3 missiles, a key part of the U.S. nuclear 
force, for instance, have been operating since the early 1970s and the 
modernization was begun under the Obama administration. They are due 
to be replaced with a new version, but not until later this decade.

Associated Press writers Christopher Rugaber, Ellen Knickmeyer, 
Matthew Lee, Michael Biesecker, Lolita C. Baldor, Matthew Daly and 
Robert Burns contributed to this report.

EDITOR'S NOTE — A look at the veracity of claims by political figures.

Find AP Fact Checks at http://apne.ws/2kbx8bd

Follow @APFactCheck on Twitter: https://twitter.com/APFactCheck"

ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT FOR BUBBLEVISION    David Stockman | 
January 10, 2020   https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-
news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

By reading narrative, we escape the anxiety that attacks us when we try 
to say something true about the world. This is the consoling function of 
narrative – the reason people tell stories and have told stories from the 
beginning of time.

– Umberto Eco, Six Walks in the Fictional Woods (1994)

...

“The whole narrative on the economy is wrong.”

That’s the money quote from my most recent talk with the folks from 
Doug Casey’s International Man project. That narrative includes just 
about everything you’ve heard from Bubblevision about the December 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/
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nonfarm payrolls report from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

Headlines say we added 145,000 new jobs during the last month of 2019 
and that the unemployment rate remained 3.5%.

I’d note that under the Tweeter-in-Chief, the average monthly jobs gain 
has been 190,000 a month. I’d add that during the last 33 months under 
President Obama, it was 225,000 a month.

No, this is not the “greatest economy ever.” And there’s no one out there 
to save it – us – from what’s on the horizon.

That includes the Federal Reserve. Indeed, this is the worst policy 
environment of a lifetime.

It’s time to get ready for the worst of all possible outcomes: a market 
crash, a Main Street recession, and the election of Elizabeth Warren.

Welcome, folks, to the “Great Disruption”…   [chart] …..”



[Click to Enlarge]

Now, here’s the first part of my talk with International Man; I’ll share the 
second half on Monday.

International Man: Trump is calling for a weaker dollar and negative 
interest rates. What does this tell you about Trump’s understanding of 
economics?

David Stockman: It tells you that he has no understanding of economics 
at all!
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I think Trump is not even a primitive when it comes to economic 
comprehension. His views are just plain stupid when it comes to 
exchange rates. He seems to think it’s some grand game of global golf, 
where the strongest player gets the lowest score.

What sense does it make tweeting as he did recently in attacking the 
Fed?

According to Trump, the US economy is so much better than the rest of 
the world’s economies, and therefore we should have the lowest interest 
rate as a result. It has nothing to do with economic logic or with 
principles related to sound money. I think he’s just thrashing about trying 
to create a warning that if things go badly, it’s the Fed’s fault.

The whole narrative on the economy is wrong.

The low unemployment rate is something he inherited. It’s the end of the 
longest business cycle in history – 126 months.

As the economy continues to inch forward, the inventory of excess labor 
goes down. The unemployment rate, even as badly measured as it is by 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), inherently goes lower. He didn’t
have anything to do with it.

In fact, if you look at the first 33 job reports under President Trump, the 
average gains have been 190,000 a month. During the last 33 reports 
under President Obama, it was 225,000 a month.

There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle.

Even John Maynard Keynes himself said that you ought to try to balance 
the budget and even generate a surplus at the top of the cycle.

We’re right in the middle of the worst kind of economic policy in my 
lifetime, anyway – going back to the 1960s.

Trump is completely clueless about how we got here, how he got here, 
and where we’re going.



I’ve said many times that if you boast about it, you own it. He’s been 
boasting about the stock market, which is the greatest bubble in history. 
He’s been boasting about a business cycle that he inherited that’s got all 
kinds of rot underneath and that’s nearing its final days.

All of that’s going to come home to roost, and I think it’s very likely to 
happen before the 2020 election.

So, the 2020 election is not all over except for the shouting, as a lot of 
people believe. In fact, the prospect that Elizabeth Warren gets the 
nomination on the Democratic side and becomes a serious contender for 
the Oval Office is very high.

The irony is that it will ensure the stock market’s collapse and Trump ’s 
defeat. He’s setting himself up for the worst possible outcome.

International Man: The Fed recently said it could increase its tolerance 
for inflation before it considers raising interest rates. It would be a major 
policy shift. What’s really going on here?

David Stockman: I think what’s going on is that they’re looking for 
another excuse to capitulate to Wall Street next time it has a hissy fit 
because it believes the Fed owes them another shot of stimulus and more
liquidity.

Let’s address the underlying issue now. The 2% inflation target is absurd 
to begin with. There is no historical or theoretical evidence to suggest 
that inflation at 2% is better for growth and prosperity than inflation at 
1.5%, 1%, or even -1%.

This is just made up, just like the money they created that’s been 
snatched from thin air, adopted as official policy in January 2012.

It becomes a rolling excuse for running the printing press and 
accommodating both the politicians in Washington, D.C., who want low 
interest rates so that debts are cheap to finance and the gamblers on 
Wall Street who want low interest rates because they result in higher 
asset values and cheaper costs for carry trade speculators.

The idea that we haven’t had enough inflation as it’s measured by one 
indicator – the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) deflator – is kind 
of crazy for two reasons.



First, there’s a lot of other inflation measures that say we easily achieved
2% inflation.

The 16% trimmed-mean CPI is a very handy tool. It has the same CPI data
at the product code level as that in the regular CPI, but in order to 
smooth out the monthly figure, it takes out the lowest and highest 16% of
individual prices.

[Click to Enlarge]

It’s probably more accurate than CPI because it removes the outliers but 
puts them back in as soon as they reach the center of the distribution.

The trimmed-mean CPI has averaged 2% since January 2012. During the 
last 12 months, it’s reached 2.34%, way over the Fed’s 2% target.

There are lots of issues here.
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One of them is that there are many ways to measure inflation. Another 
issue is that you can’t scientifically measure inflation in a dynamic global
economy like the one we’re in today.

It’s just an average in some arbitrarily-weighted product categories that 
are way too complicated, even for the bureaucrats at the BLS.

And, third, even if you could measure it halfway accurately, which I 
seriously doubt, the Fed has no tools to achieve its targets anyway.

The big swings of inflation are from commodity cycles and the global 
trading system, evidenced in oil prices, metal and materials prices, food 
and grain prices, and so forth. The Fed can’t do much about that.

The point is, inflation targeting is one of the greatest efforts at 
misdirection that a government agency has ever concocted. This gives 
them a license to constantly intervene and meddle in the financial 
markets – pointlessly fiddling with the whole price structure of debt and 
equity assets. The less inflation there is, the better.

They can’t target it to the second decimal point, and you can’t measure it
anyway.

The fact that they’re now saying, “Well, we don’t mean to target inflation 
on a monthly basis or quarterly or annual basis, it’s a cumulative basis 
from a day one,” indicates they are maybe starting from the Garden of 
Eden or something like that.

It just shows you that they’ve backed themselves into a corner of illogic 
and stupidity, from which I don’t think there’s any exit…..”

“ON STRANGE BEDFELLOWS 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-strange-bedfellows/ 
David Stockman | January 07, 2020

Indeed, only what does not have a tangible measure can easily be 
exaggerated in importance. This is the basic reason why the privileged 
elite in every society has always consisted – and, I submit, will always 
consist – of members who perform unproductive services under one form
or another. Whatever the title under which this elite may receive its 
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share, this share will never be that of worker’s wage – even if, as is 
possible, it may be called by that name. – Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, 
The Entropy Law and the Economic Process

...

“China’s had another record year of corporate bond defaults. That’s not a 
crisis. It’s a plan.”

That’s the opening line of a recent Bloomberg story on the state of things
in the Middle Kingdom. Of course, that old nickname seems a little 
antiquated. “Red Ponzi” is much more apt.

Here’s more from   Bloomberg  :

But rising defaults also mean that global investors have to abandon some
assumptions about which borrowers are safe. There are some nasty 
surprises on the long list of companies that have either defaulted or have
seen their bond prices plunge. Among them: a would-be Wall Street-style 
investment bank endorsed by China’s premier and two technology 
companies connected to top universities. In December, a commodities 
company called Tewoo Group Corp. delivered the biggest dollar-bond 
default in two decades by a state-owned enterprise. That event “could 
prove a turning point,” says Todd Schubert, a managing director for fixed 
income at Bank of Singapore. It’s getting more dangerous to count on 
some companies being, in essence, too connected to fail.

Indeed, as Chris Scott notes as he resumes his regular Tuesday updates 
on the U.S-China relationship, they may be at least as infatuated with 
“easy money” than even we are…

All “Easy Money,” All the Time… Chinese-Style

By Chris Scott

Major Chinese stock benchmarks started the year off with two days in 
the green (or red, if you’re watching a price board in China – remember, 
everything is upside down there).

This is all thanks to the People’s Bank of China, whose “put” is working 
just like the Federal Reserve’s, only with Chinese characteristics.
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“Socialism with Chinese characteristics” is how the Communist Party has
chosen to describe its Frankenstein’s monster of an economic system. 
One part free enterprise, nine parts investment from Wall Street and 
Corporate America, rounded out with 90 parts party control. Just stitch 
together and voila… “it’s alive.”

But the dragon that woke from its slumber to start this century is more 
akin to the brainy creature in Mary Shelley’s tormented tale than it is to 
Hollywood’s flat-topped oaf. China’s debt-laden patchwork of modern 
megalopolises and sprawling industrial hellscapes is guided warily by 
partners of America’s elite.

By now you’ve probably heard the name Liu He (pronounced “Huh”), the 
man who’s on his way to Washington next week to sign the “phase one” 
trade deal.

Apart from being Chinese President Xi Jinping’s middle school buddy, 
Liu’s bonafides include years of study in the U.S., culminating a master’s 
degree at Harvard. This is the guy credited with articulating Beijing’s 
policy of trying to reign in the debt binge…..”

--------------------------

“THE GUNS OF JANUARY 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-guns-of-january/ 

David Stockman | January 06, 2020

Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired 
signifies in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not 
fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is not 
spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the 
genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children. This is not a way of life 
at all in any true sense. Under the clouds of war, it is humanity hanging 
on a cross of iron. 

– President Dwight D. Eisenhower, The “Chance for Peace/Cross of Iron” 
Speech (April 16, 1953)
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[ True words spoken by a great man, the underrated but great President 
General Eisenhower. No slouch or wall flower when called upon to fight 
the good fight (and no bone spurs like the cowardly mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump) ]

...

Stock futures pointed to a particularly ugly first Monday of the new year 
[not to worry, that’s what computerized trade programs are for despite 
reality, to keep the fraud going with ultimately other people’s money] , as 
fresh tensions with charter “Axis of Evil” member Iran spooked just about
everybody not immersed in MAGA.

Over the weekend, after the Tweeter-in-Chief ordered the assassination 
of Quds Force honcho Qassem Soleimani, the Islamic Republic cancelled 
all commitments that remained under the infamous “nuclear deal.”

And Iraq’s parliament – an ostensibly democratic body established as 
part of our “regime change/nation-building” efforts in the Middle East – 
voted to oust U.S. troops from within its borders.

The Donald is still out on point, though, threatening to bomb 52 cultural 
sites in Persia, the number representing the 52 Americans taken hostage 
at the U.S. embassy in Tehran during the 1979 revolution that deposed 
the Shah and installed the Ayatollah Khomeini.

Folks, this president is a bungler; this is not some brilliant “three-
dimensional-chess” gambit.

But even a bungler – maybe especially a bungler, in this particular 
context – can be a Great Disruptor.

Well, this is what happens when you make a Warfare State, prosecute 
Forever War, and put perhaps the single most impulsive man on the planet
in charge of it all.

The Duopoly created the environment that made the Donald a political 
force. It also built the machine he’s threatening to unleash against, 
basically, all comers at this point.

What comes next is on Imperial Washington.



It’s worth it to take a step back from the present brink and understand 
how we got here…..”

…...

“CODA https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/coda/ 

David Stockman | January 03, 2020

You only grow by coming to the end of something and by beginning 
something else.

– John Irving, The World According to Garp (1978)

...

Once they are debt-entombed, economies are inexorably capable of ever-
more modest rates of growth. That truth is written all over the subway 
walls, as Simon & Garfunkel once put it.

Between 2001 and 2007, for example, global debt rose from $86 trillion to
$140 trillion. At the same time, global nominal gross domestic product 
(GDP) increased from $33 trillion to $58 trillion. That is, $54 trillion of 
new debt bought $25 trillion of new GDP.

Debt exploded from the pre-crisis level of $140 trillion to $255 trillion by 
2019. Meanwhile, GDP rose to just $85 trillion during the 11-year cycle 
subsequent to the pre-crisis peak.

That is, in the latest “recovery,” it took $115 trillion of new debt to 
generate just $27 trillion of additional GDP. That’s $4 dollars of going into
permanent hock for just $1 dollar of (temporary) current GDP.

[ chart ]

That debt-fueled route to nominal GDP growth has played out. The 
household sector is at Peak Debt. And the business sector has been lured
into massive financial engineering, not productive investment, by the 
speculative casino on Wall Street.
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Alas, this is the end product of monetary central planning.

All that massive central-bank stimulus – in the form of fiat credit 
expansion – never escaped the canyons of Wall Street and its counterpart
venues around the world. And, there, it did cause growth and inflation – 
but only of financial asset prices, and egregiously so.

Asset prices are now precariously purchased in the nosebleed section of 
history. We’re talking stock prices and bond prices, too. The $17 trillion 
of sub-zero-yielding government and investment-grade bonds in the world 
are also hideously overpriced instruments of rank speculation.

But, if you look at the charts, there are massive air pockets down below, 
let’s say, the 2,700 level on the S&P 500 Index.

If there’s a shock event – like some tankers blow up in the Persian Gulf, 
or something really bad happens in the Taiwan Straits, or the Chinese 
pull some real retaliatory stunt like dumping a couple ten billion of U.S. 
Treasuries in a few hours – it could ignite the selloff fuse on a market 
which is overwhelmingly machine driven, thereby tanking the whole 
applecart.

After all, 80% of daily volume in the stock market is essentially either 
indexed-driven exchange-traded funds and mutual funds or various kinds 
of quantitative, machine-driven momentum-based investment strategies.

If these carbon- and silicon-based chart-monkeys ever lose their 
formulaic footings, the market will drop through a deep air pocket. And 
then it’s all over except for the shouting.

If the S&P 500 drops 400, 500, or 600 points, you’ll trigger another go-
round for CEOs and CFOs. They’ll wake up – like they did in October 2008 
– and suddenly realize, “Oh my God, we’ve got too much inventory, we’ve 
horded too much labor, we’ve got a lot of M&A assets that aren’t 
producing returns…”

And, then, Corporate America will go into these big restructuring 
programs, laying off workers by the tens of thousands, taking huge write-
downs, closing facilities, extinguishing assets in order to appease Wall 
Street.

The next thing you know, of course, you have a C-suite-triggered 



recession. That’s how it happens these days under the baleful regime of 
monetary central planning. Recessions don’t happen anymore because 
the Fed is tightening credit costs on Main Street.

That’s the old days. That’s your grandfather’s economy. And that’s your 
great-grandfather’s Fed.

If You Need Your Money in the Next 5 Years…

America is at a crossroads. The middle class is disappearing… 
government spending is out of control… and the implosion of Bubble 
Finance will cause the greatest market crash in history. So, if you need 
access to your nest egg in the next five years and can’t afford another 
market crash, it’s time to take matters into your own hands. Find out 
what to do, right here.

We’re now in the era of Bubble Finance. Our monetary central planners 
basically inflate the financial system until it collapses. And then it spills 
onto Main Street when CEOs and CFOs panic at the thought of 
disappointing their masters.

So, if the stock market cuts through the air pockets down below, the 
recession will happen instantly. And no one will see it coming – just like it
was in 2008.



I remember well the talk in the spring of 2008 about a “Goldilocks 
economy.” By November 2008, they were talking about the end of the 
world. This is exactly what’ll happen if the stock market breaks loose…..”
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Top Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 

Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire 
Confidence”: After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-
killing-iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized 
intelligence agencies, vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth,
Trump faces significant doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By 
Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020

THE LEVIN REPORT Art Of The Deal Trump’s “Phase One” Trade Deal 
Leaves China With Massive Advantage One of the key reasons Trump 
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31, 2019 
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very hard to cover it up. by Bess Levin January 2, 2020 
YAHOONEWS Politics Rolling Stone Oh Look, More Evidence Trump Was 
Using Ukraine for Personal Gain https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/oh-
look-more-evidence-trump-184721156.html 

MSNBC DOJ documents hide key conversations on Ukraine aid 
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Donald Trump’s behavior abroad as the impeachment investigation advances at 
home. Dr. Dodes says President Trump is "running a really simple program" with
"limited capacity" and exemplifying "early emotional development." … [ That’s 
very kind, generous of Dodes ...trump is so sick, so mentally ill; but, he’s a 
philosopher who ponders the great philosophical questions of our time, 
viz., Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your 
Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’ https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-
on-ivanka-is… http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm

https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153
At his rally in Minneapolis, Donald Trump did an impression of former FBI 
agent Peter Strzok having an orgasm
americanindependent.com Trump threatens civil war if he's removed from
office over Ukraine scandal https://americanindependent.com/donald-
trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?
fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-
f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60 
U.S. Trump's 'Civil War' Quote Tweet Is Actually Grounds for 
Impeachment, Says Harvard Law Professor 
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-
1462044 By Alexandra Hutzler "...The president's tweet was immediately 
met with backlash, and Harvard Law professor John Coates argued that 
the social media post itself is an "independent basis" for lawmakers to 
remove him from the White House. "This tweet is itself an independent 
basis for impeachment - a sitting president threatening civil war if 
Congress exercises its constitutionally authorized power," Coates wrote 
on Twitter on Monday..."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than 
Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the 
latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-
inquiry-082721518.html 

[ How can they be coddling this hitlerish, documented hitlerphile, 
mentally ill, mobster/criminal/traitor trump ….. AMERICA IS SUCH A 
TOTAL FRAUD! ]
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globalnews.ca
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
Brett Wilkins - Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the
Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” 
of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal 
conclusions. [ Double Duh! ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!).....’ ..... 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!).....’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook?
[ How? That’s what they do ..... That’s all that they do ... Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [Stunned? Suddenly 
they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

[ It’s really quite astounding; that this could happen in any nation much 
less this nation. Yet, it’s my experience, what I saw! ]

Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)

U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)
May 22, 2001

152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (2001)

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.

No. Civ. 3:00cv2310 (PCD).

United States District Court, D. Connecticut.

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
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May 22, 2001.

*227 *228 *229 Albert L. Peia, Reseda, CA, pro se.

Ann M. Nevins, U.S. Attorney's Office, Bridgeport, CT, for U.S.

Timothy D. Miltenberger, Coan, Lewendon, Royston & Gulliver, New 
Haven, CT, for Richard M. Coan.

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS

DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.



In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 
informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 
time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...



-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 . [ Important, for clarity there’s this as well: 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

----------------------------

Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' 
[ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle 
….. 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - 
The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/07/politics/moon-mars-trump-tweet/index.html
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch  
'  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just  
Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows 
again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]

------------------------------------------------------

What do you think Mark (Levin - on Twitter)? Your buddy hannity relentlessly pounded 
clinton on the Juanita Broaddrick rape: Conservatives Are Destroying Our Future [ trump's 
a con but not a con_servative. ] "I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I 
was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied 
me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the 
course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he 
did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm
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open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this
rape, Defendant Trump threatened me that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of 
Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically 
harmed if not killed." 

In The United States District Court Southern District Of New York      
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000   
Why is this not in the news? 

trump, clinton, epstein

About 13,500,000 results (0.31 seconds) 

Search Results

Web results

Here are the famous people Jeffrey Epstein was connected to ...

https://www.businessinsider.com › famous-people-jeffery-epstein-money-...
6 days ago - Jeffrey Epstein once counted Donald Trump and Bill Clinton in his social circle,
among other celebrity friends.

Jeffrey Epstein's connections to Donald Trump and Bill Clinton ...

https://www.vox.com › jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
Aug 10, 2019 - There are all sorts of unsupported speculation and dark conspiracy theories 
related to Epstein, Trump, and Clinton — but here's our ...

Trump defends sharing Clinton-Epstein conspiracy theory ...

https://www.politico.com › story › 2019/08/13 › trump-clinton-epstein-co...
Aug 13, 2019 - President Donald Trump on Tuesday defended his decision to share a tweet
suggesting Bill and Hillary Clinton were involved in financier ...

Trump retweets Epstein conspiracy theory, claiming Clinton ...

https://www.nbcnews.com › politics › donald-trump › trump-retweets-epst...
Aug 11, 2019 - Trump retweeted a conspiracy theory Saturday, claiming former President 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-retweets-epstein-conspiracy-theory-claiming-clinton-connection-n1041146
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-retweets-epstein-conspiracy-theory-claiming-clinton-connection-n1041146
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/13/trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy-theory-1460646
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/13/trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy-theory-1460646
https://www.vox.com/2019/7/9/20686347/jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
https://www.vox.com/2019/7/9/20686347/jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
https://www.businessinsider.com/famous-people-jeffery-epstein-money-manager-sexual-trafficking-connected-2019-7
https://www.businessinsider.com/famous-people-jeffery-epstein-money-manager-sexual-trafficking-connected-2019-7
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
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Bill Clinton was connected to the death of Jeffrey Epstein.

Photos Emerge of Bill Clinton on Jeffrey Epstein's Plane

nymag.com › intelligencer › 2020/01 › photos-bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-pl...
3 days ago - Bill Clinton flew to Africa with Jeffrey Epstein in 2002 on a ... says Maxwell 
recruited her into Epstein's orbit at Donald Trump's Mar-a-Lago, ...

Trump Defends Sharing Unhinged Theory That the Clintons ...

https://www.vanityfair.com › 2019/08 › trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy
Aug 13, 2019 - “The question you have to ask is, did Bill Clinton go to the island? ... The 
death of Epstein, then, provided Trump with a veritable treasure trove ...

Trump's Epstein Response: The Clintons Are Definitely ...

https://www.vanityfair.com › news › 2019/08 › trump-epstein-clinton-cons...
Aug 11, 2019 - Hours after word of Epstein's death by suicide arrived, Trump broke any ... 
assertion that Bill and Hillary Clinton were behind Epstein's death.

Bill Clinton photographed aboard Epstein's 'Lolita Express ...

https://www.foxbusiness.com › bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-lolita-express
3 days ago - President Trump speaks on Bill Clinton's reported flights on Jeffrey Epstein's 
personal jet. New photos obtained by the New York Post show ...

Trump Shares Unfounded Fringe Theory About Epstein and ...

https://www.nytimes.com › politics › trump-epstein-conspiracy-theories
Aug 10, 2019 - Mr. Epstein “had information on Bill Clinton & now he's dead,” wrote Mr. 
Williams, a Trump supporter. In an accompanying two-minute video, Mr.

Trump has no idea if Clintons involved in Jeffrey Epstein's death

https://www.cnbc.com › 2019/08/13 › trump-calls-for-full-probe-into-jail-...
Aug 13, 2019 - Trump also said former President Bill Clinton may have visited Epstein's 
private island in the U.S. Virgin Island, which would not be "very good."

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/13/trump-calls-for-full-probe-into-jail-death-of-jeffrey-epstein.html
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 Donald Trump … New York Post Yesterday [ Corrupt felon, leader 
of the party that spawned the assassin of a great man/leader Yitzhak 
Rabin lauds mentally ill mobster thief-in-chief trump … he is by 
association as sick as trump … time for Jews here, in israel, throughout 
the world to speak up, or forever hold their peace, having lost their high 
ground! Don’t forget:  How do Jews, reconcile support for trump, a 
documented hitlerphile, mental case, and criminal? If only hitler had been
stopped/ imprisoned before he got started. Zionism and the 
Third Reich - Institute for Historical Review 
https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html Absurd or not, this is
but one vignette from a little-known chapter of history: The wide-ranging 
collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's Third Reich.

THE LEVIN REPORT Eric Trump: “95%” of Americans Agree With My Dad’s
Racist Tweets That’s some interesting math Eric’s worked out there. By 
Bess Levin 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/eric-trump-donald-trump-tweets
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/eric-trump-donald-trump-tweets
https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=12&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjskPONhcrjAhUHs1QKHe3RBOQQFjALegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ihr.org%2Fjhr%2Fv13%2Fv13n4p29_Weber.html&usg=AOvVaw0dadrFkOQAax9gH8RGou76
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=12&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjskPONhcrjAhUHs1QKHe3RBOQQFjALegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ihr.org%2Fjhr%2Fv13%2Fv13n4p29_Weber.html&usg=AOvVaw0dadrFkOQAax9gH8RGou76
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute for Historical Review 
https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html Absurd or not, this is but
one vignette from a little-known chapter of history: The wide-ranging 
collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's Third Reich.

The Secret Contacts: Zionism and Nazi Germany, 1933-1941 – Jstor 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2536016 ]

http://albertpeia.com

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

uncle ben carson, previously referred to as pathological by 
trump himself (takes one to know one, huh ben) has 
endorsed trump saying there’re (at least) two trumps. Whoa 
… You mean in addition to at least a narcissistic personality 
disorder, trump suffers from a dissociative identity 
disorder/schizophrenia? … " Donald Trump explains why he doesn't 
believe Ben Carson's stabbing story By Sopan Deb Updated on: November
13, 2015 / 8:09 AM / CBS News In one of the more bizarre speeches that 
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump has delivered this 
campaign season, Trump went on a rant that lasted more than ten 
minutes on new frontrunner, retired neurosurgeon Dr. Ben Carson. Here in
Fort Dodge, Iowa, he accused Carson of being a liar and once again, as 
he did earlier in the day on CNN, likened Carson to a child molester with 
a pathological disease. "There's no cure for that," Trump said. He had 
told CNN's Erin Burnett earlier, "I know it's in the book -- that he has a 
pathological temper or temperament. That's a big problem because you 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm?fbclid=IwAR0r4pxlPGbXb_PmSfUtWEHUNAvO4_qfjxKR9V2_JVf_fXRT29pzIsiuw9s
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don't cure that. That's like, you know, I could say they say -- as an 
example, child molester, you don't cure these people. You don't cure a 
child molester. There's no cure for it. Pathological, there's no cure for 
that." At one point, Trump stepped away from the podium and displayed 
his belt buckle to the audience to try to disprove Carson's story that he 
tried to stab someone but was stopped by a belt buckle. He even 
challenged the audience to try to stab him. "Somebody hits you in the 
belt, the knife is going in because the belt moves this way," Trump said. 
"It moves this way. It moves that way. He hit the belt buckle. You want to 
try it on me? Believe me it ain't going to work. You're going to be 
successful." It should be noted that this was the first public event for 
Trump in which Secret Service provided him with protection. So, metal 
detectors set up to screen attendees for sharp objects probably made it 
a little less likely that anyone would take Trump up on the dare. Then 
came the kicker. "How stupid are the people of Iowa?" Trump said, 
referring to Carson's newly found high standing in the state. "How stupid 
are the people of the country to believe this crap?"..."

TRUMP ATTACKS WHISTLEBLOWER IN NOW-REMOVED TWEETSTORM 
FULL OF RANTS AND CONSPIRACIES By Brian Stelter, CNN Business 
Updated 5:47 PM ET, Sat December 28, 2019   
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/28/politics/trump-ukraine-whistleblower-
twitter/index.html   [ This is beyond the pale! trump is far gone! ]

‘….. National security lawyer and CNN analyst Carrie Cordero wrote on 
Twitter Saturday that "just a few short years ago it would have been 
unthinkable for an American president to flout the law & intentionally 
endanger an intelligence community professional." Trump's attempts "to 
intimidate the whistleblower show that his version of America is the 
opposite of a law & order nation," Cordero said. "Instead, it's one of 
lawlessness, of disregard for the institutions & the people in them who 
keep America safe, of recklessness & of the corrupt use of power." In 
one rant, Trump tweeted against House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, calling the
California Democrat "crazy," an insult that he has tweeted at her eight 
times in the past five days. Pelosi, in previous responses to Trump's 
tweeted insults, has said she prays for the President. He also retweeted 
people calling Democrats "rats" and videos claiming to prove "collusion 
between DNC & Ukraine during 2016 Presidential campaign." There has 
been no evidence of collusion between the Democratic National 
Committee and Ukraine in the last election.  Vox's Aaron Rupar, who 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/12/06/nancy-pelosi-trump-tweet-nervous-fit-cnn-town-hall-sot-vpx.cnn
https://twitter.com/carriecordero/status/1211014256013000705?s=20
https://twitter.com/carriecordero/status/1211014256013000705?s=20
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/28/politics/trump-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/28/politics/trump-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/brian-stelter-profile


closely tracks the President's public comments, wrote on Twitter Friday 
night, "The President of the United States has, today alone, retweeted 2 
QAnon fan accounts, a Pizzagate account, an account that compared his 
following to a cult, and an account that described Obama as 'Satan's 
Muslim Scum.' And this insanity isn't even a blip on the news radar." …..’
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trump’s midnight cowboy … voight is so proud of his medal from his 
fuhrer!
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DRUDGEREPORT 
HANUKKAH HORROR
MACHETE WIELDING MAN ATTACKS PARTY

'DOMESTIC TERRORISM' 

Ivanka Trump reveals she may QUIT working as her father's 
adviser if he is elected for a second term The 38-year-old 
revealed the surprising news during a sit-down interview on Face The 
Nation, which was recorded in Washington last week and is set to air on 
… Daily Mail   HUFFPOST  Ivanka Trump Won’t Commit To Staying In 
White House If Dad Wins Again [ A positive for the clearly negative! 
But, then again, if a trump says it, don’t take it to the bank! ]

YAHOONEWS Politics  FOX News Videos  Video Yale professor claims 
Mitch McConnell lacks constitutional authority to decide shape of 

impeachment trial   

CNN
Opinion: Trump resigning would be patriotic 

Opinion: Trump will sink to new depths   

These gumballs are a visual illustration of Trump's 15,413 false claims

“Trump has made 99 false claims in two weeks
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/mass-stabbing-at-jewish-synagogue-in-rockland-county-ny-reports/2251668/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2019/12/28/stabbing-monsey-synagogue-attack/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7833919/Multiple-stab-victims-reported-synagogue-upstate-New-York.html
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MSNBC Laurence Tribe: Senate trial is pointless without 
witnesses    https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/trump-
impeachment-trial-in-senate-needs-witnesses-expert-says-
75821125515 
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YAHOONEWS Business  The Week  Trump's tariffs have backfired, at least so 
far, Federal Reserve reports  President Trump has promoted his trade policy, 
specifically his tariffs on imported goods, as a means of reviving American 
manufacturing. It has done the opposite, according to a new study from Federal
Reserve economists. Trump's trade war with China and other countries has led 
to higher consumer prices, failed to boost U.S. manufacturing, and led to 
domestic job losses."We find that the 2018 tariffs are associated with relative 
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reductions in manufacturing employment and relative increases in producer 
prices," write Fed economists Aaron Flaaen and Justin Pierce. The tariffs did 
boost the competitiveness of some U.S.-made goods inside the U.S., they found,
but that was "completely offset in the short-run by reduced competitiveness 
from retaliation and higher costs in downstream industries," and protectionist 
policies are now intrinsically "complicated by the presence of globally 
interconnnected supply chains."The industries hit especially hard by "tit-for-tat 
retaliation" from China and other trading partners include automobiles, iron and
steel, aluminum sheet, leather goods, appliances, and various appliances and 
electronic goods. Those hurt by increased prices include aluminum, steel, 
boilers, and appliances. "While the longer-term effects of the tariffs may differ 
from those that we estimate here, the results indicate that the tariffs, thus far, 
have not led to increased activity in the U.S. manufacturing sector," Flaeen and 
Pierce conclude."The researchers don't measure the effects on business 
confidence resulting from the uncertainty regarding U.S. international trade 
policy," says Greg Robb at MarketWatch. "Many economists see this doubt 
about future government policy as a primary driver in the decline in business 
investment this year." 
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MARKETWATCH: It’s a tie: Trump and Obama are both the most admired 
man in America   [ Clearly, a testament to the fact/reality that in america, 
s**t floats! ]
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“BATTEN DOWN THE HATCHES    DAVID STOCKMAN | December 30, 2019 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/about-stockman/

For they have sown the wind, and they shall reap the
whirlwind: it hath no stalk; the bud shall yield no meal: if
so be it yield, the strangers shall swallow it up. –Hosea
8:7 (King James Version)

...

The Turbulent Twenties begin in two days. It will be the
decade when the chickens come home to roost. The 2020s will mark 
an era when today’s economic and political fantasies give way to…

• the spectacular failure of Keynesian central banking; 

• a violent implosion of America's fiscal accounts; 

• a prolonged, painful reversal of the three-decade long hyper-inflation
of financial asset prices that has resulted in the Everything Bubble; 

• a ferocious global economic headwind arising from the demise of 
the Red Ponzi; 

• an outbreak of unprecedented partisan acrimony rendering 
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Washington completely dysfunctional and imperiling America's 
very constitutional foundation; 

• the lapse of Imperial Washington into retreat and failure all around 
the planet; 

• a grinding halt to US economic growth while the Baby Boom 
retirement tsunami causes entitlement spending to soar and 
generational conflict to erupt like never before; and 

• a virulent outbreak of class warfare and redistributionist political 
conflict unprecedented in American history owing to a stagnating 
economic pie. 

These baleful developments are not just possibilities – they are well-nigh 
certainties.

And they’re ultimately rooted in a common cause: the three-decade-long 
explosion of debt and speculation initiated in October 1987 when Alan 
Greenspan bailed out Wall Street speculators and launched a toxic 
regime of monetary central planning.[chart]

America is today saddled with $74 trillion of public and private debt. The 
global figure exceeds $250 trillion.

These Brobdingnagian figures didn’t materialize because everyday people
suddenly lost their senses; folks didn’t just become addicted to 
unsustainable levels of debt, leverage, and speculation.

The people here and abroad were misled. They were induced and baited 
into burying themselves in debt by agents of the state – especially its 
central banking branch. The means were falsified interest rates, 
artificially inflated asset prices, and a hoary theory that debt-fueled 
“stimulus” injections can create a permanent increase in growth and 
wealth.

As a matter of keeping score, incremental debt does purchase added 
gross domestic product (GDP) in the current period. But that’s because of
defective national accounting conventions promulgated more than a half-
century ago.

GDP accounting is inherently incomplete because it views the economy 



as simply a matter of period-by-period flows – the more “spending” the 
better – without regard to balance sheets and the accumulated cost of 
debt carry over time. And this blindness has gotten far more 
consequential since October 1987.

The price of debt has been deeply and systematically falsified by central 
banks, providing a powerful artificial incentive to borrow and 
a misleading signal to debtors about its longer-run implications.

In the case of households and governments especially, balance sheets 
have been deeply impaired in order to fund current spending. Yet these 
two sectors – virtually by definition – do not borrow in order to acquire 
productive assets capable of defraying the accumulating cost of carry.

Over time, they suffer a progressive diminution of their ability to spend as
interest costs on past spending/borrowing absorb an ever-larger share 
of current income.

Even in the case of the private business sector, where borrowings used 
to fund new assets that can add value if they generate returns in excess 
of the cost of debt, the relentless repression of interest rates has 
resulted in severe balance-sheet deterioration. And, in the long run, that 
too means slower growth and impaired wealth generation.

The cost of benchmark debt – the rate on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note –
is really the master capitalization rate for the entire financial market. 
Artificial and sustained reduction of cap rates results in proportionately 
higher asset prices and increased price-to-earnings multiples.

Yet cheaper debt and richer share prices are one of the most toxic 
consequences of monetary central planning. It provides powerful 
incentives to the CEOs and CFOs to borrow at sub-economic costs, use 
the proceeds to fund stock buybacks, increasing per-share earnings, and 
expand multiples.[chart ]

Likewise, cheap debt causes a huge distortion in the mergers-and-
acquisitions market. Acquisitions are made to look “accretive” not 
because the make business sense or because there are true, sustainable 
synergies. They happen because they carry cost of purchase debt is so 
low.



These forms of financial engineering redistribute financial wealth to the 
top 10% and 1% of households, which own 40% and 85% of the stock, 
respectively. But that comes at the expense of reduced investment in 
productive assets and therefore lower growth and employment over time.

At the end of the day, the relentless and ever-deepening interest-rate 
repression of the last 30 years has generated modest gains in output and 
jobs on Main Street and a massive inflation of asset prices on Wall Street.

But, now, this bad money regime has finally taken itself hostage. Our 
monetary central planners have fostered such massive, egregious 
bubbles that they’re terrified by the prospect of another stock market 
meltdown like those of 2000 and 2008-2009.

Another event like that would bring a renewed bout of desperate 
restructuring, layoffs, and liquidations by Corporate America and a new 
recession on Main Street.

The Federal Reserve has simply launched another Hail Mary. It’s so 
transparent and so incendiary that it will surely catalyze the final blow-
off top early in the 2020s….”
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CNN
Trump and Putin spoke, and it's raising questions  [ The ultimate 
question, is not if, but what. I believe they, the Russians et als  have some
serious kompromat on trump {In Russian culture, kompromat, short for 
"compromising material" (Russian: компрометирующий материал, 
romanized: komprometiruyushchy material), is damaging information 
about a politician, a businessperson, or other public figure, used to 
create negative publicity, as well as for blackmail and extortion.} Then, of
course, there’s this  ‘In his investigative biography, Trump: The Deals and 
the Downfall, reporter Wayne Barrett wrote that Trump's life "intertwines 
with the underworld," and he outlined the real-estate developer's 
numerous alleged ties to organized crime , Trump’s Russian Laundromat- 
How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money,
run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate 
developer into the White House By  Craig Unger July 13, 2017 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian ‘  ,  and this: "I 
understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. 
Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with 
Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then 
proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual 
attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. 
Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the 
face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he 
wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened 
methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's 
sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically 
harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-
afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN 
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK , etc., etc. (trump never the most prudent 
mental case). ]

CNN

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian
https://newrepublic.com/authors/craig-unger
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/30/politics/trump-call-putin-readout-terror-attack/index.html


A foiled terror attack. Putin's invitation. Tightening access to Trump 
conversations. Here's why a call from Moscow faces more scrutiny than 
ever. 

Analyst describes what Putin's call was all about

Putin again invites Trump to visit Moscow in Christmas and New Year 
message

Opinion: Trump keeps doing favors for Putin

Washington Post: Trump said he believes Ukraine interfered in 2016 
election because 'Putin told me'

GOP Rep. condemns Trump's indifference to Russian meddling

It's been a banner year for authoritarian leaders. Especially Vladimir 
Putin 
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Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019  
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.html

“… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump 
golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic 
america … the ‘ship of fools’!  ]
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YAHOONEWS Politics   Rolling Stone   Oh Look, More Evidence Trump 
Was Using Ukraine for Personal Gain   
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/oh-look-more-evidence-trump-
184721156.html 
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MSNBC Trump blames Iran for Iraq U.S. Embassy siege       
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-blames-iran-for-iraq-u-s-embassy-

siege-75892805875 

[ Riiiiight ….. nothing to do with u.s. airstrikes on Iraq ….. hmmm… and, 
coming from america’s prevaricator in chief (ie., 

“Trump has made 99 false claims in two weeks “The President's bogus statements

have included an imaginary restraining order and a phantom drop in NATO spending  By Daniel 

Dale and Tara Subramaniam, CNN Updated 6:01 PM ET, Sat December 21, 2019 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/21/politics/fact-check-trump-two-weeks-december/index.html 
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The eternal trumpian story courtesy of 
Aesop. (Hint: trump is both wasp and 
snake) 'The Wasp and the Snake' A WASP 
seated himself upon the head of a Snake 
and, striking him unceasingly with his 
stings, wounded him to death. The Snake, 
being in great torment and not knowing 
how to rid himself of his enemy, saw a 
wagon heavily laden with wood, and went 
and purposely placed his head under the 
wheels, saying, “At least my enemy and I 
shall perish together.”

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
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america now has trump ...Tragic reality! https://www.usdebtclock.org 
These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! ]

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
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100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater     

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
america now has trump ...Tragic reality! ]

BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Drops 222 Points Because Chances of a 
Recession Are Growing The Dow Jones Industrial Average has dropped 
more than 150 points on Wednesday morning-but it feels like it should be 
worse as the trade war heats up and a recession signal flashed red. The 
Dow has dropped 222.90 points, or 0.9%, to 25,124.87, while the S&P 500 
has fallen 0.7% to 2783.06, and the Nasdaq Composite has declined 0.7% 
to 7554.34. Instead, investors are watching the 10-year yield sink to a 20-
month low, and the impact it is having on the so-called (inverted) yield 
curve. BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Is Sliding Because Treasuries Are 
Signaling Big Problems Ahead The Dow Jones Industrial Average is set 
for a lower open Wednesday following Tuesday's late day selloff. have 
fallen 153 points or 0.6%, while have declined 0.6%, and Nasdaq 
Composite futures have dropped 0.8%. The S&P 500 fell 0.8% on 
Wednesday, while the Nasdaq Composite declined 0.4%, and the Dow 
dropped 237.92 points, or 0.9%. [ For Example: 
https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable! ] MARKETWATCH One of Wall St.’s premier investors

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/one-of-wall-sts-premier-investors-says-sp-500-may-tumble-16-by-summers-end-because-markets-never-had-a-trade-war-like-this-2019-05-30?link=MW_latest_news
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says S&P 500 may tumble 16% by summer’s end because markets never 
‘had a trade war like this’

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/  alresume.htm   ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of 
Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]

Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice 
Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark 
that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared 
Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are
above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that 
some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ]
Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is 
dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential 
decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning 
report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe 
knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile 
pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic 
legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 
'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days) 

'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits 
interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an 
investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller 
Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that 
constitute obstruction of justice including: 

• When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT 
McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the 
government would subpoena it. 

• When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired. 
• When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to

lie about it. 
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• When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and 
change his testimony. 

• When Trump dangled a pardon in front of Michael Cohen, in   
order to keep Cohen to testifying against him.

http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell!

(CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-
like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and 
hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and 
Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote 
areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, 
and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because
of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." 
They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf 

-------------------------------------

Al Peia The time has come for all to recognize and concede that america 
is a complete and utter fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/sickmantrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

Edward Hardy on Twitter
twitter.com
• Edward Hardy Verified account@EdwardTHardy 
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153
At his rally in Minneapolis, Donald Trump did an impression of former FBI 
agent Peter Strzok having an orgasm
• Back in October, President Donald Trump called out former FBI lawyer 
Lisa Page by name — again — as he regaled an adoring Minneapolis 

https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153?fbclid=IwAR1CUOdPjsOzsKYrYmqGks7j-fQ1OAgdSyY3SQmrafxVHRmpUD1oAWJn9Fs
https://twitter.com/?fbclid=IwAR0z4fcIWuCgTcIWavycWyrhYsl5tuawV8tisfyplzLWzQahLJqhrbD8Pmg
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3XQ2_xJ2rJVzEE7tpDXbU4ol0WBBp-3NSjp9bPpZqo5rjKlwtII6UuW2A&h=AT32goi-c9Mh00rbPYPGx-VLZFPl-84izzVEnhI3D9ha2YYPNtyqhcu2VgqjFQflqNTHq2_1oUJUxgRmUOtF3yfIlS3AKiQAE6f2uf43eidZIvQTvzDCD_rwMSSd8aM4V4X1
http://albertpeia.com/sickmantrump.htm
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf


crowd with, as she put it, a “demeaning fake orgasm” that ultimately led 
her to break her public silence.
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153

http://albertpeia.com/zerotrump.jpg 

trump the beleaguered ivy leaguer
http://albertpeia.com/trumpgrades.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpsinsane.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpmentallyill.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

VANITYFAIR.COM The Levin Report Trump: I’m Obstructing Justice to 
Make Crime Safe for “Future Presidents” He’s stonewalling the 
impeachment inquiry for the benefit of his successors, you see. by Bess 
Levin

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/11/trump-impeachment-future-presidents
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/11/trump-impeachment-future-presidents
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif?fbclid=IwAR2An7TyozqY1tx_RO36K48Xlu_FcwYgv5yeo6cIjdgnKcdhmt4G8RCSRDw
http://albertpeia.com/trumpmentallyill.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/trumpsinsane.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/trumpgrades.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/zerotrump.jpg
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153?fbclid=IwAR0c9syBEBbkG6aaVD45pAqE4FqnXar9Ipny5mynXPLd3GuBmjtaXPISRnQ


DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current
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2020 predictions we got horribly wrong 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-
intl/index.html 

CNN
The crisis between the US and Iran is far from over

Growing doubts on legality of US strike https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/
middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html 

Trump's changing Iran story is costing him support

The President's decision to kill an Iranian general and tempt war without 
consulting Congress has caused even a close ally to vote against him 

Expert breaks down shocking details of how plane went down

Trump's shifting stories on Soleimani strike is raising huge doubts

New video shows moment airliner crashes in Iran 

The US-Iran conflict: A timeline of how we got here

Iranian protesters take to streets after Tehran admits Ukrainian plane 
was shot down unintentionally

Fact check: Trump made 15 false claims last week 

Attorney General and Secretary of State shift justification for Iran strike 

Giuliani associate hands thousands of pages of documents to 
impeachment investigators 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/13/politics/lev-parnas-house-documents/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/13/politics/lev-parnas-house-documents/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/13/politics/pompeo-barr-soleimani-strike-iran-rationale/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/politics/trump-fact-check-15-false-claims-florida-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/middleeast/iran-shot-down-ukrainian-plane/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/middleeast/iran-shot-down-ukrainian-plane/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/01/world/us-iran-conflict-timeline-trnd/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/01/10/iran-ukranian-plane-crash-video-cctv-orig-mg.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/10/politics/trump-iran-mixed-messaging/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/01/09/iran-plane-crash-video-explanation-soucie-acfc-full-episode-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/politics/shifting-justifications-iran-trump-administration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/politics/shifting-justifications-iran-trump-administration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/politics/shifting-justifications-iran-trump-administration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/middleeast/iran-us-analysis-amanpour-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-intl/index.html


Iran threatens to attack inside America if the US responds to the missile 
attacks 

Sen. Mike Lee called today's briefing 'un-American' and the worst he's 
seen as the White House faces heat over handling of the crisis 

At key moments, lack of trust in a president can be deadly

• How Pompeo convinced Trump to kill Soleimani and fulfilled a decade-
long goal [ Very unwise, even foolish! ]

House votes to limit Trump's military action against Iran without 
Congress' approval 

• These Republicans voted yes on the War Powers resolution
• Analysis: GOP rebellion breaks out on Iran

Preet Bharara to Georgia congressman: You've hit a shocking new low 

Iran questions allegation it mistakenly shot down plane 

Live updates Iranian official: We may need outside help reading data on 
black boxes 

Trump apparently furious over war powers vote, sources say 

• These Republicans voted yes on the War Powers resolution
• Democrat claps back after Trump mocks vote
• Analysis: GOP rebellion breaks out on Iran

http://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/impeachment-watch-january-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/10/trump-iran-war-powers-soleimani-elissa-slotkin-ac360-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/war-powers-resolution-republicans-yes-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/us-iran-news-intl-01-09-2020/h_013386993525ccb1002036954e43e473
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/iran-plane-crash-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/iran-plane-crash-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/01/09/iran-response-missile-ukraine-plane-crash-allegation-pleitgen-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/opinions/doug-collins-remark-crosses-line-preet-bharara/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/impeachment-watch-january-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/war-powers-resolution-republicans-yes-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/house-vote-war-powers-resolution-iran/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/house-vote-war-powers-resolution-iran/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/pompeo-trump-iran-soleimani/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/pompeo-trump-iran-soleimani/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/trump-trust-column/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/08/politics/iran-briefing-senators/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/08/politics/iran-briefing-senators/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/us-iran-soleimani-tensions-intl-01-07-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/us-iran-soleimani-tensions-intl-01-07-20/index.html


Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger 
plane 'a big lie' 

US targeted another Iranian military official 

On the night the US killed Iranian commander Qasem Soleimani, the US 
unsuccessfully targeted another top Iranian military official, two sources 
tell CNN 

US imposes sanctions on Iran

US unsuccessfully tried to kill another Iranian military official 

See the destruction at Iraqi air base targeted by Iran 

EXCLUSIVE US troops knew Al-Asad air base would be attacked and 
sheltered in bunkers

2 US service members killed in Afghanistan

Trump made 15 false claims this week

Erin Burnett: You cannot make this up ... but Trump did

US officials tried to prevent Iraqi vote to remove troops

Analysis:     Uproar and consequences mount for Trump after Soleimani   
killing

Opinion:     Why the killing of Iran's top general won't 'stop a war'   

Trump's administration is in danger of losing control of the political 
storm unleashed by killing Iran's top general 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/politics/donald-trump-iran-iraq-impeachment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/politics/donald-trump-iran-iraq-impeachment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/opinions/us-iran-history-ware-intl/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/11/trump-embassies-pompeo-soleimani-burnett-sot-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/politics/trump-fact-check-15-false-claims-florida-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/politics/us-service-members-killed-afghanistan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/middleeast/iran-strike-al-asad-air-base-exclusive-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/11/middleeast/iran-strike-al-asad-air-base-exclusive-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/01/11/al-asad-air-base-destruction-exclusive-damon-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/10/politics/us-yemen-iran-operation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/10/politics/us-sanctions-iran-mnuchin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/10/politics/us-yemen-iran-operation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/10/politics/us-yemen-iran-operation/index.html
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CNN Opinion  : Trump's America stands alone   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/opinions/trump-allies-soleimani-iran-
conflict-andelman/index.html [ And not in the positive sense. Indeed, 
there is not a rational, civilized nation in this world, this century that 
would countenance such as mentally ill mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief as 
trump; truly an historically significant regression for america. Quite 
tragic! ]

Some experts are skeptical that the White House's justification for the 
strike on Soleimani meets the standard of a 'targeted killing' 

Breaking US military mistakenly circulates letter suggesting withdrawal 
of American troops from Iraq

Live updates Soldiers deploying to Middle East not allowed to take cell 
phones

CNN's Brian Stelter: Tucker Carlson just burst the propaganda bubble on 
Fox

Iran abandons limits on uranium enrichment

Iran's foreign minister says the country will defy the 2015 nuclear 
agreement that capped centrifuges

Exclusive:   Adviser says Iran will respond 'against military sites'  

Buttigieg  : Has Trump thought through the consequences?  

Fallout continues:     Iraqi Parliament votes to expel US troops  

The decision:   How Republicans primed Trump to strike back  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

Senior US officials  : There is widespread opposition within the White   
House to targeting cultural sites in Iran 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/iranian-cultural-sites-us-strikes-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/iranian-cultural-sites-us-strikes-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/03/james-spider-marks-chris-murphy-just-be-quiet-iran-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/republicans-primed-trump-iran-strike/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/world/soleimani-us-iran-attack/index.html
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In Iraq  : US-led coalition pauses fight agai  nst ISIS  

Opinion  : Trump's America stands alone  

'You're not a dictator'  : Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying   
Congress about Iran military action 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html 

Joe Walsh:     Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit   
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-
tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn 

Opinion:   Trump threatens the stability of the world   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/opinions/trump-threatens-stability-
dantonio/index.html 

Iran's ambassador to the UN says the killing of Soleimani is an 'act of 
war' 

How Trump's decision unfolded to kill a top Iranian general 

Skepticism mounts over Trump's claims of an imminent threat

After the President said the US might hit targets important to the Iranian 
culture, Iran's foreign minister said targeting cultural sites is a war crime

Iran warns Trump about targeting cultural sites

Inside makeshift situation rooms in Mar-a-Lago, Trump weighed the 
biggest risk of his presidency 
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Live Updates Rockets strike two locations in Iraq. It's unclear who fired 
them.

Analysis:     Trump vulnerable to Iranian revenge in US election year  

Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days:   See his reaction to strike  

Fact-check  : Pence's tweet about Soleimani  

Bergen:     Trump has created his biggest foreign policy crisis yet  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

'Within weeks:'     Trump administration warns Congress Iran could retaliate  
against US [ DUH! ]

breaking Airstrike reportedly hits Iranian-backed forces

Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days:   See his reaction to strike  

Analysis  : Attack threatens spiral of violence in Middle East  

Why now?     Lawmakers question strike's timing and legality  

Opinion:     The world waits with bated breath  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

Watch Trump's full statement     after ordering strike  

Pompeo: Strike may have saved thousands of American lives [ Yeah, and 
if pompeo’s grandmother had wheels she may have been a trolley car. ]

New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial showdown 

• Cooper: What's behind the blacked-out emails

• Opinion: This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed

This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed 

• New York Times: Trump administration withholds emails on Ukraine aid
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• Burnett: Trump didn't want anyone to see this
• Analysis: New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial 
showdown
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Documents link hold on Ukraine aid to Trump

A previously blacked-out White House email claims the President gave 
'clear direction' to hold military funding, report says 

All eyes on McConnell as Senate returns tomorrow

Bill Taylor departs post as top US diplomat in Ukraine

Ex-prosecutor slams Giuliani's impeachment offer: Terrible idea

Analysis: Mike Pompeo just dealt a major blow to Senate Republicans

Opinion: The Trump cover-up is unfolding before our eyes

MSNBC
The human toll of America's wars

Art of the Deal’ co-author: Everyone feels the ‘contagious’ anxiety Trump 
spreads 

President Trump falsely claims he’s trying to save coverage for pre-
existing conditions 

Joe: Trump, GOP spending money like drunken socialists 

Iran claims credit for launching strikes against Iraqi base housing US 
troops

Iran ends commitment to nuclear deal limits following US strike that 
killed Soleimani

Iraqi parliament passes resolution telling government to end U.S. military
presence 
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House to vote on war powers resolution to limit Trump's military actions 

Additional article of impeachment 'on the table' after Iran strike 

Joe: Trump's ignorance makes for international crisis 

Internal document suggests Pence role in Trump Ukraine scandal 

Nicolle Wallace astonished as GOP Senator breaks from Trump 'zombies,'
criticizes Iran briefing 

On Trump trial, Sen. McConnell gets fact-checked by six of his Senate 
colleagues at once 

Iran plane crash apparently the consequence of stoked hostilities 

The human toll of America's wars 

Chris Matthews: Iran will remember what the United States did 

TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES 

Most Americans believe Trump committed impeachable offense

U.S. troops fire tear gas as Iraqi protesters gather outside embassy for 
second day

'It's practically a war zone': Unprecedented threat to life continues as 
Australia fires rage on 

Giuliani would 'love' to represent Trump at Senate impeachment trial 

Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while America 
goes down the drain' 

Trump predicted Obama would attack Iran to 'get elected'

Parallels between now and 1998 Iraq air strike

Amb. Christopher Hill: 'Questionable' the US made Iraq and surrounding 
regions safer
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Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani

U.S. overplayed its hand by killing top Iranian general

Ro Khanna on War Powers Resolution: We need to exercise power of 
purse [ Right out of first year constitutional law class. ]

HUFFPOST 
Stephanie Grisham Peddles Outrageous Defense Of Trump’s Anti-Muslim 
Retweet

DEFENSE SEC JAW-DROPPER: ‘DIDN’T SEE’ EVIDENCE OF THREAT TO 4 
EMBASSIES 

IRAN STRIKES BACK: BASES ATTACKED  🚨 

Angry GOP Senator Trashes ‘Insulting’ Trump Administration Briefing On 
Iran

TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES 

Rep. Duncan Hunter Resigns After Pleading Guilty To Stealing Campaign 
Donations

‘LEGALLY TENUOUS’: EXPERTS SKEPTICAL OF TRUMP RATIONALE [ Do 
you think that matters to trump … do you think that mattered to hitler 
whose orations were obsessively listened to by trump with admiration as 
per Ivana trump. ]

Pentagon Contradicts Trump, Says U.S. Won’t Strike Cultural Sites

Iranian Foreign Minister Says Iran Will Respond ‘Proportionately’ To 
Assassination 

It Was ‘Safer Before Soleimani Was Killed,’ Retired Admiral Says 
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THE (SICK) BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN 

MORE FALLOUT: IRAN DEAL DEAD 

Trump Bolted To Most Extreme Iran Measure Despite Reported Concerns 
By Aides

TRUMP FAIRYTALE: ASSASSINATION ‘TO STOP A WAR’ [ Speaking of 
fairytales: The eternal trumpian story courtesy of Aesop. (Hint: trump is 
both wasp and snake) 'The Wasp and the Snake' A WASP seated himself 
upon the head of a Snake and, striking him unceasingly with his stings, 
wounded him to death. The Snake, being in great torment and not 
knowing how to rid himself of his enemy, saw a wagon heavily laden with 
wood, and went and purposely placed his head under the wheels, saying, 
“At least my enemy and I shall perish together.” ‘ … Don’t forget, trump is 
a nutjob/dimwit (maryanne trump), nuttier than a fruit cake, 

globalnews.ca
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://ijr.com Trump Draws Laughter After Tweeting Photo of His Head 
Photoshopped Onto Rocky Balboa's Body

Robin Brown Guist
His mental state is frightening and sad.

Al Peia trump is so sick, so mentally ill; but, he’s a philosopher who 
ponders the great philosophical questions of our time, viz., Trump on 
Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter 
Than Your Wife?’ https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is… 
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm

americanindependent.com Trump threatens civil war if he's removed from
office over Ukraine scandal https://americanindependent.com/donald-
trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?
fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-
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f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60 
U.S. Trump's 'Civil War' Quote Tweet Is Actually Grounds for 
Impeachment, Says Harvard Law Professor 
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-
1462044 By Alexandra Hutzler "...The president's tweet was immediately 
met with backlash, and Harvard Law professor John Coates argued that 
the social media post itself is an "independent basis" for lawmakers to 
remove him from the White House. "This tweet is itself an independent 
basis for impeachment - a sitting president threatening civil war if 
Congress exercises its constitutionally authorized power," Coates wrote 
on Twitter on Monday..."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than 
Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the 
latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-
inquiry-082721518.html 

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist NEWSWEEK Politics Trump Is a 
'Successful Sociopath' and a Predator Who 'Lacks a Conscience and 
Lacks Empathy,' Says Former Harvard Psychiatrist By Shane Croucher

Al Peia Indeed, ‘functioning(successful) sociopath’ fits mentally ill, 
mobster, criminal trump ‘to the T(for trump)’; yet importantly, it has 
become an anthropologically evolutionary american story in the most 
dire sense. Really quite alarmingly tragic! 

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that
both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in the summer
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded
to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and 
screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following 

http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
https://www.amazon.com/Epstein-Dead-Men-Tell-Tales/dp/1510757929/
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/shane-croucher
https://www.newsweek.com/politics
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARDD7DlBKOWxtbvdhZjwVRUaOEY6QdtLxJ6fb8Nme2ksL01CfGjE3jcdmMva9t1WPGzW-gME8DYLnL7U&hc_ref=ARQ8mNZx0P3i75lZnOGPe3LnIUnWOqHfLyADHR6S7Jbx5YAsc1M-QCPWytQVmgNGt9o
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/alexandra-hutzler
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/us
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60


this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any 
of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my 
family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]

“...In THE DANGEROUS CASE OF DONALD TRUMP, twenty-seven 
psychiatrists, psychologists, and other mental health experts argue that, 
in Mr. Trump's case, their moral and civic "duty to warn" America 
supersedes professional neutrality. They then explore Trump's symptoms 
and potentially relevant diagnoses to find a complex, if also dangerously 
mad, man. Philip Zimbardo and Rosemary Sword, for instance, explain 
Trump's impulsivity in terms of "unbridled and extreme present 
hedonism." Craig Malkin writes on pathological narcissism and politics as
a lethal mix. Gail Sheehy, on a lack of trust that exceeds paranoia. Lance 
Dodes, on sociopathy. Robert Jay Lifton, on the "malignant normality" 
that can set in everyday life if psychiatrists do not speak up. His madness
is catching, too. From the trauma people have experienced under the 
Trump administration to the cult-like characteristics of his followers, he 
has created unprecedented mental health consequences across our 
nation and beyond. It's not all in our heads. It's in his. "There will not be a
book published this fall more urgent, important, or controversial than The
Dangerous Case of Donald Trump ...profound, illuminating and 
discomforting" --Bill Moyers …..”

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


SHAMELESS: BIBI PUSHES FOR IMMUNITY 

John Roberts Warns Americans They’re Taking Democracy ‘For Granted’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-
democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305 [ Sure, if you’re relying upon 
him and scotus et als. ] Chief Justice John Roberts says Americans may 
'take democracy for granted' As the country faces unprecedented rancor 
between the branches of government in the midst of impeachment 
proceedings, Chief Justice John Roberts urged … CNN [ While on the 
subject of taking things for granted, how about about him having a sit-
down with his ‘good neighbor sam’ (scalito), the italian from jersey … I’m 
still wondering what happened to that file, twice, concerning money 
laundering by RICO defendants/trump casinos, how trump sister and fed 
bench friend maryanne is still a taxpayer expense, and maybe a 
clarification regarding the resigned tony kennedy, deutsche 
bank/trump/son connection … don’t be shy, john roberts, american 
democracy for, ie., trump, et als means all the criminal you can be. In 
other words, john, you’re full of s**t, you cowardly baseturd! 

Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)

U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS
DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israels-netanyahu-seeks-immunity-buying-time-until-after-vote_n_5e0d2088e4b0843d360d713d


18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.

In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 
informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 



time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...

-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 .
AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Potential clash 
between U.S. and Iran averted as embassy siege ends U.S. strike on 
Iranian leader sparks fears of major digital disruption Trump endorses 
tweet comparing top Senate Democrat to Iranians [ You can’t make this 
stuff up! So sick, so mentally ill! Psychopath trump! ] ‘  America is the   
enemy of God’: Calls for revenge at Soleimani funeral in Iraq How do they
support a president who cheers for war crimes? More than 12 Iranian 
missiles launched at 2 U.S. bases in Iraq Iraq says U.S. military letter was
‘clear’: American troops are leaving Trump says 4 embassies were under 
threat from Iran, a claim contested by U.S. officials

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trump-now-claims-four-embassies-were-under-threat-from-iran-raising-fresh-questions-about-intelligence-reports/2020/01/10/02f8d154-33e7-11ea-a053-dc6d944ba776_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trump-now-claims-four-embassies-were-under-threat-from-iran-raising-fresh-questions-about-intelligence-reports/2020/01/10/02f8d154-33e7-11ea-a053-dc6d944ba776_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/iraq-says-it-has-been-informed-by-the-us-military-that-troops-will-be-withdrawn/2020/01/07/0e164b46-30d3-11ea-971b-43bec3ff9860_story.html
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iran-live-updates/2020/01/07/896c70a2-30d5-11ea-9313-6cba89b1b9fb_story.html
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/03/cyber-attack-should-be-expected-us-strike-iranian-leader-sparks-fears-major-digital-disruption/
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Trump Bet He 
Could Isolate Iran and Charm North Korea. It Hasn’t Worked. Christianity 
Today Editor Laments ‘Ethical Naïveté’ of Trump Backers Iran Vows 
‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills Top Commander Iran Pulls Back From 
Nuclear Deal as Killing of Iranian General Upends Mideast Analysis: 
Trump’s Iran Strategy Backfires The Arrogance of Trump’s Enablers 
Attack Is Retaliation for Suleimani’s Killing, Iran Says A single word has 
become a focal point of concerns about President Trump’s decision to kill
Iran’s top general: assassination. U.S. Unsuccessfully Tried Killing a 
Second Iranian Military Official

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/10/world/middleeast/trump-iran-yemen.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/10/world/middleeast/trump-iran-yemen.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Militiamen 
withdraw from U.S. Embassy, but Iraq tensions linger Trump retreats from
full ban on flavored vaping   Magnitude 4 earthquake near Oxnard shakes   
up L.A. and Ventura counties Opinion: Trump’s Suleimani strike is more of
the same old losing U.S. game plan in the Mideast   Column: Trump’s   
Orwellian doublespeak on Iran Opinion: Iraq’s vote to expel U.S. troops is 
Iran’s true victory   Repercussions mount over U.S. strike, with Iran   
nuclear deal pullback and Iraq call for U.S. troop pullout Editorial: Trump 
is winging it with Iran. The results do not look good Iran fires missiles at 
two U.S. bases in Iraq 2020 candidate Michael Bloomberg says he doesn’t
regret backing Iraq war [ Regrets are irrelevant/meaningless but stupid 
is, and mike that was … stupid! ]

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Majority disapprove of Trump's actions on Iran: Poll

Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Strategist: Can’t Imagine Worse President At 
This Very Dangerous Moment

https://www.yahoo.com/news/steve-schmidt-trump-iran-prediction-085419352.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/steve-schmidt-trump-iran-prediction-085419352.html
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/majority-americans-disapprove-trump-handling-iran-feel-less-120046988--abc-news-topstories.html
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm
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Epstein accusers speak out: 'No way that guy took his life'     

Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger 
plane 'a big lie' 
https://www.cnn.com/…/…/iran-plane-crash-intl-hnk/index.html   [ First, the   
trump/americonna track record for verity precludes the desperate 
administration’s favored spin pinning the blame on Iran for an act clearly 
against its own interest in its own nation. The video, less than conclusive
anyway, could easily be contrived/doctored. The bottom line is that, much
like the Iraq debacle, desperate trump et als own this unfortunate 
scenario which bespeaks again the ugly american mideast presence. ]

Associated Press
Iran denies missile hit plane, calls on West to share data
Associated PressJanuary 9, 2020, 9:31 PM PST
https://www.yahoo.com/…/iran-invites-boeing-probe-plane-053…

"TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran on Friday denied Western allegations that one 
of its own missiles downed a Ukrainian jetliner that crashed outside 
Tehran, and called on the U.S. and Canada to share any information they 
have on the crash, which killed all 176 people on board.

Western leaders said the plane appeared to have been unintentionally hit 
by a surface-to-air missile just hours after Iran launched around a dozen 
ballistic missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq to avenge the killing of its top 
general in an American airstrike last week.

“What is obvious for us, and what we can say with certainty, is that no 
missile hit the plane,” Ali Abedzadeh, head of Iran's national aviation 
department, told a press conference.

“If they are really sure, they should come and show their findings to the 
world" in accordance with international standards, he added.

Hassan Rezaeifar, the head of the Iranian investigation team, said 
recovering data from the black box flight recorders could take more than 
a month and that the entire investigation could stretch into next year. He 
also said Iran may request help from international experts if it is not able
to extract the flight recordings...."

http://albertpeia.com 
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A spokesman for the Iranian government said reports that missiles 
downed the Ukraine International Airlines flight that crashed near Tehran
Wednesday are "a big lie," state-run media reported.

YAHOONEWS
Politics “The Guardian Trump's lawless thuggery is corrupting justice in 
America https://www.yahoo.com/news/every-opportunity-trump-
recklessly-degrades-060052046.html 

“Intimidating whistleblowers, politicizing law enforcement, protecting 
rogue military officers and criminal sheriffs – the pattern is depressingly 
clear As the Senate moves to an impeachment trial and America slouches
into this election year, the rule of law is center stage.Yet Donald Trump is
substituting lawless thuggery for impartial justice.The biggest immediate
news is the president’s killing of Qassem Suleimani. The act brings 
America to the brink of an illegal war with Iran without any congressional
approval, in direct violation of Congress’s war-making authority under the
constitution.But other presidents have disregarded Congress’s war-
making power, too. What makes Trump unique is the overall pattern. 
Almost wherever you look, he has shown utter disdain for law. Consider 
Trump’s outing of the person who blew the whistle on his phone call to 
the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelenskiy – tweeting just after 
Christmas a link to a Washington Examiner article headlined with the 
presumed whistleblower’s name, then retweeting a supporter who named
the presumed whistleblower.Even before outing the whistleblower, Trump
had whipped his followers into a lather by calling the whistleblower a 
“spy”, guilty of “treason”.The outing not only imperils the whistleblower’s
safety. It violates the purpose of the Whistleblower Act, which is to 
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protect people who alert authorities that government officials are 
violating the law.It’s on this deeper level that Trump’s lawlessness is 
most corrosive. From now on, anyone aware of illegality on the part of a 
government official, including a president, will think twice before 
sounding the alarm.Trump’s intrusion into the navy’s prosecution of Chief
Petty Officer Edward Gallagher on war crimes has the same corrosive 
effect.Trump not only stopped the navy from possibly giving Gallagher a 
less-than-honorable discharge. Trump also upended the military code of 
justice, designed for the military to handle legal violations in its ranks, 
including war crimes.Gallagher’s Navy Seal accusers were themselves 
whistleblowers who broke the Seal’s code of silence in order to stop a 
rogue chief. Now they face recrimination from within the ranks. From now
on, any soldier who witnesses a superior officer committing possible war 
crimes will be more reluctant to report them.Similarly, Trump’s ongoing 
intrusions into the justice department (DoJ) and the FBI aren’t just efforts
to derail investigations of his wrongdoing. They’re attacks on the system 
of impartial justice itself.Trump’s attorney general, William Barr, is 
supposed to be responsible to the American people. Instead he’s become 
Trump’s advocate. Barr even advised the White House not to turn over the
whistleblower complaint to Congress.After misleading the public on the 
contents of Robert Mueller’s report, Barr bowed to Trump’s demand that 
the department look into the origin of the FBI investigation that had led 
to the Mueller report.And now, after the DoJ’s own inspector general has 
found that the FBI had plenty of evidence to start its Russia inquiry – 
more than 100 contacts between members of the Trump campaign and 
Russian agents during the 2016 campaign – Barr refuses to be bound by 
the findings, and has appointed a prosecutor to launch yet another 
inquiry into the origins of the Russia investigation.The deeper systemic 
corrosion: from now on, attorneys general won’t be presumed to be 
administering impartial justice, and the findings of special counsels and 
inspectors general will have less finality and legitimacy.Barr is part of 
Trump’s private goon squad, along with Rudy Giuliani, chief enabler Mick 
Mulvaney and Trump’s resident white supremacist, Stephen 
Miller.Giuliani is using the authority of the presidency to mount a rogue 
foreign policy designed to keep Trump in power. It’s double lawlessness: 
Giuliani is bending the law and he’s accountable to no one.Miller, 
meanwhile, is waging Trump’s ongoing war against people legally 
seeking asylum in the United States – featuring family separations, caged
children and inhumane detention.Miller even got Trump to pardon Joe 
Arpaio, the former Arizona sheriff who was ordered by a federal judge to 



stop detaining people solely on suspicion of their immigration status. 
Arpaio disregarded the order, which is why he was convicted of criminal 
contempt of court. From now on, rogue sheriffs will be less constrained. 
You see the pattern: whistleblowers intimidated, the justice department 
politicized, findings of special counsels and inspectors general distorted 
or ignored, foreign policy made by a private citizen unaccountable to 
anybody, rogue military officers and rogue sheriffs pardoned.Each 
instance is disturbing on its own. Viewed as a whole, Trump’s 
lawlessness is systematically corrupting justice in the US. Impartial 
justice is the keystone of a democracy. Even if the Senate fails to remove
Trump for impeachable offenses, American voters must do so next 
November.”

CNN 'You're not a dictator'  : Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying   
Congress about Iran military action 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html 

Joe Walsh: Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-
tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn 
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Russia Warns U.S. of ‘Grave Consequences’ of Soleimani Killing National 
Review

World Yahoo News UK Iran's UN ambassador accuses Donald Trump of 
'starting a war against Iran' with killing of top general

U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing 
Soleimani

YAHOONEWS U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed 
on Killing Soleimani [ Rational thought process; viz., ie., Rice: Risks likely
outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani , etc., is something 
documented mentally ill insane person trump is incapable of! ]

World Yahoo Finance Samantha Power on Iran: 'This is likely to get ugly 
very quickly'

World Yahoo News UK Boris Johnson told to 'get off his sun lounger' and 
speak out on US killing of Iranian commander

World The Daily Beast Kim Jong Un Rings in a Thoroughly Nuclear New 
Year

Trump Organization purges workers in year-end firings

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-organization-fires-more-undocumented-022554245.html
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YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg U.S. Factory Gauge Unexpectedly Falls
to Lowest Since 2009 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. manufacturing closed out a 
tumultuous year with the weakest monthly performance since the end of 
the recession, with orders shrinking and factories continuing to dial back
production. Stocks and Treasury yields, already lower after a U.S. 
airstrike killed one of Iran’s most powerful military leaders, extended 
declines after the report. The Institute for Supply Management’s 
purchasing managers’ index fell to 47.2 in December from 48.1, the fifth 
straight month of contraction and missing estimates for a rise in a 
Bloomberg survey of economists, according to a report Friday. It was the 
worst reading since June 2009 and marked the eighth decline in the last 
nine months. Readings below 50 indicate activity is shrinking.The 
deterioration was driven by the weakest gauges of new orders and 
production since April 2009. The data show American factories remain 
plagued by pullbacks in business investment at home, softer demand 
throughout the world and, until recently, an escalating trade war between
the U.S. and China.

Politics HuffPost Trump Winery Fired Undocumented Workers — But Only 
After Grape Harvest Had Ended

Trump's now-deleted retweet sparks outrage The president recently 
shared a post that included the name of a man alleged to be the 
whistleblower whose complaint launched the impeachment process.

Politics People Ron Howard Calls Donald Trump a 'Self-Serving, 
Dishonest, Morally Bankrupt Ego Maniac' [ He forgot the mentally ill, 
mobster/criminal part, etc. ]

U.S. HuffPost Trump Cost Taxpayers An Extra $5 Million By Starting 
Afghanistan Trip In Florida The secret trip required two more planes than 
if he’d flown from and back to D.C., raising his golf-related tab to $123.6 
million.

Why is America so depressed?
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U.S. Bloomberg Goodbye, New York, California and Illinois. Hello 
…     Where?   (Bloomberg Opinion) -- New York, California and Illinois have 
been hemorrhaging residents. Almost 3.2 million more people left those 
states for elsewhere in the U.S. than arrived from other states, from 2010
through 2019, according to population estimates released last week by 
the Census Bureau. Nine other states saw net out-migration of more than
100,000 people over that period, but none really came close to the big 
three.Thanks to 2 million more births than deaths and 1 million 
newcomers from other countries, California’s population still grew by 
about 2 million over this period, a gain that trailed only those of Texas 
and Florida. New York’s population grew but only slightly, while Illinois 
lost an estimated 159,751 people between 2010 and 2019. Yes, these are 
all big states, but New York and Illinois ranked second and third in net 
domestic migration as percentage of 2010 population, behind only Alaska
(California ranked 13th).Where are all these people going? The Empire 
Center for Public Policy, a conservative Albany think tank, put together 
some estimates for New York based on data that the Internal Revenue 
Service gleans from tax returns. (The Census Bureau also releases data 
on state-to-state migration flows, but those are based on surveys with 
sometimes-large margins of error, so the IRS numbers are more reliable if
less complete.) This inspired me to do the same for California and Illinois.
Here are the Empire Center’s numbers for New York:The adjusted gross 
income of New York taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $88,940 from
2012 through 2018. Those who left for Florida, New Jersey, California and
Connecticut made more money than that; those who moved to other 
states in the top 10 less, in some cases much less. By far the most 
affluent group of migrants from New York was the 1,309 taxpayers who 
moved to Wyoming, who had an average income of $179,014.Here’s 
where Californians have been heading.The adjusted gross income of 
California taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $84,641, and migrants 
to all of the top-10 states made less than that. Also notable in California’s
case is that it experienced net inflows from about half the states, 
including New York and Illinois. It’s losing residents in huge numbers to 
nearby states, but still attracting people from the Northeast and 
Midwest.Finally, here’s where Illinoisans (Illinoians?) have been 
going.The adjusted gross income of Illinois taxpayers who didn’t migrate 
averaged $78,959. Illinois has been losing high-income residents (a lot of 
them retirees, one imagines) to Florida, middle-income residents to the 
South and West, and those with lower incomes to neighboring states. 
Also, the top two destinations for Illinois migrants are the top two for the 
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nation as a whole, with Florida first, Texas second.Domestic migration 
statistics are frequently cited as evidence of the failures of blue-state 
governance, in particular the higher taxes imposed by states that are 
losing lots of residents. There’s something to that — income-tax-free 
Florida sure is attracting a lot of affluent people from Illinois and New 
York, and a recent study of high-income California taxpayers concluded 
that a 2012 income tax increase there did in fact drive some away. 
But California, Illinois and New York have all experienced bigger per 
capita personal income gains than the nation as a whole since the 
beginning of 2010, and all saw taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 
overrepresented among the leavers from 2011 through 2018. These 
departures may indicate failures of governance as well, but it’s a 
different set of governance failures, presumably related more to housing 
costs, commutes and job opportunities than taxes per se.There also isn’t 
much evidence in the IRS data — yet — of an exodus of high-income 
taxpayers hit by the state-and-local-tax-deduction limits imposed by the 
2017 tax bill. That is, the number of taxpayers with adjusted gross 
incomes of $200,000 or more leaving for other states actually fell in high-
tax California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey and New York from 2017 
to 2018, the year the cap went into effect. Those who ended up with 
higher tax bills due to the change generally didn’t find out exactly how 
much higher until 2019, though, so it may just be too early to tell.One last
thing I checked was which counties in New York have been sending the 
most migrants to other states. My fellow Bloomberg Opinion columnist 
Conor Sen argued this week that in congressional-redistricting terms the 
most important population shifts of recent years have been from rural 
areas to large metropolitan areas, not from state to state. Indeed, thanks
to babies and immigrants, New York City and most of its suburbs have 
gained population over the past decade as the rest of the state has 
shrunk. That may be changing, though, as the city in particular has been 
seeing accelerating migration to other states. Of those who left New 
York state from 2011 to 2012, 49.1% were from the city. From 2017 to 
2018, 68.4% were. A lot of those people are just moving to New Jersey. 
But it’s not a great sign.To contact the author of this story: Justin Fox at 
justinfox@bloomberg.netTo contact the editor responsible for this story: 
Stacey Shick at sshick@bloomberg.netThis column does not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its 
owners.Justin Fox is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering business. 
He was the editorial director of Harvard Business Review and wrote for 
Time, Fortune and American Banker. He is the author of “The Myth of the 



Rational Market.”For more articles like this, please visit us at 
bloomberg.com/opinion©2020 Bloomberg L.P.

FACEBOOKNEWS

The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its Top 
Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 

Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire Confidence”: 
After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-
iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized intelligence agencies,
vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth, Trump faces significant 
doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump’s Old Tweets About Obama Striking Iran 
For Re-Election Come Back To Haunt Him https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html 

MSNBC Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while 
America goes down the drain' 

https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-in-2011-the-president-plays-golf-to-escape-work-while-america-goes-down-the-drain-75879493821
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Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.htm
l “… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump 
golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic 
america … the ‘ship of fools’! ]

YAHOONEWS President Trump outstrips Obama on golf trips The 
president, who once criticized predecessor Barack Obama for spending 
too much time playing golf, is on track to pass Obama's 8-year total in 
just 4 years. Well over $100 million» [ Mentally ill, pathological liar, fraud, 
mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump is so full of s**t! ]

ABC News Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he will ask 
parliament to grant him immunity from corruption charges, a step that is 
expected to delay his trial for months.

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. 
TONIGHT (1-3-20): James Bond's drink of choice is a martini, but Daniel 
Craig is all about Guinness.

GOOGLENEWS
The Nightmare Stage of Trump’s Rule Is Here Unstable and impeached, 
the president pushes the U.S. toward war with Iran.

The New York Times Opinion

Live Updates: Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills General 

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, promised retaliation 
against those who killed Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani in Baghdad. The 
U.S. moved to send … The New York Times

Trump speaks after ordering strike on top Iran general

video_youtube CNN
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Dramatic escalation with airstrike in Iraq l ABC News

video_youtube ABC News

The death of Iran's top general, Qassem Soleimani, means America has 
declared war

Iran's Qassem Soleimani, assassinated in a U.S. air strike Trump ordered,
means U.S. is at war with Iran.

NBCNews.com Opinion

New photos show widespread fire damage in aftermath of militants' 
attack on US embassy in Baghdad

Stunning photos reveal scenes of destruction inside the United States 
embassy in Iraq's capital one day after Iran-backed militiamen stormed 
the heavily fortified ...
Fox News

U.S. embassy suspends consular operations

The U.S. Embassy in Baghdad said on Wednesday that all public consular 
operations were suspended, a day after Iran-backed militias and their 
supporters ...
Reuters

Iran-backed militiamen withdraw from siege of US Embassy in Baghdad 
as more American troops deployed

The siege outside of the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad ended Wednesday 
after dozens of pro-Iran militiamen and their supporters began to 
withdraw from the ...
Fox News

Shock Waves From American Airstrikes in Iraq May Have Just Begun

Iran-backed Shiite militias have been firing missiles at American troops 
and military contractors in Iraq for six months now, and last week they 
finally killed one of ...
The New York Times Opinion
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Iraqi security forces regain control of area around US Embassy after 
second day of protests

Iraqi security forces have regained control of the area around the US 
Embassy in Baghdad, after the compound was rocked by a second day of 
mass protests.
CNN
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DRUDGEREPORT
COULTER: WE THOUGHT TRUMP WOULD BE DIFFERENT... Ann Coulter: 
‘We Thought Trump Was Different’ About Starting Wars 
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
https://dailycaller.com/2020/01/06/ann-coulter-trump-different-iran-war/


POMPEO: Trump Ready to Launch More Strikes... 
Iran military displaying 'heightened state of readiness'... 
13 'revenge scenarios'... 
Drone attacks? 
BAKER: High-risk gambles with much at stake... 
'Completely coincidental': Air Force launches 52 fighter jets in training 
exercise...
College students panic over fine print about registering for the draft...
'We're going to war, bro'... 
Anxiety over fate of American hostages... 
At least 50 killed in stampede at Iranian general's funeral... 
Putin lands in Damascus on unannounced visit... 

POLL: 66% Want To See Bolton Testify In Senate Impeachment Trial... 
RAGE BUILDS
IRAN EYES 35 TARGETS
ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US TROOPS 
Red flag raised at Mosque warning of severe battle to come... 
Will punish Americans wherever they are...
General steps out of Soleimani shadow...
Fear Hits Tehran Over What Might Come Next...
Royal Navy Admiral warns West against war...
Need millions of soldiers...
NATO suspends Iraq training mission...
Strait of Hormuz in focus...
TRUMP THE TERMINATOR…
Trump thought war with Iran could help Obama reelection. What about 
his own? 
'Totally Unpredictable'...
'Hornets' nest'...
FEAR OF CYBER ATTACKS...
Protests across USA...
Selective Service Site Falters Over #WWIII Draft Fears... 

Trump Rattles Mideast With Risky Strike...
Soleimani 'torn to shreds' by missile...
Body identified by ring...
DRONES FOUND HIM...

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-nw-nyt-qassem-soleimani-iran-20200103-6cfuwdo5cfhi7aocmrhn75nbse-story.html
https://nypost.com/2020/01/03/qassem-soleimani-airstrike-ring-from-corpse-identified-irans-top-general/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7847795/How-airstrike-Iranian-general-unfolded-Baghdad.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-rattles-mideast-u-politics-055619552.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/selective-service-website-falters-as-talk-of-u-s-draft-rises
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/01/04/iraq-iran-tensions-protests-condemn-u-s-actions-middle-east/2807176001/
https://www.axios.com/us-iran-war-footing-qasem-soleimani-airstrike-13cbe74f-9095-47b4-8d03-85f1e702f447.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/With-missile-strike-Trump-opts-for-escalation-14948664.php
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-killing-soleimani-leaves-trump-050002273.html
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/strait-of-hormuz-the-worlds-biggest-oil-chokepoint-in-focus-as-us-iran-tensions-flare-2020-01-03
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-nato/nato-suspends-iraq-training-mission-after-soleimani-killing-idUSKBN1Z30EX
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/iran-war-would-need-millions-21211138
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http://news.trust.org/item/20200104104819-ohs52
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/missiles-hit-green-zone-and-iraq-base-housing-us-troops-security-sources/ar-BBYC7Kb
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10670210/iran-unfurls-red-flag-ready-for-war/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7851075/Thousands-chant-Death-America-funeral-Iranian-general-Qassem-Soleimani.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/for-trump-the-burden-may-be-proving-this-is-not-the-moment-his-critics-predicted/ar-BBYDYRk
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'Hornets' nest'...
RAND PAUL: NO WAR...
EX-CIA DIRECTOR: 'THERE WILL BE DEAD AMERICANS'...
Depart Iraq immediately...
Westerners 'should leave Dubai'... 
NYC ON ALERT... 
UK livid... 
Thousands rally in Iran against 'crimes'...
Israel braces for retaliation... 
Oil prices surge... Stocks shook... 
Strait of Hormuz in focus... 
UPDATES...
TRUMP: 'Reign of terror over'...
'Took Action To Stop War'… 
How decision was made... 

Trump doubled his tweets in 2019.... 
U.S. combat deaths in Afghanistan highest in years… 

FLASHBACK: TRUMP SAID OBAMA WOULD ATTACK IRAN TO WIN RE-
ELECTION...
TWEETS COME BACK TO HAUNT... 
WAG THE DOG THEORIES ERUPT... 
No 'stupid' wars doctrine faces biggest test...
Iraq War Hawks Now Pumped For Iran...

MARKETWATCH
Drones Are Cheap. A War With Iran Isn't.

Mike Bloomberg: Don’t Believe Trump – Our Economy Is Broken 
https://www.barrons.com/…/mike-bloomberg-dont-believe-trump… [ It truly
is difficult for me to be negative about Mike Bloomberg because he really 
“knows how to count”; but, there’s that golfing picture with trump, 
clinton, giuliani and his crusade against soda (yes soda with empty 
calories and sugar is not good for you but there are many things that are 
far worse and I’ve observed people who drank only water but consistently
pigged out and were obese). He’s a billionaire to his credit; but, he really 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/mike-bloomberg-dont-believe-trump-our-economy-is-broken-51578578400?mod=article_inline&fbclid=IwAR0hroI5kP6F7tX2V58kWI_8FNjqSTYAa-3UzFX-SeRD2b9UV9k6keBEIpE
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/drones-are-cheap-a-war-with-iran-isnt-51578091713?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/01/with-a-war-against-iran-brewing-dont-listen-to-the-hawks-who-lied-us-into-iraq/
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-no-stupid-wars-doctrine-faces-biggest-test-161739094.html
https://www.asiatimes.com/2020/01/article/is-trump-wagging-the-dog-in-the-middle-east/
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-soleimani-strike-his-reign-terror-over-n1110226
https://edition.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/baghdad-airport-strike-live-intl-hnk/index.html
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https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10667726/downing-street-livid-donald-trump-assassinating-iran-general/
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should address the nation’s unsustainable debt 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
PETER SCHIFF: RECESSION SO BAD COMING, US DOOMED TO DEFAULT 
ON NATIONAL DEBT https://moneyandmarkets.com/peter-schiff-us-
default-on-de…/… 

“Former Head of the U.S. Fed Reveals Washington's Nasty Trick to 
Confiscate Your Savings... Here's How Americans are Resisting... In 
October, U.S. government debt surpassed a record $23 TRILLION.

So, what does David Stockman say? ]

“ECONOMY AND POLICY

Mike Bloomberg: Don’t Believe Trump – Our Economy Is Broken

COMMENTARY
By Michael R. Bloomberg
Updated Jan. 9, 2020 10:13 am ET / Original Jan. 9, 2020 9:00 am ET

Democratic Presidential candidate Michael Bloomberg addresses a crowd
in North Carolina. Photograph by Melissa Sue Gerrits/Getty Images

This article originally appeared on MarketWatch, a sister publication of 
Barron’s.

President Donald Trump says our economy is “the best it has ever been,” 
and he is planning to ride that false claim to a second term.

I won’t let him get away with it.
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MAIL.COM NEWS
AP FACT CHECK: Trump's distortions are across the board 
https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-
distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5 [ trump is so sick, so mentally 
ill; trump is at once, a global tragedy and a global embarrassment to 
america! ]

"WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump systematically fabricated 
his record before boisterous supporters and the eyes of the world this 
past week. To a core question — did the U.S. killing of an Iranian general 
avoid an imminent attack on U.S. interests? — there is no definitive 
answer days after missiles flew. Trump and his officials said the U.S. 
attack achieved that result but have yet to prove it.

(1 of 4) President Donald Trump speaks on proposed changes to the 
National Environmental Policy Act, at the White House in Washington.

January 12, 2020

In other matters, Trump offered distortion across the breadth of public 
policy. He declared clean-air achievements when the air has become 
dirtier. He claimed to have come up with the “great idea” of letting 
veterans seek private care at public expense, when that was already law,
accomplished by President Barack Obama.

Primis Player Placeholder

He complained that he didn't get the Nobel Peace Prize for peace in 
Ethiopia, when he had little to nothing to do with it. He invented a 
dialogue with a Democrat in Congress and claimed he succeeded on two 
fronts where other presidents failed, each time for at least 44 years, a 
made-up number.

And as he done repeatedly, but this time in the midst of dangerous 
brinkmanship with Iran, he falsely accused Obama of opening the U.S. 
treasury to Tehran and handing over a fortune. A sampling from the week:

https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5
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https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5


PEACE PRIZE TRUMP: “I'm going to tell you about the Nobel Peace Prize, 
I will tell you about that. I made a deal, I saved the country and I just 
heard that the head of that country is now getting the Nobel Peace Prize 
for saving the country. I said, what, did I have something to do with it? 
Yeah but, you know, that is the way it is. " Toledo, Ohio, rally Thursday.

THE FACTS: Trump did not save Ethiopia. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy 
Ahmed won the prize in October after he fully accepted a peace deal 
ending a 20-year border war with neighboring Eritrea that saw some 
80,000 people killed. Trump had no known involvement in the peace deal.

The prize also recognized Abiy, Africa's youngest leader, for sweeping 
changes in Ethiopian society as he released tens of thousands of 
prisoners, welcomed home once-banned opposition groups, expanded 
freedom of expression and acknowledged his country's past abuses.

Trump did agree to a request from Egypt’s president to mediate a dispute
among Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan over a proposed dam on the Nile River. 
That mediation continues. Trump is known to express pique when he is 
not recognized in the manner he thinks is deserved. He mocked teenage 
climate activist Greta Thunberg when Time magazine named her person 
of the year last month.

JOBS

TRUMP: “America lost 60,000 factories under the previous administration,
60,000. You wouldn't believe that's possible but I know it's true. ... No, it's
true. No, it’s true. ... It's 60,000 closed, gone. They are all coming back. 
They are all coming back.” — Toledo rally.



THE FACTS: It’s not true.

The U.S. has indeed lost roughly 60,000 factories but that’s since 2001, 
the start of President George W. Bush’s administration. It didn’t happen 
“under the previous administration.” And they’re not “all coming back.”

Construction spending on factories has declined since a recent peak in 
2015 during Obama's presidency. Factories cut 12,000 jobs in December, 
according to the jobs report Friday. Growth in manufacturing jobs 
decelerated sharply in 2019, to 46,000, down from 264,000 added jobs in 
2018.

VETERANS

TRUMP on the Veterans Administration: “For 44 years they try to get 
accountability. ... I said, you know ... I have an idea, such a great idea. 
You are going to go out private, you're going to pick up a doctor, you are 
going to get yourself fixed up, we're going to pay the bill, right? And you 
know what happened? And I said how — how brilliant is that? They say 
sir, we've been working on that for 48 years but we've never been able to 
get it approved. So I was very, very disillusioned but you know what I'm 
good at, getting things approved and we got it approved.” — to cheers at 
Toledo rally.

THE FACTS: He did not think up the idea and get it approved. Obama got 
it approved. Obama signed into law the Choice program that lets veterans
go to a private doctor at public expense under some circumstances. 
Trump routinely ignores that and says presidents have tried to get it done
for 44 years. He only expanded the program.



As for accountability, Trump claims that his law means bad VA employees
are swiftly fired. But a report released in October by the VA inspector 
general found “significant deficiencies” in the accountability office 
established by the law, such as poor leadership, shoddy training of 
investigators and a failure to push out underperforming senior leaders.

Also at the rally, Trump claimed that “44 years" of failure preceded his 
success in getting the “right to try” initiative into law. That initiative, 
aimed at giving terminally ill patients more access to unapproved drugs, 
only goes back five or so years.

CANCER

TRUMP: “U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of 
good news coming out of this Administration.” — tweet Thursday.

THE FACTS: The news came from the American Cancer Society, not the 
administration, and it does not reflect Trump's record.

The group said the death rate from cancer has declined nearly 30% since
1991 and took its sharpest one-year drop in 2017. But the data did not 
reflect cancer-research spending under the Trump administration.

Trump proposed cutting spending at the National Institutes of Health but 
Congress ignored the effort and raised spending in a bill the president 
signed. That is not reflected in the cancer society report.

IRAN



TRUMP: “Iran’s hostility substantially increased after the foolish Iran 
nuclear deal was signed in 2013. And they were given $150 billion, not to 
mention $1.8 billion in cash.” — address Wednesday.

TRUMP: “Iran now is not wealthy like it was when President Obama 
handed him $150 billion..” — remarks Thursday.

TRUMP: “They gave around $150 billion including $1.7 billion in the hard 
cold cash, can you imagine? No, no, can you imagine? $1.7 billion, $1.8 
billion in cash.” — Toledo rally.

THE FACTS: There was no $150 billion payout from the U.S. treasury or 
other countries. The U.S. made a separate payment of roughly $1.8 billion
to cover a decades-old IOU.

When Iran signed the multinational deal to restrain its nuclear 
development in return for being freed from sanctions, it regained access 
to its own assets, which had been frozen abroad. Iran was allowed to get 
its money back. The deal actually was signed in 2015, after a 2013 
preliminary agreement. Trump has taken the U.S. out of it.

As for the $1.8 billion: In the 1970s, Iran paid the U.S. $400 million for 
military equipment that was never delivered because the Iranian 
government was overthrown and diplomatic relations ruptured. After the 
nuclear deal, the U.S. and Iran announced they had settled the matter, 
with the U.S. agreeing to pay the $400 million principal along with about 
$1.3 billion in interest.

The $400 million was paid in cash and flown to Tehran on a cargo plane, 
which gave rise to Trump's previous dramatic accounts of money stuffed 
in barrels or boxes and delivered in the dead of night. The arrangement 
provided for the interest to be paid later, not crammed into containers.



TRUMP: “The foolish Iran nuclear deal financed Iranian aggression while 
allowing a quick path to nuclear breakout. That is what it did. And by the 
way it expires so soon. They can have nuclear weapons." — Toledo rally.

TRUMP: “It’s close to expiring. In other words, if I didn’t terminate it, it 
expires in a very short period of time.” — remarks at White House on 
Thursday.

THE FACTS: The 2015 agreement is not about to expire. It imposes limits 
on Iran's nuclear development for 15 years.

TRUMP: “The missiles fired last night at us and our allies were paid for 
with the funds made available by the last administration.” — address 
Wednesday.

THE FACTS: That accusation comes without corroboration. The 
administration has offered no information supporting the contention that 
in regaining access to $150 billion of its assets that had been frozen 
abroad, Iran steered a chunk of that money to the missiles that hit the 
U.S. bases in Iraq.

“I doubt anyone has the insight into Iran's budgetary mechanisms to say 
that this money was used for this purpose,” said Gerald Feierstein, a 
career U.S. diplomat who retired in 2016 as the principal deputy assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs.

“It's a funds-are-fungible kind of argument,” he said. "I mean, if they have
money, can you say that dollar went directly to buy a missile, as opposed 
to freeing up another dollar that went to buy a missile?"



Joseph Votel, who retired from the U.S. Army in March as the top military
commander for the Middle East, said he was not aware of any specific 
intelligence on this question. “I don't have anything that would 
particularly support that,” he said. “I'm not saying it did or it didn't, but I 
don't have details to demonstrate it one way or the other.”

ENVIRONMENT

TRUMP: “We have some of the cleanest air and cleanest water on earth, 
and for our country the air is right now cleaner than it's been in 40 years.”
— remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: No, air quality has worsened under the Trump administration.
And it's a stretch to say the U.S. is among the countries with the cleanest
air. Dozens of nations have less smoggy air. Trump made the remarks as 
he proposed the latest enforcement rollbacks for the bedrock 
environmental acts credited with beginning the clean-up of U.S. air and 
water a half-century ago.

As to water quality, one measure, Yale University's global Environmental 
Performance Index, finds the U.S. tied with nine other countries as having
the cleanest drinking water.

But after decades of improvement, progress in air quality has stalled.

There were 15% more days with unhealthy air in America in 2017 and 
2018 than there were on average from 2013 through 2016, the four years 
when the U.S had its fewest number of those days since at least 1980, 
according to an AP analysis of EPA data.



A recent study by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found that 
deadly air particle pollution increased 5.5% in the United States between 
2016 and 2018 after declining by 24.2% from 2009 to 2016.

"The increase was associated with 9,700 premature deaths in 2018," the 
study by Karen Clay and Nicholas Muller said. "At conventional 
valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 billion."

The Obama administration set records for the fewest air-polluted days.

Trump’s proposal would greatly cut back on the National Environmental 
Policy Act’s requirement that federal agencies consider whether a big 
construction project would hurt the environment before they approve the 
project. Other Trump proposals would roll back restrictions on major 
sources of air and water pollution, including coal-fired power plants and 
autos.”

ISLAMIC STATE GROUP

TRUMP: “Three months ago, after destroying 100% of ISIS and its 
territorial caliphate ..." — address Wednesday on Iran's missile strike on 
two Iraqi bases.

THE FACTS: His claim of a 100% defeat is misleading as the Islamic State
group still poses a threat.

IS was defeated in Iraq in 2017, then lost the last of its land holdings in 
Syria in March, marking the end of the extremists' self-declared 
caliphate. Still, extremist sleeper cells have continued to launch attacks 
in Iraq and Syria and are believed to be responsible for targeted killings 
against local officials and members of the Syrian Democratic Forces.



U.N. experts have warned that IS leaders are seeking a resurgence. This 
past week, Defense Secretary Mark Esper said the fight against the 
group was continuing in Syria.

IMPEACHMENT

TRUMP, on the House Intelligence Committee chairman: “He's a corrupt 
politician, Adam Schiff. He's corrupt. ... He gave a sentence that he made 
up. He made it up, and it was not — it was not what was said in the 
conversation. That's why I released the transcript, got approval from 
Ukraine." — remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: Trump's timeline is wrong and he's exaggerating the episode 
and botching the timeline.

Schiff, D-Calif., delivered what he called a parody of Trump's remarks in 
the president's July 25 phone call with Ukraine's leader.

Schiff did so after the White House released a rough transcript of the 
call, not before, as Trump states. So people who read the official account
knew Schiff was riffing from it, not quoting from it.

Though Trump took umbrage at having words put in his mouth by Schiff, 
the president routinely invents dialogue. It's a staple of his rhetoric when
he mocks political rivals. He did it Thursday night at a rally, making up a 
conversation he pretended he had — with Schiff.

TRUMP: “We released the exact transcript.” — remarks Thursday.



THE FACTS: No, the White House memo describing Trump's phone 
conversation with President Volodymyr Zelenskiy isn't exact.

It was presented by the White House as a rough transcript. The public 
does not know precisely what each leader said.

Officials who were tasked to listen in to the call say the rough transcript 
is largely accurate in representing the material aspects of the 
conversation as they heard it.

One such witness testified that some quotations in the account were not 
exact, though he did not consider the variance to be consequential.

TRUMP, explaining why he initially held up military aid to Ukraine: “Why is
it that the United States pays? And it affects Europe far more than it 
affects the United States. So why isn’t it that France, Germany, and all of 
those countries in Europe that are so strongly affected, why aren’t they 
paying?” — remarks Tuesday with Greece's prime minister.

THE FACTS: He’s incorrect that European countries weren’t putting up aid
for Ukraine.

European Union institutions have provided far more development 
assistance than the $204 million from Washington. Specific EU members, 
Japan and Canada also contribute significantly.



Since 2014, the EU and European financial institutions have mobilized 
more than $16 billion to help Ukraine's economy, counter corruption, 
build institutions and strengthen its sovereignty against further 
incursions by Russia after its annexation of Crimea.

The U.S. is a heavy source of military assistance. But NATO also 
contributes a variety of military-assistance programs and trust funds for 
Ukraine. In most such cases, the programs are modest and NATO 
countries other than the U.S. take the lead

ENERGY

TRUMP: “We are independent, and we do not need Middle East oil.” — 
address Wednesday.

THE FACTS: Trump’s declaration of energy independence is premature. 
The U.S. still needs plenty of oil from the Mideast.

The volume of U.S. oil imports from the Persian Gulf alone — 23 million 
barrels in October – would not be easy to make up elsewhere, at least not
without major changes in U.S. demand or production.

Technological advances like fracking and horizontal drilling have allowed 
the U.S. to greatly increase production, but demand remains brisk and 
the country still imports millions of barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia, 
Canada, Iraq and other countries. Moreover, much of what the U.S. 
produces is hard for domestic refiners to convert to practical use. So the 
U.S. exports that production and imports oil that is more suitable for 
American refineries to handle.



On energy more broadly, the U.S. is indeed close to parity on how much 
energy it produces and how much it consumes. In some months, it 
produces more than it consumes. But it has not achieved self-sufficiency. 
In the first nine months of last year, it imported about as much energy as 
it exported.

MILITARY

TRUMP: “The American military has been completely rebuilt under my 
administration, at a cost of $2.5 trillion.” — address Wednesday.

THE FACTS: That’s an exaggeration.

It’s true that his administration has accelerated a sharp buildup in 
defense spending, including a respite from what the U.S. military 
considered to be crippling spending limits under budget sequestration.

But a number of new Pentagon weapons programs, such as the F-35 
fighter jet, were started years before the Trump administration. And it 
will take years for freshly ordered tanks, planes and other weapons to be 
built, delivered and put to use.

The Air Force’s Minuteman 3 missiles, a key part of the U.S. nuclear 
force, for instance, have been operating since the early 1970s and the 
modernization was begun under the Obama administration. They are due 
to be replaced with a new version, but not until later this decade.

Associated Press writers Christopher Rugaber, Ellen Knickmeyer, 
Matthew Lee, Michael Biesecker, Lolita C. Baldor, Matthew Daly and 
Robert Burns contributed to this report.



EDITOR'S NOTE — A look at the veracity of claims by political figures.

Find AP Fact Checks at http://apne.ws/2kbx8bd

Follow @APFactCheck on Twitter: https://twitter.com/APFactCheck"

ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT FOR BUBBLEVISION David Stockman | 
January 10, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-
thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

By reading narrative, we escape the anxiety that attacks us when we try 
to say something true about the world. This is the consoling function of 
narrative – the reason people tell stories and have told stories from the 
beginning of time.

– Umberto Eco, Six Walks in the Fictional Woods (1994)

...

“The whole narrative on the economy is wrong.”

That’s the money quote from my most recent talk with the folks from 
Doug Casey’s International Man project. That narrative includes just 
about everything you’ve heard from Bubblevision about the December 
nonfarm payrolls report from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

Headlines say we added 145,000 new jobs during the last month of 2019 
and that the unemployment rate remained 3.5%.

I’d note that under the Tweeter-in-Chief, the average monthly jobs gain 
has been 190,000 a month. I’d add that during the last 33 months under 
President Obama, it was 225,000 a month.

No, this is not the “greatest economy ever.” And there’s no one out there 
to save it – us – from what’s on the horizon.
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That includes the Federal Reserve. Indeed, this is the worst policy 
environment of a lifetime.

It’s time to get ready for the worst of all possible outcomes: a market 
crash, a Main Street recession, and the election of Elizabeth Warren.

Welcome, folks, to the “Great Disruption”… [chart] …..”

 

[Click to Enlarge]

Now, here’s the first part of my talk with International Man; I’ll share the 
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second half on Monday.

International Man: Trump is calling for a weaker dollar and negative 
interest rates. What does this tell you about Trump’s understanding of 
economics?

David Stockman: It tells you that he has no understanding of economics 
at all!

I think Trump is not even a primitive when it comes to economic 
comprehension. His views are just plain stupid when it comes to 
exchange rates. He seems to think it’s some grand game of global golf, 
where the strongest player gets the lowest score.

What sense does it make tweeting as he did recently in attacking the 
Fed?

According to Trump, the US economy is so much better than the rest of 
the world’s economies, and therefore we should have the lowest interest 
rate as a result. It has nothing to do with economic logic or with 
principles related to sound money. I think he’s just thrashing about trying 
to create a warning that if things go badly, it’s the Fed’s fault.

The whole narrative on the economy is wrong.

The low unemployment rate is something he inherited. It’s the end of the 
longest business cycle in history – 126 months.

As the economy continues to inch forward, the inventory of excess labor 
goes down. The unemployment rate, even as badly measured as it is by 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), inherently goes lower. He didn’t
have anything to do with it.

In fact, if you look at the first 33 job reports under President Trump, the 
average gains have been 190,000 a month. During the last 33 reports 
under President Obama, it was 225,000 a month.

There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle.



Even John Maynard Keynes himself said that you ought to try to balance 
the budget and even generate a surplus at the top of the cycle.

We’re right in the middle of the worst kind of economic policy in my 
lifetime, anyway – going back to the 1960s.

Trump is completely clueless about how we got here, how he got here, 
and where we’re going.

I’ve said many times that if you boast about it, you own it. He’s been 
boasting about the stock market, which is the greatest bubble in history. 
He’s been boasting about a business cycle that he inherited that’s got all 
kinds of rot underneath and that’s nearing its final days.

All of that’s going to come home to roost, and I think it’s very likely to 
happen before the 2020 election.

So, the 2020 election is not all over except for the shouting, as a lot of 
people believe. In fact, the prospect that Elizabeth Warren gets the 
nomination on the Democratic side and becomes a serious contender for 
the Oval Office is very high.

The irony is that it will ensure the stock market’s collapse and Trump ’s 
defeat. He’s setting himself up for the worst possible outcome.

International Man: The Fed recently said it could increase its tolerance 
for inflation before it considers raising interest rates. It would be a major 
policy shift. What’s really going on here?

David Stockman: I think what’s going on is that they’re looking for another
excuse to capitulate to Wall Street next time it has a hissy fit because it 
believes the Fed owes them another shot of stimulus and more liquidity.

Let’s address the underlying issue now. The 2% inflation target is absurd 
to begin with. There is no historical or theoretical evidence to suggest 
that inflation at 2% is better for growth and prosperity than inflation at 
1.5%, 1%, or even -1%.

This is just made up, just like the money they created that’s been 
snatched from thin air, adopted as official policy in January 2012.

It becomes a rolling excuse for running the printing press and 



accommodating both the politicians in Washington, D.C., who want low 
interest rates so that debts are cheap to finance and the gamblers on 
Wall Street who want low interest rates because they result in higher 
asset values and cheaper costs for carry trade speculators.

The idea that we haven’t had enough inflation as it’s measured by one 
indicator – the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) deflator – is kind 
of crazy for two reasons.

First, there’s a lot of other inflation measures that say we easily achieved
2% inflation.

The 16% trimmed-mean CPI is a very handy tool. It has the same CPI data
at the product code level as that in the regular CPI, but in order to 
smooth out the monthly figure, it takes out the lowest and highest 16% of
individual prices.
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[Click to Enlarge]

It’s probably more accurate than CPI because it removes the outliers but 
puts them back in as soon as they reach the center of the distribution.

The trimmed-mean CPI has averaged 2% since January 2012. During the 
last 12 months, it’s reached 2.34%, way over the Fed’s 2% target.

There are lots of issues here.

One of them is that there are many ways to measure inflation. Another 
issue is that you can’t scientifically measure inflation in a dynamic global
economy like the one we’re in today.

It’s just an average in some arbitrarily-weighted product categories that 
are way too complicated, even for the bureaucrats at the BLS.

And, third, even if you could measure it halfway accurately, which I 
seriously doubt, the Fed has no tools to achieve its targets anyway.

The big swings of inflation are from commodity cycles and the global 
trading system, evidenced in oil prices, metal and materials prices, food 
and grain prices, and so forth. The Fed can’t do much about that.

The point is, inflation targeting is one of the greatest efforts at 
misdirection that a government agency has ever concocted. This gives 
them a license to constantly intervene and meddle in the financial 
markets – pointlessly fiddling with the whole price structure of debt and 
equity assets. The less inflation there is, the better.

They can’t target it to the second decimal point, and you can’t measure it
anyway.

The fact that they’re now saying, “Well, we don’t mean to target inflation 
on a monthly basis or quarterly or annual basis, it’s a cumulative basis 
from a day one,” indicates they are maybe starting from the Garden of 
Eden or something like that.
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It just shows you that they’ve backed themselves into a corner of illogic 
and stupidity, from which I don’t think there’s any exit…..”

“ON STRANGE BEDFELLOWS https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-
strange-bedfellows/ David Stockman | January 07, 2020

Indeed, only what does not have a tangible measure can easily be 
exaggerated in importance. This is the basic reason why the privileged 
elite in every society has always consisted – and, I submit, will always 
consist – of members who perform unproductive services under one form
or another. Whatever the title under which this elite may receive its 
share, this share will never be that of worker’s wage – even if, as is 
possible, it may be called by that name. – Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, 
The Entropy Law and the Economic Process

...

“China’s had another record year of corporate bond defaults. That’s not a 
crisis. It’s a plan.”

That’s the opening line of a recent Bloomberg story on the state of things
in the Middle Kingdom. Of course, that old nickname seems a little 
antiquated. “Red Ponzi” is much more apt.

Here’s more from   Bloomberg  :

But rising defaults also mean that global investors have to abandon some
assumptions about which borrowers are safe. There are some nasty 
surprises on the long list of companies that have either defaulted or have
seen their bond prices plunge. Among them: a would-be Wall Street-style 
investment bank endorsed by China’s premier and two technology 
companies connected to top universities. In December, a commodities 
company called Tewoo Group Corp. delivered the biggest dollar-bond 
default in two decades by a state-owned enterprise. That event “could 
prove a turning point,” says Todd Schubert, a managing director for fixed 
income at Bank of Singapore. It’s getting more dangerous to count on 
some companies being, in essence, too connected to fail.

Indeed, as Chris Scott notes as he resumes his regular Tuesday updates 
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on the U.S-China relationship, they may be at least as infatuated with 
“easy money” than even we are…

All “Easy Money,” All the Time… Chinese-Style

By Chris Scott

Major Chinese stock benchmarks started the year off with two days in 
the green (or red, if you’re watching a price board in China – remember, 
everything is upside down there).

This is all thanks to the People’s Bank of China, whose “put” is working 
just like the Federal Reserve’s, only with Chinese characteristics.

“Socialism with Chinese characteristics” is how the Communist Party has
chosen to describe its Frankenstein’s monster of an economic system. 
One part free enterprise, nine parts investment from Wall Street and 
Corporate America, rounded out with 90 parts party control. Just stitch 
together and voila… “it’s alive.”

But the dragon that woke from its slumber to start this century is more 
akin to the brainy creature in Mary Shelley’s tormented tale than it is to 
Hollywood’s flat-topped oaf. China’s debt-laden patchwork of modern 
megalopolises and sprawling industrial hellscapes is guided warily by 
partners of America’s elite.

By now you’ve probably heard the name Liu He (pronounced “Huh”), the 
man who’s on his way to Washington next week to sign the “phase one” 
trade deal.

Apart from being Chinese President Xi Jinping’s middle school buddy, 
Liu’s bonafides include years of study in the U.S., culminating a master’s 
degree at Harvard. This is the guy credited with articulating Beijing’s 
policy of trying to reign in the debt binge…..”
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--------------------------

“THE GUNS OF JANUARY https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-
guns-of-january/ 

David Stockman | January 06, 2020

Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired 
signifies in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not 
fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is not 
spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the 
genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children. This is not a way of life 
at all in any true sense. Under the clouds of war, it is humanity hanging 
on a cross of iron. 

– President Dwight D. Eisenhower, The “Chance for Peace/Cross of Iron” 
Speech (April 16, 1953)

[ True words spoken by a great man, the underrated but great President 
General Eisenhower. No slouch or wall flower when called upon to fight 
the good fight (and no bone spurs like the cowardly mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump) ]

...

Stock futures pointed to a particularly ugly first Monday of the new year 
[not to worry, that’s what computerized trade programs are for despite 
reality, to keep the fraud going with ultimately other people’s money] , as 
fresh tensions with charter “Axis of Evil” member Iran spooked just about
everybody not immersed in MAGA.

Over the weekend, after the Tweeter-in-Chief ordered the assassination 
of Quds Force honcho Qassem Soleimani, the Islamic Republic cancelled 
all commitments that remained under the infamous “nuclear deal.”

And Iraq’s parliament – an ostensibly democratic body established as 
part of our “regime change/nation-building” efforts in the Middle East – 
voted to oust U.S. troops from within its borders.
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The Donald is still out on point, though, threatening to bomb 52 cultural 
sites in Persia, the number representing the 52 Americans taken hostage 
at the U.S. embassy in Tehran during the 1979 revolution that deposed 
the Shah and installed the Ayatollah Khomeini.

Folks, this president is a bungler; this is not some brilliant “three-
dimensional-chess” gambit.

But even a bungler – maybe especially a bungler, in this particular 
context – can be a Great Disruptor.

Well, this is what happens when you make a Warfare State, prosecute 
Forever War, and put perhaps the single most impulsive man on the planet
in charge of it all.

The Duopoly created the environment that made the Donald a political 
force. It also built the machine he’s threatening to unleash against, 
basically, all comers at this point.

What comes next is on Imperial Washington.

It’s worth it to take a step back from the present brink and understand 
how we got here…..”

…...

“CODA https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/coda/ 

David Stockman | January 03, 2020

You only grow by coming to the end of something and by beginning 
something else.

– John Irving, The World According to Garp (1978)

...

Once they are debt-entombed, economies are inexorably capable of ever-
more modest rates of growth. That truth is written all over the subway 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/coda/


walls, as Simon & Garfunkel once put it.

Between 2001 and 2007, for example, global debt rose from $86 trillion to
$140 trillion. At the same time, global nominal gross domestic product 
(GDP) increased from $33 trillion to $58 trillion. That is, $54 trillion of 
new debt bought $25 trillion of new GDP.

Debt exploded from the pre-crisis level of $140 trillion to $255 trillion by 
2019. Meanwhile, GDP rose to just $85 trillion during the 11-year cycle 
subsequent to the pre-crisis peak.

That is, in the latest “recovery,” it took $115 trillion of new debt to 
generate just $27 trillion of additional GDP. That’s $4 dollars of going into
permanent hock for just $1 dollar of (temporary) current GDP.

[ chart ]

That debt-fueled route to nominal GDP growth has played out. The 
household sector is at Peak Debt. And the business sector has been lured
into massive financial engineering, not productive investment, by the 
speculative casino on Wall Street.

Alas, this is the end product of monetary central planning.

All that massive central-bank stimulus – in the form of fiat credit 
expansion – never escaped the canyons of Wall Street and its counterpart
venues around the world. And, there, it did cause growth and inflation – 
but only of financial asset prices, and egregiously so.

Asset prices are now precariously purchased in the nosebleed section of 
history. We’re talking stock prices and bond prices, too. The $17 trillion 
of sub-zero-yielding government and investment-grade bonds in the world 
are also hideously overpriced instruments of rank speculation.

But, if you look at the charts, there are massive air pockets down below, 
let’s say, the 2,700 level on the S&P 500 Index.

If there’s a shock event – like some tankers blow up in the Persian Gulf, 
or something really bad happens in the Taiwan Straits, or the Chinese 
pull some real retaliatory stunt like dumping a couple ten billion of U.S. 
Treasuries in a few hours – it could ignite the selloff fuse on a market 
which is overwhelmingly machine driven, thereby tanking the whole 



applecart.

After all, 80% of daily volume in the stock market is essentially either 
indexed-driven exchange-traded funds and mutual funds or various kinds 
of quantitative, machine-driven momentum-based investment strategies.

If these carbon- and silicon-based chart-monkeys ever lose their 
formulaic footings, the market will drop through a deep air pocket. And 
then it’s all over except for the shouting.

If the S&P 500 drops 400, 500, or 600 points, you’ll trigger another go-
round for CEOs and CFOs. They’ll wake up – like they did in October 2008 
– and suddenly realize, “Oh my God, we’ve got too much inventory, we’ve 
horded too much labor, we’ve got a lot of M&A assets that aren’t 
producing returns…”

And, then, Corporate America will go into these big restructuring 
programs, laying off workers by the tens of thousands, taking huge write-
downs, closing facilities, extinguishing assets in order to appease Wall 
Street.

The next thing you know, of course, you have a C-suite-triggered 
recession. That’s how it happens these days under the baleful regime of 
monetary central planning. Recessions don’t happen anymore because 
the Fed is tightening credit costs on Main Street.

That’s the old days. That’s your grandfather’s economy. And that’s your 
great-grandfather’s Fed.

If You Need Your Money in the Next 5 Years…

America is at a crossroads. The middle class is disappearing… 
government spending is out of control… and the implosion of Bubble 
Finance will cause the greatest market crash in history. So, if you need 
access to your nest egg in the next five years and can’t afford another 
market crash, it’s time to take matters into your own hands. Find out 
what to do, right here.

We’re now in the era of Bubble Finance. Our monetary central planners 
basically inflate the financial system until it collapses. And then it spills 
onto Main Street when CEOs and CFOs panic at the thought of 
disappointing their masters.



So, if the stock market cuts through the air pockets down below, the 
recession will happen instantly. And no one will see it coming – just like it
was in 2008.

I remember well the talk in the spring of 2008 about a “Goldilocks 
economy.” By November 2008, they were talking about the end of the 
world. This is exactly what’ll happen if the stock market breaks loose…..”

VANITYFAIR.COM 
The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its 
Top Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 

Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire 
Confidence”: After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-
killing-iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized 
intelligence agencies, vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth,
Trump faces significant doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By 
Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020

THE LEVIN REPORT Art Of The Deal Trump’s “Phase One” Trade Deal 
Leaves China With Massive Advantage One of the key reasons Trump 
launched his trade war has yet to be resolved. by Bess Levin December 
31, 2019 

The Levin Report Damning Emails Show Trump Knew He Was Breaking 
the Law on Ukraine https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-
trump-ukraine-aid-emails Oh, and that the Department of Justice tried 
very hard to cover it up. by Bess Levin January 2, 2020 
YAHOONEWS Politics Rolling Stone Oh Look, More Evidence Trump Was 
Using Ukraine for Personal Gain https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/oh-
look-more-evidence-trump-184721156.html 

MSNBC DOJ documents hide key conversations on Ukraine aid 
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MSNBC / the last word Psychiatrist: Trump's projection on Chairman Schiff is 
‘primitive’ Psychiatrist Lance Dodes joins Lawrence O'Donnell to discuss Donald
Trump’s behavior abroad as the impeachment investigation advances at home. 
Dr. Dodes says President Trump is "running a really simple program" with 
"limited capacity" and exemplifying "early emotional development." … [ That’s 
very kind, generous of Dodes ...trump is so sick, so mentally ill; but, he’s a 
philosopher who ponders the great philosophical questions of our time, 
viz., Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your 
Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’ https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-
on-ivanka-is… http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm

https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153
At his rally in Minneapolis, Donald Trump did an impression of former FBI 
agent Peter Strzok having an orgasm
americanindependent.com Trump threatens civil war if he's removed from
office over Ukraine scandal https://americanindependent.com/donald-
trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?
fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-
f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60 
U.S. Trump's 'Civil War' Quote Tweet Is Actually Grounds for 
Impeachment, Says Harvard Law Professor 
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-
1462044 By Alexandra Hutzler "...The president's tweet was immediately 
met with backlash, and Harvard Law professor John Coates argued that 
the social media post itself is an "independent basis" for lawmakers to 
remove him from the White House. "This tweet is itself an independent 
basis for impeachment - a sitting president threatening civil war if 
Congress exercises its constitutionally authorized power," Coates wrote 
on Twitter on Monday..."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than 
Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the 
latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-
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inquiry-082721518.html 

[ How can they be coddling this hitlerish, documented hitlerphile, 
mentally ill, mobster/criminal/traitor trump ….. AMERICA IS SUCH A 
TOTAL FRAUD! ]

globalnews.ca
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
Brett Wilkins - Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the
Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” 
of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal 
conclusions. [ Double Duh! ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!).....’ ..... 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!).....’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook?
[ How? That’s what they do ..... That’s all that they do ... Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [Stunned? Suddenly 
they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

[ It’s really quite astounding; that this could happen in any nation much 
less this nation. Yet, it’s my experience, what I saw! ]

Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)

U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)
May 22, 2001

152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (2001)

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
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v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.

No. Civ. 3:00cv2310 (PCD).

United States District Court, D. Connecticut.

May 22, 2001.

*227 *228 *229 Albert L. Peia, Reseda, CA, pro se.

Ann M. Nevins, U.S. Attorney's Office, Bridgeport, CT, for U.S.

Timothy D. Miltenberger, Coan, Lewendon, Royston & Gulliver, New 
Haven, CT, for Richard M. Coan.

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS

DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 



creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.

In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 
informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 
time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...



-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 . [ Important, for clarity there’s this as well: 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

----------------------------

Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' 
[ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle 
….. 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
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Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch  
'  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just  
Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]

------------------------------------------------------

What do you think Mark (Levin - on Twitter)? Your buddy hannity 
relentlessly pounded clinton on the Juanita Broaddrick rape: 
Conservatives Are Destroying Our Future [ trump's a con but not a 
con_servative. ] "I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I
was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four 
different parties in the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual 
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encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me
and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage 
sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did 
not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in 
the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he 
wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened me
that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual 
and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if 
not killed." 

In The United States District Court Southern District Of New York   https://  
www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 
Why is this not in the news? 

trump, clinton, epstein

About 13,500,000 results (0.31 seconds) 
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Here are the famous people Jeffrey Epstein was connected to ...

https://www.businessinsider.com › famous-people-jeffery-epstein-money-...
6 days ago - Jeffrey Epstein once counted Donald Trump and Bill Clinton in his social circle,
among other celebrity friends.

Jeffrey Epstein's connections to Donald Trump and Bill Clinton ...

https://www.vox.com › jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
Aug 10, 2019 - There are all sorts of unsupported speculation and dark conspiracy theories 
related to Epstein, Trump, and Clinton — but here's our ...

Trump defends sharing Clinton-Epstein conspiracy theory ...

https://www.politico.com › story › 2019/08/13 › trump-clinton-epstein-co...
Aug 13, 2019 - President Donald Trump on Tuesday defended his decision to share a tweet
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suggesting Bill and Hillary Clinton were involved in financier ...

Trump retweets Epstein conspiracy theory, claiming Clinton ...

https://www.nbcnews.com › politics › donald-trump › trump-retweets-epst...
Aug 11, 2019 - Trump retweeted a conspiracy theory Saturday, claiming former President 
Bill Clinton was connected to the death of Jeffrey Epstein.

Photos Emerge of Bill Clinton on Jeffrey Epstein's Plane

nymag.com › intelligencer › 2020/01 › photos-bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-pl...
3 days ago - Bill Clinton flew to Africa with Jeffrey Epstein in 2002 on a ... says Maxwell 
recruited her into Epstein's orbit at Donald Trump's Mar-a-Lago, ...

Trump Defends Sharing Unhinged Theory That the Clintons ...

https://www.vanityfair.com › 2019/08 › trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy
Aug 13, 2019 - “The question you have to ask is, did Bill Clinton go to the island? ... The 
death of Epstein, then, provided Trump with a veritable treasure trove ...

Trump's Epstein Response: The Clintons Are Definitely ...

https://www.vanityfair.com › news › 2019/08 › trump-epstein-clinton-cons...
Aug 11, 2019 - Hours after word of Epstein's death by suicide arrived, Trump broke any ... 
assertion that Bill and Hillary Clinton were behind Epstein's death.

Bill Clinton photographed aboard Epstein's 'Lolita Express ...

https://www.foxbusiness.com › bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-lolita-express
3 days ago - President Trump speaks on Bill Clinton's reported flights on Jeffrey Epstein's 
personal jet. New photos obtained by the New York Post show ...

Trump Shares Unfounded Fringe Theory About Epstein and ...

https://www.nytimes.com › politics › trump-epstein-conspiracy-theories
Aug 10, 2019 - Mr. Epstein “had information on Bill Clinton & now he's dead,” wrote Mr. 
Williams, a Trump supporter. In an accompanying two-minute video, Mr.

Trump has no idea if Clintons involved in Jeffrey Epstein's death

https://www.cnbc.com › 2019/08/13 › trump-calls-for-full-probe-into-jail-...
Aug 13, 2019 - Trump also said former President Bill Clinton may have visited Epstein's 
private island in the U.S. Virgin Island, which would not be "very good."
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat

newrepublic.com
Al Peia The "miracle" of laundered money ... needs to go somewhere ... 
america is such a total fraud: Mark R. Levin Tweeted: Enemy of of the 
people ….. Yes Mark, trump is the enemy of the people; and, trump’s ties 
to the mob, italian, russian, you name it [ In his investigative biography, 
Trump: The Deals and the Downfall, reporter Wayne Barrett wrote that 
Trump's life "intertwines with the underworld," and he outlined the real-
estate developer's numerous ties to organized crime ... Trump’s Russian 
Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House … ]
... right on the mark, Mark …

reddit.com A Russian Copper Company Bought 70,000 copies of Donald 
Trump Jr.’s New Book [ As with other trumpian interests, books, 
endeavors, laundered money needs a place to go. In his investigative 
biography, Trump: The Deals and the Downfall, reporter Wayne Barrett 
wrote that Trump's life "intertwines with the underworld," and he 
outlined the real-estate developer's numerous alleged ties to organized 
crime , Trump’s Russian Laundromat- How to use Trump Tower and other 
luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime 
syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House 
By Craig Unger July 13, 2017 http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/
trumps-russian ]

http://albertpeia.com

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current

Re: Mark R. Levin Tweeted: Sleazy, dishonest Jim Comey

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current
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Well, Mark, where does that leave pussy-grabbin’, mentally ill mobster 
thief in chief, trump. My american experience, closely observed, with few 
exceptions (ie., the FBI Agent assigned my case who left the FBI), 
predominantly corruption and criminality … substantially damaged, I 
barely got out of this trump-involved, primarily new jersey/new york (with 
additional corrupt governmental/judicial bureaucratic help/coverup in 
connecticut and virginia) and subsequently california coverup/mob 
scenario with my life … and, during comey’s tenure, I narrowly 
escaped/survived a carefully contrived, protected arson … As such, they 
are at best, incompetent slugs; at worst, corrupted and invariably looking
toward a moneyed future by whatever means or route (including 
ubiquitous bribes in one form or another). America is a total fraud. trump 
is a testament to that! [ http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf $21
TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE US GOVERNMENT. 
https://missingmoney.solari.com https://home.solari.com ]
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http://www.albertpeia.com/.../ricosummarytoFBIunderpenalt...

The criminal defendant usa defaults and covers same (among other 
including RICO crimes, ie., illegal drug-money laundering, (bankruptcy) 
fraud connected with a case under Title 11, u.s.c., bribery including u.s. 
attorneys/assistant u.s. attorneys, obstruction of justice, retaliation 
against a witness/victim/informant, etc.) with collaboration of the corrupt
j. matz, the corrupted 9th circuit, the corrupted u.s. supreme court, the 
criminally corrupt j. maryanne trump(barry) and j. sam alito of the 
corrupted 3rd circuit, and the corrupt j. dorsey, j. schiff of the corrupted 
2nd circuit; and as well, federally employed criminals as "trustee" hugh 
leonard and independent contractor/u.s. agent/criminal, defendant coan, 
all of whom should be criminally prosecuted for their documented crimes
page1 page2 page3 page4
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◦ RICO Civil Litigation Summary ,
◦ Letter To Special Agent in Charge ,
◦ Letter To FBI Agent Jeff Rasey ,
◦ Letter To Squad 7 ,
◦ Letter To Local Police With Documents Regarding Criminal Referral Of 
RICO Crimes In Accordance With Federal District Court Order - Delivered 
By Hand ,
◦ The ADDENDUM ,
◦ The Declaration/Certification ,
◦ RESPONSE AND SUPPLEMENTAL PROFFER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
CROSS-MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS IN THE 
SUM CERTAIN AMOUNT OF $5 MILLION DEMANDED IN THE VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT.
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat

The German/French theologian, musician, philosopher and Nobel Prize-
winning physician Albert Schweitzer once said: "The only escape from 
the miseries of life is music and cats." Encore! ... Bravo! ... Do Not Miss 
The Great New 'CATS' http://www.albertpeia.com/Cats3.mp4 
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	https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable!
	IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo
	Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute for Historical Review https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html Absurd or not, this is but one vignette from a little-known chapter of history: The wide-ranging collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's Third Reich.
	IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo
	Zionism and the Third Reich - Institute for Historical Review https://www.ihr.org/jhr/v13/v13n4p29_Weber.html Absurd or not, this is but one vignette from a little-known chapter of history: The wide-ranging collaboration between Zionism and Hitler's Third Reich.
	I believe that to fully comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such profound literary works as: Lord of the Flies-Golding; 1984, Animal Farm-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, Escape From New York (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.

Mark R. Levin Tweeted: Pelosi … yes Mark, despite trump’s delusion/proclamation, she is still Speaker of the House … http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

The Levin Report Trump: Of Course I’m Trying to Unmask the Whistle-Blower!     Trump: My Crimes Can’t Be Investigated While I’m President “It’s Management Bedlam”: Madness at Fox News as Trump Faces Impeachment


	IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

	trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

	https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]
	Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ] Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days)


	'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that constitute obstruction of justice including:
	When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the government would subpoena it.
	When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired.
	When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to lie about it.
	When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and change his testimony.
	http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell! (CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf ------------------------------------- Al Peia The time has come for all to recognize and concede that america is a complete and utter fraud! http://albertpeia.com/sickmantrump.htm http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
	globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
	http://albertpeia.com/trumpsinsane.jpg
	http://albertpeia.com/trumpmentallyill.jpg
	http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif
	DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… [ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK ] http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current -------------------------------
	01-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13-2020 2020 predictions we got horribly wrong https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-intl/index.html CNN The crisis between the US and Iran is far from over Growing doubts on legality of US strike https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html Trump's changing Iran story is costing him support

The President's decision to kill an Iranian general and tempt war without consulting Congress has caused even a close ally to vote against him
	Expert breaks down shocking details of how plane went down
	Trump's shifting stories on Soleimani strike is raising huge doubts
	New video shows moment airliner crashes in Iran
	The US-Iran conflict: A timeline of how we got here
	Iranian protesters take to streets after Tehran admits Ukrainian plane was shot down unintentionally
	Fact check: Trump made 15 false claims last week

	Attorney General and Secretary of State shift justification for Iran strike
	Giuliani associate hands thousands of pages of documents to impeachment investigators
	Iran threatens to attack inside America if the US responds to the missile attacks
	Sen. Mike Lee called today's briefing 'un-American' and the worst he's seen as the White House faces heat over handling of the crisis
	At key moments, lack of trust in a president can be deadly
	House votes to limit Trump's military action against Iran without Congress' approval
	Preet Bharara to Georgia congressman: You've hit a shocking new low
	Iran questions allegation it mistakenly shot down plane
	Live updates Iranian official: We may need outside help reading data on black boxes
	Trump apparently furious over war powers vote, sources say
	Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger plane 'a big lie'

	US targeted another Iranian military official
	On the night the US killed Iranian commander Qasem Soleimani, the US unsuccessfully targeted another top Iranian military official, two sources tell CNN
	US imposes sanctions on Iran

	US unsuccessfully tried to kill another Iranian military official See the destruction at Iraqi air base targeted by Iran
	EXCLUSIVE US troops knew Al-Asad air base would be attacked and sheltered in bunkers
	2 US service members killed in Afghanistan
	Trump made 15 false claims this week
	Erin Burnett: You cannot make this up ... but Trump did

	
	US officials tried to prevent Iraqi vote to remove troops
	Analysis: Uproar and consequences mount for Trump after Soleimani killing Opinion: Why the killing of Iran's top general won't 'stop a war'
	Trump's administration is in danger of losing control of the political storm unleashed by killing Iran's top general
	CNN Opinion: Trump's America stands alone https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/opinions/trump-allies-soleimani-iran-conflict-andelman/index.html [ And not in the positive sense. Indeed, there is not a rational, civilized nation in this world, this century that would countenance such as mentally ill mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief as trump; truly an historically significant regression for america. Quite tragic! ]

Some experts are skeptical that the White House's justification for the strike on Soleimani meets the standard of a 'targeted killing'
	Breaking US military mistakenly circulates letter suggesting withdrawal of American troops from Iraq
	Live updates Soldiers deploying to Middle East not allowed to take cell phones
	CNN's Brian Stelter: Tucker Carlson just burst the propaganda bubble on Fox
	Iran abandons limits on uranium enrichment
	Iran's foreign minister says the country will defy the 2015 nuclear agreement that capped centrifuges
	Exclusive: Adviser says Iran will respond 'against military sites'
	Buttigieg: Has Trump thought through the consequences?
	Fallout continues: Iraqi Parliament votes to expel US troops
	The decision: How Republicans primed Trump to strike back
	'Just be quiet': Retired general responds to senator
	Senior US officials: There is widespread opposition within the White House to targeting cultural sites in Iran
	In Iraq: US-led coalition pauses fight against ISIS
	Opinion: Trump's America stands alone

'You're not a dictator': Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying Congress about Iran military action https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html
	Joe Walsh: Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn
	Opinion: Trump threatens the stability of the world https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/opinions/trump-threatens-stability-dantonio/index.html Iran's ambassador to the UN says the killing of Soleimani is an 'act of war' 

How Trump's decision unfolded to kill a top Iranian general Skepticism mounts over Trump's claims of an imminent threat
	Live Updates Rockets strike two locations in Iraq. It's unclear who fired them.
	Analysis: Trump vulnerable to Iranian revenge in US election year
	Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days: See his reaction to strike
	Fact-check: Pence's tweet about Soleimani
	Bergen: Trump has created his biggest foreign policy crisis yet
	'Just be quiet': Retired general responds to senator
	'Within weeks:' Trump administration warns Congress Iran could retaliate against US [ DUH! ]
	breaking Airstrike reportedly hits Iranian-backed forces
	Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days: See his reaction to strike
	Analysis: Attack threatens spiral of violence in Middle East
	Why now? Lawmakers question strike's timing and legality
	Opinion: The world waits with bated breath
	'Just be quiet': Retired general responds to senator
	Watch Trump's full statement after ordering strike
	Pompeo: Strike may have saved thousands of American lives [ Yeah, and if pompeo’s grandmother had wheels she may have been a trolley car. ] New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial showdown
	This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed
	Documents link hold on Ukraine aid to Trump
	A previously blacked-out White House email claims the President gave 'clear direction' to hold military funding, report says
	All eyes on McConnell as Senate returns tomorrow
	Bill Taylor departs post as top US diplomat in Ukraine
	Ex-prosecutor slams Giuliani's impeachment offer: Terrible idea

Analysis: Mike Pompeo just dealt a major blow to Senate Republicans
	Opinion: The Trump cover-up is unfolding before our eyes
	MSNBC The human toll of America's wars
	Art of the Deal’ co-author: Everyone feels the ‘contagious’ anxiety Trump spreads
	President Trump falsely claims he’s trying to save coverage for pre-existing conditions
	Joe: Trump, GOP spending money like drunken socialists
	Iran claims credit for launching strikes against Iraqi base housing US troops Iran ends commitment to nuclear deal limits following US strike that killed Soleimani

	Iraqi parliament passes resolution telling government to end U.S. military presence
	House to vote on war powers resolution to limit Trump's military actions
	Additional article of impeachment 'on the table' after Iran strike
	Joe: Trump's ignorance makes for international crisis
	Internal document suggests Pence role in Trump Ukraine scandal
	Nicolle Wallace astonished as GOP Senator breaks from Trump 'zombies,' criticizes Iran briefing
	On Trump trial, Sen. McConnell gets fact-checked by six of his Senate colleagues at once
	Iran plane crash apparently the consequence of stoked hostilities
	The human toll of America's wars
	Chris Matthews: Iran will remember what the United States did
	TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES Most Americans believe Trump committed impeachable offense U.S. troops fire tear gas as Iraqi protesters gather outside embassy for second day

	'It's practically a war zone': Unprecedented threat to life continues as Australia fires rage on
	Giuliani would 'love' to represent Trump at Senate impeachment trial
	Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while America goes down the drain'

	Trump predicted Obama would attack Iran to 'get elected' Parallels between now and 1998 Iraq air strike
	Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani U.S. overplayed its hand by killing top Iranian general
	Ro Khanna on War Powers Resolution: We need to exercise power of purse [ Right out of first year constitutional law class. ]
	HUFFPOST Stephanie Grisham Peddles Outrageous Defense Of Trump’s Anti-Muslim Retweet
	DEFENSE SEC JAW-DROPPER: ‘DIDN’T SEE’ EVIDENCE OF THREAT TO 4 EMBASSIES IRAN STRIKES BACK: BASES ATTACKED 🚨 Angry GOP Senator Trashes ‘Insulting’ Trump Administration Briefing On Iran
	TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES Rep. Duncan Hunter Resigns After Pleading Guilty To Stealing Campaign Donations ‘LEGALLY TENUOUS’: EXPERTS SKEPTICAL OF TRUMP RATIONALE [ Do you think that matters to trump … do you think that mattered to hitler whose orations were obsessively listened to by trump with admiration as per Ivana trump. ] Pentagon Contradicts Trump, Says U.S. Won’t Strike Cultural Sites
	Iranian Foreign Minister Says Iran Will Respond ‘Proportionately’ To Assassination
	It Was ‘Safer Before Soleimani Was Killed,’ Retired Admiral Says
	THE (SICK) BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN MORE FALLOUT: IRAN DEAL DEAD Trump Bolted To Most Extreme Iran Measure Despite Reported Concerns By Aides TRUMP FAIRYTALE: ASSASSINATION ‘TO STOP A WAR’ [ Speaking of fairytales: The eternal trumpian story courtesy of Aesop. (Hint: trump is both wasp and snake) 'The Wasp and the Snake' A WASP seated himself upon the head of a Snake and, striking him unceasingly with his stings, wounded him to death. The Snake, being in great torment and not knowing how to rid himself of his enemy, saw a wagon heavily laden with wood, and went and purposely placed his head under the wheels, saying, “At least my enemy and I shall perish together.” ‘ … Don’t forget, trump is a nutjob/dimwit (maryanne trump), nuttier than a fruit cake, globalnews.ca Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire http://ijr.com Trump Draws Laughter After Tweeting Photo of His Head Photoshopped Onto Rocky Balboa's Body
	Robin Brown Guist

	YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist NEWSWEEK Politics Trump Is a 'Successful Sociopath' and a Predator Who 'Lacks a Conscience and Lacks Empathy,' Says Former Harvard Psychiatrist By Shane Croucher
	SHAMELESS: BIBI PUSHES FOR IMMUNITY John Roberts Warns Americans They’re Taking Democracy ‘For Granted’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305 [ Sure, if you’re relying upon him and scotus et als. ] Chief Justice John Roberts says Americans may 'take democracy for granted' As the country faces unprecedented rancor between the branches of government in the midst of impeachment proceedings, Chief Justice John Roberts urged … CNN [ While on the subject of taking things for granted, how about about him having a sit-down with his ‘good neighbor sam’ (scalito), the italian from jersey … I’m still wondering what happened to that file, twice, concerning money laundering by RICO defendants/trump casinos, how trump sister and fed bench friend maryanne is still a taxpayer expense, and maybe a clarification regarding the resigned tony kennedy, deutsche bank/trump/son connection … don’t be shy, john roberts, american democracy for, ie., trump, et als means all the criminal you can be. In other words, john, you’re full of s**t, you cowardly baseturd! Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)
	------------------------------------------------------------- * The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... Petition for Cert. Denied Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand Total $26,500,160 .
AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Potential clash between U.S. and Iran averted as embassy siege ends U.S. strike on Iranian leader sparks fears of major digital disruption Trump endorses tweet comparing top Senate Democrat to Iranians [ You can’t make this stuff up! So sick, so mentally ill! Psychopath trump! ] ‘America is the enemy of God’: Calls for revenge at Soleimani funeral in Iraq How do they support a president who cheers for war crimes? More than 12 Iranian missiles launched at 2 U.S. bases in Iraq Iraq says U.S. military letter was ‘clear’: American troops are leaving       Trump says 4 embassies were under threat from Iran, a claim contested by U.S. officials
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Trump Bet He Could Isolate Iran and Charm North Korea. It Hasn’t Worked. Christianity Today Editor Laments ‘Ethical Naïveté’ of Trump Backers Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills Top Commander Iran Pulls Back From Nuclear Deal as Killing of Iranian General Upends Mideast Analysis: Trump’s Iran Strategy Backfires The Arrogance of Trump’s Enablers Attack Is Retaliation for Suleimani’s Killing, Iran Says A single word has become a focal point of concerns about President Trump’s decision to kill Iran’s top general: assassination. U.S. Unsuccessfully Tried Killing a Second Iranian Military Official
	
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Militiamen withdraw from U.S. Embassy, but Iraq tensions linger Trump retreats from full ban on flavored vaping Magnitude 4 earthquake near Oxnard shakes up L.A. and Ventura counties Opinion: Trump’s Suleimani strike is more of the same old losing U.S. game plan in the Mideast Column: Trump’s Orwellian doublespeak on Iran Opinion: Iraq’s vote to expel U.S. troops is Iran’s true victory Repercussions mount over U.S. strike, with Iran nuclear deal pullback and Iraq call for U.S. troop pullout Editorial: Trump is winging it with Iran. The results do not look good Iran fires missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq 2020 candidate Michael Bloomberg says he doesn’t regret backing Iraq war [ Regrets are irrelevant/meaningless but stupid is, and mike that was … stupid! ] 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]




YAHOONEWS
Majority disapprove of Trump's actions on Iran: Poll Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Strategist: Can’t Imagine Worse President At This Very Dangerous Moment
	Epstein accusers speak out: 'No way that guy took his life' Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger plane 'a big lie' https://www.cnn.com/…/…/iran-plane-crash-intl-hnk/index.html [ First, the trump/americonna track record for verity precludes the desperate administration’s favored spin pinning the blame on Iran for an act clearly against its own interest in its own nation. The video, less than conclusive anyway, could easily be contrived/doctored. The bottom line is that, much like the Iraq debacle, desperate trump et als own this unfortunate scenario which bespeaks again the ugly american mideast presence. ]
	Russia Warns U.S. of ‘Grave Consequences’ of Soleimani Killing National Review World Yahoo News UK Iran's UN ambassador accuses Donald Trump of 'starting a war against Iran' with killing of top general

U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing Soleimani
	YAHOONEWS U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing Soleimani [ Rational thought process; viz., ie., Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani , etc., is something documented mentally ill insane person trump is incapable of! ] World Yahoo Finance Samantha Power on Iran: 'This is likely to get ugly very quickly'
	World Yahoo News UK Boris Johnson told to 'get off his sun lounger' and speak out on US killing of Iranian commander World The Daily Beast Kim Jong Un Rings in a Thoroughly Nuclear New Year

	Trump Organization purges workers in year-end firings
	YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg U.S. Factory Gauge Unexpectedly Falls to Lowest Since 2009 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. manufacturing closed out a tumultuous year with the weakest monthly performance since the end of the recession, with orders shrinking and factories continuing to dial back production. Stocks and Treasury yields, already lower after a U.S. airstrike killed one of Iran’s most powerful military leaders, extended declines after the report. The Institute for Supply Management’s purchasing managers’ index fell to 47.2 in December from 48.1, the fifth straight month of contraction and missing estimates for a rise in a Bloomberg survey of economists, according to a report Friday. It was the worst reading since June 2009 and marked the eighth decline in the last nine months. Readings below 50 indicate activity is shrinking.The deterioration was driven by the weakest gauges of new orders and production since April 2009. The data show American factories remain plagued by pullbacks in business investment at home, softer demand throughout the world and, until recently, an escalating trade war between the U.S. and China. Politics HuffPost Trump Winery Fired Undocumented Workers — But Only After Grape Harvest Had Ended Trump's now-deleted retweet sparks outrage The president recently shared a post that included the name of a man alleged to be the whistleblower whose complaint launched the impeachment process.

Politics People Ron Howard Calls Donald Trump a 'Self-Serving, Dishonest, Morally Bankrupt Ego Maniac' [ He forgot the mentally ill, mobster/criminal part, etc. ]
	U.S. HuffPost Trump Cost Taxpayers An Extra $5 Million By Starting Afghanistan Trip In Florida The secret trip required two more planes than if he’d flown from and back to D.C., raising his golf-related tab to $123.6 million. Why is America so depressed?
	U.S. Bloomberg Goodbye, New York, California and Illinois. Hello … Where? (Bloomberg Opinion) -- New York, California and Illinois have been hemorrhaging residents. Almost 3.2 million more people left those states for elsewhere in the U.S. than arrived from other states, from 2010 through 2019, according to population estimates released last week by the Census Bureau. Nine other states saw net out-migration of more than 100,000 people over that period, but none really came close to the big three.Thanks to 2 million more births than deaths and 1 million newcomers from other countries, California’s population still grew by about 2 million over this period, a gain that trailed only those of Texas and Florida. New York’s population grew but only slightly, while Illinois lost an estimated 159,751 people between 2010 and 2019. Yes, these are all big states, but New York and Illinois ranked second and third in net domestic migration as percentage of 2010 population, behind only Alaska (California ranked 13th).Where are all these people going? The Empire Center for Public Policy, a conservative Albany think tank, put together some estimates for New York based on data that the Internal Revenue Service gleans from tax returns. (The Census Bureau also releases data on state-to-state migration flows, but those are based on surveys with sometimes-large margins of error, so the IRS numbers are more reliable if less complete.) This inspired me to do the same for California and Illinois. Here are the Empire Center’s numbers for New York:The adjusted gross income of New York taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $88,940 from 2012 through 2018. Those who left for Florida, New Jersey, California and Connecticut made more money than that; those who moved to other states in the top 10 less, in some cases much less. By far the most affluent group of migrants from New York was the 1,309 taxpayers who moved to Wyoming, who had an average income of $179,014.Here’s where Californians have been heading.The adjusted gross income of California taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $84,641, and migrants to all of the top-10 states made less than that. Also notable in California’s case is that it experienced net inflows from about half the states, including New York and Illinois. It’s losing residents in huge numbers to nearby states, but still attracting people from the Northeast and Midwest.Finally, here’s where Illinoisans (Illinoians?) have been going.The adjusted gross income of Illinois taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $78,959. Illinois has been losing high-income residents (a lot of them retirees, one imagines) to Florida, middle-income residents to the South and West, and those with lower incomes to neighboring states. Also, the top two destinations for Illinois migrants are the top two for the nation as a whole, with Florida first, Texas second.Domestic migration statistics are frequently cited as evidence of the failures of blue-state governance, in particular the higher taxes imposed by states that are losing lots of residents. There’s something to that — income-tax-free Florida sure is attracting a lot of affluent people from Illinois and New York, and a recent study of high-income California taxpayers concluded that a 2012 income tax increase there did in fact drive some away. But California, Illinois and New York have all experienced bigger per capita personal income gains than the nation as a whole since the beginning of 2010, and all saw taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 overrepresented among the leavers from 2011 through 2018. These departures may indicate failures of governance as well, but it’s a different set of governance failures, presumably related more to housing costs, commutes and job opportunities than taxes per se.There also isn’t much evidence in the IRS data — yet — of an exodus of high-income taxpayers hit by the state-and-local-tax-deduction limits imposed by the 2017 tax bill. That is, the number of taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of $200,000 or more leaving for other states actually fell in high-tax California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey and New York from 2017 to 2018, the year the cap went into effect. Those who ended up with higher tax bills due to the change generally didn’t find out exactly how much higher until 2019, though, so it may just be too early to tell.One last thing I checked was which counties in New York have been sending the most migrants to other states. My fellow Bloomberg Opinion columnist Conor Sen argued this week that in congressional-redistricting terms the most important population shifts of recent years have been from rural areas to large metropolitan areas, not from state to state. Indeed, thanks to babies and immigrants, New York City and most of its suburbs have gained population over the past decade as the rest of the state has shrunk. That may be changing, though, as the city in particular has been seeing accelerating migration to other states. Of those who left New York state from 2011 to 2012, 49.1% were from the city. From 2017 to 2018, 68.4% were. A lot of those people are just moving to New Jersey. But it’s not a great sign.To contact the author of this story: Justin Fox at justinfox@bloomberg.netTo contact the editor responsible for this story: Stacey Shick at sshick@bloomberg.netThis column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners.Justin Fox is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering business. He was the editorial director of Harvard Business Review and wrote for Time, Fortune and American Banker. He is the author of “The Myth of the Rational Market.”For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.com/opinion©2020 Bloomberg L.P. FACEBOOKNEWS
	Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019 https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.html “… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic america … the ‘ship of fools’! ]

YAHOONEWS President Trump outstrips Obama on golf trips The president, who once criticized predecessor Barack Obama for spending too much time playing golf, is on track to pass Obama's 8-year total in just 4 years. Well over $100 million» [ Mentally ill, pathological liar, fraud, mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump is so full of s**t! ] ABC News Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he will ask parliament to grant him immunity from corruption charges, a step that is expected to delay his trial for months.
	The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. TONIGHT (1-3-20): James Bond's drink of choice is a martini, but Daniel Craig is all about Guinness.



GOOGLENEWS
The Nightmare Stage of Trump’s Rule Is Here Unstable and impeached, the president pushes the U.S. toward war with Iran.
	Live Updates: Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills General
	Trump speaks after ordering strike on top Iran general
	Dramatic escalation with airstrike in Iraq l ABC News
	The death of Iran's top general, Qassem Soleimani, means America has declared war

	NBCNews.com Opinion New photos show widespread fire damage in aftermath of militants' attack on US embassy in Baghdad
	U.S. embassy suspends consular operations
	Iran-backed militiamen withdraw from siege of US Embassy in Baghdad as more American troops deployed
	Shock Waves From American Airstrikes in Iraq May Have Just Begun
	Iraqi security forces regain control of area around US Embassy after second day of protests

	DRUDGEREPORT COULTER: WE THOUGHT TRUMP WOULD BE DIFFERENT... Ann Coulter: ‘We Thought Trump Was Different’ About Starting Wars http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
	POMPEO: Trump Ready to Launch More Strikes... Iran military displaying 'heightened state of readiness'... 13 'revenge scenarios'... Drone attacks? BAKER: High-risk gambles with much at stake... 'Completely coincidental': Air Force launches 52 fighter jets in training exercise... College students panic over fine print about registering for the draft... 'We're going to war, bro'... 
Anxiety over fate of American hostages... 
At least 50 killed in stampede at Iranian general's funeral... Putin lands in Damascus on unannounced visit... POLL: 66% Want To See Bolton Testify In Senate Impeachment Trial... RAGE BUILDS IRAN EYES 35 TARGETS ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US TROOPS Red flag raised at Mosque warning of severe battle to come... Will punish Americans wherever they are... General steps out of Soleimani shadow... Fear Hits Tehran Over What Might Come Next... Royal Navy Admiral warns West against war... Need millions of soldiers... NATO suspends Iraq training mission... Strait of Hormuz in focus... TRUMP THE TERMINATOR… Trump thought war with Iran could help Obama reelection. What about his own? 'Totally Unpredictable'... 'Hornets' nest'...
FEAR OF CYBER ATTACKS...
Protests across USA...
Selective Service Site Falters Over #WWIII Draft Fears... 


Trump Rattles Mideast With Risky Strike...
Soleimani 'torn to shreds' by missile...
Body identified by ring...
DRONES FOUND HIM...
'Hornets' nest'... RAND PAUL: NO WAR... EX-CIA DIRECTOR: 'THERE WILL BE DEAD AMERICANS'... Depart Iraq immediately... Westerners 'should leave Dubai'... NYC ON ALERT... UK livid... Thousands rally in Iran against 'crimes'... Israel braces for retaliation... Oil prices surge... Stocks shook... Strait of Hormuz in focus... UPDATES... TRUMP: 'Reign of terror over'... 'Took Action To Stop War'… How decision was made... Trump doubled his tweets in 2019.... U.S. combat deaths in Afghanistan highest in years… FLASHBACK: TRUMP SAID OBAMA WOULD ATTACK IRAN TO WIN RE-ELECTION... TWEETS COME BACK TO HAUNT... WAG THE DOG THEORIES ERUPT... No 'stupid' wars doctrine faces biggest test... Iraq War Hawks Now Pumped For Iran... MARKETWATCH Drones Are Cheap. A War With Iran Isn't.


	MAIL.COM NEWS AP FACT CHECK: Trump's distortions are across the board          https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5    [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill; trump is at once, a global tragedy and a global embarrassment to america! ]
	"WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump systematically fabricated his record before boisterous supporters and the eyes of the world this past week. To a core question — did the U.S. killing of an Iranian general avoid an imminent attack on U.S. interests? — there is no definitive answer days after missiles flew. Trump and his officials said the U.S. attack achieved that result but have yet to prove it.
	(1 of 4) President Donald Trump speaks on proposed changes to the National Environmental Policy Act, at the White House in Washington.
	January 12, 2020
	In other matters, Trump offered distortion across the breadth of public policy. He declared clean-air achievements when the air has become dirtier. He claimed to have come up with the “great idea” of letting veterans seek private care at public expense, when that was already law, accomplished by President Barack Obama.
	Primis Player Placeholder
	He complained that he didn't get the Nobel Peace Prize for peace in Ethiopia, when he had little to nothing to do with it. He invented a dialogue with a Democrat in Congress and claimed he succeeded on two fronts where other presidents failed, each time for at least 44 years, a made-up number.
	And as he done repeatedly, but this time in the midst of dangerous brinkmanship with Iran, he falsely accused Obama of opening the U.S. treasury to Tehran and handing over a fortune. A sampling from the week:
	PEACE PRIZE TRUMP: “I'm going to tell you about the Nobel Peace Prize, I will tell you about that. I made a deal, I saved the country and I just heard that the head of that country is now getting the Nobel Peace Prize for saving the country. I said, what, did I have something to do with it? Yeah but, you know, that is the way it is. " Toledo, Ohio, rally Thursday.
	THE FACTS: Trump did not save Ethiopia. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed won the prize in October after he fully accepted a peace deal ending a 20-year border war with neighboring Eritrea that saw some 80,000 people killed. Trump had no known involvement in the peace deal.
	The prize also recognized Abiy, Africa's youngest leader, for sweeping changes in Ethiopian society as he released tens of thousands of prisoners, welcomed home once-banned opposition groups, expanded freedom of expression and acknowledged his country's past abuses.
	Trump did agree to a request from Egypt’s president to mediate a dispute among Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan over a proposed dam on the Nile River. That mediation continues. Trump is known to express pique when he is not recognized in the manner he thinks is deserved. He mocked teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg when Time magazine named her person of the year last month.
	JOBS
	TRUMP: “America lost 60,000 factories under the previous administration, 60,000. You wouldn't believe that's possible but I know it's true. ... No, it's true. No, it’s true. ... It's 60,000 closed, gone. They are all coming back. They are all coming back.” — Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: It’s not true.
	The U.S. has indeed lost roughly 60,000 factories but that’s since 2001, the start of President George W. Bush’s administration. It didn’t happen “under the previous administration.” And they’re not “all coming back.”
	Construction spending on factories has declined since a recent peak in 2015 during Obama's presidency. Factories cut 12,000 jobs in December, according to the jobs report Friday. Growth in manufacturing jobs decelerated sharply in 2019, to 46,000, down from 264,000 added jobs in 2018.
	VETERANS
	TRUMP on the Veterans Administration: “For 44 years they try to get accountability. ... I said, you know ... I have an idea, such a great idea. You are going to go out private, you're going to pick up a doctor, you are going to get yourself fixed up, we're going to pay the bill, right? And you know what happened? And I said how — how brilliant is that? They say sir, we've been working on that for 48 years but we've never been able to get it approved. So I was very, very disillusioned but you know what I'm good at, getting things approved and we got it approved.” — to cheers at Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: He did not think up the idea and get it approved. Obama got it approved. Obama signed into law the Choice program that lets veterans go to a private doctor at public expense under some circumstances. Trump routinely ignores that and says presidents have tried to get it done for 44 years. He only expanded the program.
	As for accountability, Trump claims that his law means bad VA employees are swiftly fired. But a report released in October by the VA inspector general found “significant deficiencies” in the accountability office established by the law, such as poor leadership, shoddy training of investigators and a failure to push out underperforming senior leaders.
	Also at the rally, Trump claimed that “44 years" of failure preceded his success in getting the “right to try” initiative into law. That initiative, aimed at giving terminally ill patients more access to unapproved drugs, only goes back five or so years.
	CANCER
	TRUMP: “U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of good news coming out of this Administration.” — tweet Thursday.
	THE FACTS: The news came from the American Cancer Society, not the administration, and it does not reflect Trump's record.
	The group said the death rate from cancer has declined nearly 30% since 1991 and took its sharpest one-year drop in 2017. But the data did not reflect cancer-research spending under the Trump administration.
	Trump proposed cutting spending at the National Institutes of Health but Congress ignored the effort and raised spending in a bill the president signed. That is not reflected in the cancer society report.
	IRAN
	TRUMP: “Iran’s hostility substantially increased after the foolish Iran nuclear deal was signed in 2013. And they were given $150 billion, not to mention $1.8 billion in cash.” — address Wednesday.
	TRUMP: “Iran now is not wealthy like it was when President Obama handed him $150 billion..” — remarks Thursday.
	TRUMP: “They gave around $150 billion including $1.7 billion in the hard cold cash, can you imagine? No, no, can you imagine? $1.7 billion, $1.8 billion in cash.” — Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: There was no $150 billion payout from the U.S. treasury or other countries. The U.S. made a separate payment of roughly $1.8 billion to cover a decades-old IOU.
	When Iran signed the multinational deal to restrain its nuclear development in return for being freed from sanctions, it regained access to its own assets, which had been frozen abroad. Iran was allowed to get its money back. The deal actually was signed in 2015, after a 2013 preliminary agreement. Trump has taken the U.S. out of it.
	As for the $1.8 billion: In the 1970s, Iran paid the U.S. $400 million for military equipment that was never delivered because the Iranian government was overthrown and diplomatic relations ruptured. After the nuclear deal, the U.S. and Iran announced they had settled the matter, with the U.S. agreeing to pay the $400 million principal along with about $1.3 billion in interest.
	The $400 million was paid in cash and flown to Tehran on a cargo plane, which gave rise to Trump's previous dramatic accounts of money stuffed in barrels or boxes and delivered in the dead of night. The arrangement provided for the interest to be paid later, not crammed into containers.
	TRUMP: “The foolish Iran nuclear deal financed Iranian aggression while allowing a quick path to nuclear breakout. That is what it did. And by the way it expires so soon. They can have nuclear weapons." — Toledo rally.
	TRUMP: “It’s close to expiring. In other words, if I didn’t terminate it, it expires in a very short period of time.” — remarks at White House on Thursday.
	THE FACTS: The 2015 agreement is not about to expire. It imposes limits on Iran's nuclear development for 15 years.
	TRUMP: “The missiles fired last night at us and our allies were paid for with the funds made available by the last administration.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: That accusation comes without corroboration. The administration has offered no information supporting the contention that in regaining access to $150 billion of its assets that had been frozen abroad, Iran steered a chunk of that money to the missiles that hit the U.S. bases in Iraq.
	“I doubt anyone has the insight into Iran's budgetary mechanisms to say that this money was used for this purpose,” said Gerald Feierstein, a career U.S. diplomat who retired in 2016 as the principal deputy assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs.
	“It's a funds-are-fungible kind of argument,” he said. "I mean, if they have money, can you say that dollar went directly to buy a missile, as opposed to freeing up another dollar that went to buy a missile?"
	Joseph Votel, who retired from the U.S. Army in March as the top military commander for the Middle East, said he was not aware of any specific intelligence on this question. “I don't have anything that would particularly support that,” he said. “I'm not saying it did or it didn't, but I don't have details to demonstrate it one way or the other.”
	ENVIRONMENT
	TRUMP: “We have some of the cleanest air and cleanest water on earth, and for our country the air is right now cleaner than it's been in 40 years.” — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: No, air quality has worsened under the Trump administration. And it's a stretch to say the U.S. is among the countries with the cleanest air. Dozens of nations have less smoggy air. Trump made the remarks as he proposed the latest enforcement rollbacks for the bedrock environmental acts credited with beginning the clean-up of U.S. air and water a half-century ago.
	As to water quality, one measure, Yale University's global Environmental Performance Index, finds the U.S. tied with nine other countries as having the cleanest drinking water.
	But after decades of improvement, progress in air quality has stalled.
	There were 15% more days with unhealthy air in America in 2017 and 2018 than there were on average from 2013 through 2016, the four years when the U.S had its fewest number of those days since at least 1980, according to an AP analysis of EPA data.
	A recent study by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found that deadly air particle pollution increased 5.5% in the United States between 2016 and 2018 after declining by 24.2% from 2009 to 2016.
	"The increase was associated with 9,700 premature deaths in 2018," the study by Karen Clay and Nicholas Muller said. "At conventional valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 billion."
	The Obama administration set records for the fewest air-polluted days.
	Trump’s proposal would greatly cut back on the National Environmental Policy Act’s requirement that federal agencies consider whether a big construction project would hurt the environment before they approve the project. Other Trump proposals would roll back restrictions on major sources of air and water pollution, including coal-fired power plants and autos.”
	ISLAMIC STATE GROUP
	TRUMP: “Three months ago, after destroying 100% of ISIS and its territorial caliphate ..." — address Wednesday on Iran's missile strike on two Iraqi bases.
	THE FACTS: His claim of a 100% defeat is misleading as the Islamic State group still poses a threat.
	IS was defeated in Iraq in 2017, then lost the last of its land holdings in Syria in March, marking the end of the extremists' self-declared caliphate. Still, extremist sleeper cells have continued to launch attacks in Iraq and Syria and are believed to be responsible for targeted killings against local officials and members of the Syrian Democratic Forces.
	U.N. experts have warned that IS leaders are seeking a resurgence. This past week, Defense Secretary Mark Esper said the fight against the group was continuing in Syria.
	IMPEACHMENT
	TRUMP, on the House Intelligence Committee chairman: “He's a corrupt politician, Adam Schiff. He's corrupt. ... He gave a sentence that he made up. He made it up, and it was not — it was not what was said in the conversation. That's why I released the transcript, got approval from Ukraine." — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: Trump's timeline is wrong and he's exaggerating the episode and botching the timeline.
	Schiff, D-Calif., delivered what he called a parody of Trump's remarks in the president's July 25 phone call with Ukraine's leader.
	Schiff did so after the White House released a rough transcript of the call, not before, as Trump states. So people who read the official account knew Schiff was riffing from it, not quoting from it.
	Though Trump took umbrage at having words put in his mouth by Schiff, the president routinely invents dialogue. It's a staple of his rhetoric when he mocks political rivals. He did it Thursday night at a rally, making up a conversation he pretended he had — with Schiff.
	TRUMP: “We released the exact transcript.” — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: No, the White House memo describing Trump's phone conversation with President Volodymyr Zelenskiy isn't exact.
	It was presented by the White House as a rough transcript. The public does not know precisely what each leader said.
	Officials who were tasked to listen in to the call say the rough transcript is largely accurate in representing the material aspects of the conversation as they heard it.
	One such witness testified that some quotations in the account were not exact, though he did not consider the variance to be consequential.
	TRUMP, explaining why he initially held up military aid to Ukraine: “Why is it that the United States pays? And it affects Europe far more than it affects the United States. So why isn’t it that France, Germany, and all of those countries in Europe that are so strongly affected, why aren’t they paying?” — remarks Tuesday with Greece's prime minister.
	THE FACTS: He’s incorrect that European countries weren’t putting up aid for Ukraine.
	European Union institutions have provided far more development assistance than the $204 million from Washington. Specific EU members, Japan and Canada also contribute significantly.
	Since 2014, the EU and European financial institutions have mobilized more than $16 billion to help Ukraine's economy, counter corruption, build institutions and strengthen its sovereignty against further incursions by Russia after its annexation of Crimea.
	The U.S. is a heavy source of military assistance. But NATO also contributes a variety of military-assistance programs and trust funds for Ukraine. In most such cases, the programs are modest and NATO countries other than the U.S. take the lead
	ENERGY
	TRUMP: “We are independent, and we do not need Middle East oil.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: Trump’s declaration of energy independence is premature. The U.S. still needs plenty of oil from the Mideast.
	The volume of U.S. oil imports from the Persian Gulf alone — 23 million barrels in October – would not be easy to make up elsewhere, at least not without major changes in U.S. demand or production.
	Technological advances like fracking and horizontal drilling have allowed the U.S. to greatly increase production, but demand remains brisk and the country still imports millions of barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iraq and other countries. Moreover, much of what the U.S. produces is hard for domestic refiners to convert to practical use. So the U.S. exports that production and imports oil that is more suitable for American refineries to handle.
	On energy more broadly, the U.S. is indeed close to parity on how much energy it produces and how much it consumes. In some months, it produces more than it consumes. But it has not achieved self-sufficiency. In the first nine months of last year, it imported about as much energy as it exported.
	MILITARY
	TRUMP: “The American military has been completely rebuilt under my administration, at a cost of $2.5 trillion.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: That’s an exaggeration.
	It’s true that his administration has accelerated a sharp buildup in defense spending, including a respite from what the U.S. military considered to be crippling spending limits under budget sequestration.
	But a number of new Pentagon weapons programs, such as the F-35 fighter jet, were started years before the Trump administration. And it will take years for freshly ordered tanks, planes and other weapons to be built, delivered and put to use.
	The Air Force’s Minuteman 3 missiles, a key part of the U.S. nuclear force, for instance, have been operating since the early 1970s and the modernization was begun under the Obama administration. They are due to be replaced with a new version, but not until later this decade.
	Associated Press writers Christopher Rugaber, Ellen Knickmeyer, Matthew Lee, Michael Biesecker, Lolita C. Baldor, Matthew Daly and Robert Burns contributed to this report.
	EDITOR'S NOTE — A look at the veracity of claims by political figures.
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	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Militiamen withdraw from U.S. Embassy, but Iraq tensions linger Trump retreats from full ban on flavored vaping Magnitude 4 earthquake near Oxnard shakes up L.A. and Ventura counties Opinion: Trump’s Suleimani strike is more of the same old losing U.S. game plan in the Mideast Column: Trump’s Orwellian doublespeak on Iran Opinion: Iraq’s vote to expel U.S. troops is Iran’s true victory Repercussions mount over U.S. strike, with Iran nuclear deal pullback and Iraq call for U.S. troop pullout Editorial: Trump is winging it with Iran. The results do not look good Iran fires missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq 2020 candidate Michael Bloomberg says he doesn’t regret backing Iraq war [ Regrets are irrelevant/meaningless but stupid is, and mike that was … stupid! ] 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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	YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg U.S. Factory Gauge Unexpectedly Falls to Lowest Since 2009 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. manufacturing closed out a tumultuous year with the weakest monthly performance since the end of the recession, with orders shrinking and factories continuing to dial back production. Stocks and Treasury yields, already lower after a U.S. airstrike killed one of Iran’s most powerful military leaders, extended declines after the report. The Institute for Supply Management’s purchasing managers’ index fell to 47.2 in December from 48.1, the fifth straight month of contraction and missing estimates for a rise in a Bloomberg survey of economists, according to a report Friday. It was the worst reading since June 2009 and marked the eighth decline in the last nine months. Readings below 50 indicate activity is shrinking.The deterioration was driven by the weakest gauges of new orders and production since April 2009. The data show American factories remain plagued by pullbacks in business investment at home, softer demand throughout the world and, until recently, an escalating trade war between the U.S. and China. Politics HuffPost Trump Winery Fired Undocumented Workers — But Only After Grape Harvest Had Ended Trump's now-deleted retweet sparks outrage The president recently shared a post that included the name of a man alleged to be the whistleblower whose complaint launched the impeachment process.
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	U.S. Bloomberg Goodbye, New York, California and Illinois. Hello … Where? (Bloomberg Opinion) -- New York, California and Illinois have been hemorrhaging residents. Almost 3.2 million more people left those states for elsewhere in the U.S. than arrived from other states, from 2010 through 2019, according to population estimates released last week by the Census Bureau. Nine other states saw net out-migration of more than 100,000 people over that period, but none really came close to the big three.Thanks to 2 million more births than deaths and 1 million newcomers from other countries, California’s population still grew by about 2 million over this period, a gain that trailed only those of Texas and Florida. New York’s population grew but only slightly, while Illinois lost an estimated 159,751 people between 2010 and 2019. Yes, these are all big states, but New York and Illinois ranked second and third in net domestic migration as percentage of 2010 population, behind only Alaska (California ranked 13th).Where are all these people going? The Empire Center for Public Policy, a conservative Albany think tank, put together some estimates for New York based on data that the Internal Revenue Service gleans from tax returns. (The Census Bureau also releases data on state-to-state migration flows, but those are based on surveys with sometimes-large margins of error, so the IRS numbers are more reliable if less complete.) This inspired me to do the same for California and Illinois. Here are the Empire Center’s numbers for New York:The adjusted gross income of New York taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $88,940 from 2012 through 2018. Those who left for Florida, New Jersey, California and Connecticut made more money than that; those who moved to other states in the top 10 less, in some cases much less. By far the most affluent group of migrants from New York was the 1,309 taxpayers who moved to Wyoming, who had an average income of $179,014.Here’s where Californians have been heading.The adjusted gross income of California taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $84,641, and migrants to all of the top-10 states made less than that. Also notable in California’s case is that it experienced net inflows from about half the states, including New York and Illinois. It’s losing residents in huge numbers to nearby states, but still attracting people from the Northeast and Midwest.Finally, here’s where Illinoisans (Illinoians?) have been going.The adjusted gross income of Illinois taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $78,959. Illinois has been losing high-income residents (a lot of them retirees, one imagines) to Florida, middle-income residents to the South and West, and those with lower incomes to neighboring states. Also, the top two destinations for Illinois migrants are the top two for the nation as a whole, with Florida first, Texas second.Domestic migration statistics are frequently cited as evidence of the failures of blue-state governance, in particular the higher taxes imposed by states that are losing lots of residents. There’s something to that — income-tax-free Florida sure is attracting a lot of affluent people from Illinois and New York, and a recent study of high-income California taxpayers concluded that a 2012 income tax increase there did in fact drive some away. But California, Illinois and New York have all experienced bigger per capita personal income gains than the nation as a whole since the beginning of 2010, and all saw taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 overrepresented among the leavers from 2011 through 2018. These departures may indicate failures of governance as well, but it’s a different set of governance failures, presumably related more to housing costs, commutes and job opportunities than taxes per se.There also isn’t much evidence in the IRS data — yet — of an exodus of high-income taxpayers hit by the state-and-local-tax-deduction limits imposed by the 2017 tax bill. That is, the number of taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of $200,000 or more leaving for other states actually fell in high-tax California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey and New York from 2017 to 2018, the year the cap went into effect. Those who ended up with higher tax bills due to the change generally didn’t find out exactly how much higher until 2019, though, so it may just be too early to tell.One last thing I checked was which counties in New York have been sending the most migrants to other states. My fellow Bloomberg Opinion columnist Conor Sen argued this week that in congressional-redistricting terms the most important population shifts of recent years have been from rural areas to large metropolitan areas, not from state to state. Indeed, thanks to babies and immigrants, New York City and most of its suburbs have gained population over the past decade as the rest of the state has shrunk. That may be changing, though, as the city in particular has been seeing accelerating migration to other states. Of those who left New York state from 2011 to 2012, 49.1% were from the city. From 2017 to 2018, 68.4% were. A lot of those people are just moving to New Jersey. But it’s not a great sign.To contact the author of this story: Justin Fox at justinfox@bloomberg.netTo contact the editor responsible for this story: Stacey Shick at sshick@bloomberg.netThis column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners.Justin Fox is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering business. He was the editorial director of Harvard Business Review and wrote for Time, Fortune and American Banker. He is the author of “The Myth of the Rational Market.”For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.com/opinion©2020 Bloomberg L.P. FACEBOOKNEWS
	Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019 https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.html “… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic america … the ‘ship of fools’! ]

YAHOONEWS President Trump outstrips Obama on golf trips The president, who once criticized predecessor Barack Obama for spending too much time playing golf, is on track to pass Obama's 8-year total in just 4 years. Well over $100 million» [ Mentally ill, pathological liar, fraud, mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump is so full of s**t! ] ABC News Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he will ask parliament to grant him immunity from corruption charges, a step that is expected to delay his trial for months.
	The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. TONIGHT (1-3-20): James Bond's drink of choice is a martini, but Daniel Craig is all about Guinness.



GOOGLENEWS
The Nightmare Stage of Trump’s Rule Is Here Unstable and impeached, the president pushes the U.S. toward war with Iran.
	Live Updates: Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills General
	Trump speaks after ordering strike on top Iran general
	Dramatic escalation with airstrike in Iraq l ABC News
	The death of Iran's top general, Qassem Soleimani, means America has declared war

	NBCNews.com Opinion New photos show widespread fire damage in aftermath of militants' attack on US embassy in Baghdad
	U.S. embassy suspends consular operations
	Iran-backed militiamen withdraw from siege of US Embassy in Baghdad as more American troops deployed
	Shock Waves From American Airstrikes in Iraq May Have Just Begun
	Iraqi security forces regain control of area around US Embassy after second day of protests

	DRUDGEREPORT COULTER: WE THOUGHT TRUMP WOULD BE DIFFERENT... Ann Coulter: ‘We Thought Trump Was Different’ About Starting Wars http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
	POMPEO: Trump Ready to Launch More Strikes... Iran military displaying 'heightened state of readiness'... 13 'revenge scenarios'... Drone attacks? BAKER: High-risk gambles with much at stake... 'Completely coincidental': Air Force launches 52 fighter jets in training exercise... College students panic over fine print about registering for the draft... 'We're going to war, bro'... 
Anxiety over fate of American hostages... 
At least 50 killed in stampede at Iranian general's funeral... Putin lands in Damascus on unannounced visit... POLL: 66% Want To See Bolton Testify In Senate Impeachment Trial... RAGE BUILDS IRAN EYES 35 TARGETS ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US TROOPS Red flag raised at Mosque warning of severe battle to come... Will punish Americans wherever they are... General steps out of Soleimani shadow... Fear Hits Tehran Over What Might Come Next... Royal Navy Admiral warns West against war... Need millions of soldiers... NATO suspends Iraq training mission... Strait of Hormuz in focus... TRUMP THE TERMINATOR… Trump thought war with Iran could help Obama reelection. What about his own? 'Totally Unpredictable'... 'Hornets' nest'...
FEAR OF CYBER ATTACKS...
Protests across USA...
Selective Service Site Falters Over #WWIII Draft Fears... 


Trump Rattles Mideast With Risky Strike...
Soleimani 'torn to shreds' by missile...
Body identified by ring...
DRONES FOUND HIM...
'Hornets' nest'... RAND PAUL: NO WAR... EX-CIA DIRECTOR: 'THERE WILL BE DEAD AMERICANS'... Depart Iraq immediately... Westerners 'should leave Dubai'... NYC ON ALERT... UK livid... Thousands rally in Iran against 'crimes'... Israel braces for retaliation... Oil prices surge... Stocks shook... Strait of Hormuz in focus... UPDATES... TRUMP: 'Reign of terror over'... 'Took Action To Stop War'… How decision was made... Trump doubled his tweets in 2019.... U.S. combat deaths in Afghanistan highest in years… FLASHBACK: TRUMP SAID OBAMA WOULD ATTACK IRAN TO WIN RE-ELECTION... TWEETS COME BACK TO HAUNT... WAG THE DOG THEORIES ERUPT... No 'stupid' wars doctrine faces biggest test... Iraq War Hawks Now Pumped For Iran... MARKETWATCH Drones Are Cheap. A War With Iran Isn't.


	MAIL.COM NEWS AP FACT CHECK: Trump's distortions are across the board https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5 [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill; trump is at once, a global tragedy and a global embarrassment to america! ]
	"WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump systematically fabricated his record before boisterous supporters and the eyes of the world this past week. To a core question — did the U.S. killing of an Iranian general avoid an imminent attack on U.S. interests? — there is no definitive answer days after missiles flew. Trump and his officials said the U.S. attack achieved that result but have yet to prove it.
	(1 of 4) President Donald Trump speaks on proposed changes to the National Environmental Policy Act, at the White House in Washington.
	January 12, 2020
	In other matters, Trump offered distortion across the breadth of public policy. He declared clean-air achievements when the air has become dirtier. He claimed to have come up with the “great idea” of letting veterans seek private care at public expense, when that was already law, accomplished by President Barack Obama.
	Primis Player Placeholder
	He complained that he didn't get the Nobel Peace Prize for peace in Ethiopia, when he had little to nothing to do with it. He invented a dialogue with a Democrat in Congress and claimed he succeeded on two fronts where other presidents failed, each time for at least 44 years, a made-up number.
	And as he done repeatedly, but this time in the midst of dangerous brinkmanship with Iran, he falsely accused Obama of opening the U.S. treasury to Tehran and handing over a fortune. A sampling from the week:
	PEACE PRIZE TRUMP: “I'm going to tell you about the Nobel Peace Prize, I will tell you about that. I made a deal, I saved the country and I just heard that the head of that country is now getting the Nobel Peace Prize for saving the country. I said, what, did I have something to do with it? Yeah but, you know, that is the way it is. " Toledo, Ohio, rally Thursday.
	THE FACTS: Trump did not save Ethiopia. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed won the prize in October after he fully accepted a peace deal ending a 20-year border war with neighboring Eritrea that saw some 80,000 people killed. Trump had no known involvement in the peace deal.
	The prize also recognized Abiy, Africa's youngest leader, for sweeping changes in Ethiopian society as he released tens of thousands of prisoners, welcomed home once-banned opposition groups, expanded freedom of expression and acknowledged his country's past abuses.
	Trump did agree to a request from Egypt’s president to mediate a dispute among Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan over a proposed dam on the Nile River. That mediation continues. Trump is known to express pique when he is not recognized in the manner he thinks is deserved. He mocked teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg when Time magazine named her person of the year last month.
	JOBS
	TRUMP: “America lost 60,000 factories under the previous administration, 60,000. You wouldn't believe that's possible but I know it's true. ... No, it's true. No, it’s true. ... It's 60,000 closed, gone. They are all coming back. They are all coming back.” — Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: It’s not true.
	The U.S. has indeed lost roughly 60,000 factories but that’s since 2001, the start of President George W. Bush’s administration. It didn’t happen “under the previous administration.” And they’re not “all coming back.”
	Construction spending on factories has declined since a recent peak in 2015 during Obama's presidency. Factories cut 12,000 jobs in December, according to the jobs report Friday. Growth in manufacturing jobs decelerated sharply in 2019, to 46,000, down from 264,000 added jobs in 2018.
	VETERANS
	TRUMP on the Veterans Administration: “For 44 years they try to get accountability. ... I said, you know ... I have an idea, such a great idea. You are going to go out private, you're going to pick up a doctor, you are going to get yourself fixed up, we're going to pay the bill, right? And you know what happened? And I said how — how brilliant is that? They say sir, we've been working on that for 48 years but we've never been able to get it approved. So I was very, very disillusioned but you know what I'm good at, getting things approved and we got it approved.” — to cheers at Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: He did not think up the idea and get it approved. Obama got it approved. Obama signed into law the Choice program that lets veterans go to a private doctor at public expense under some circumstances. Trump routinely ignores that and says presidents have tried to get it done for 44 years. He only expanded the program.
	As for accountability, Trump claims that his law means bad VA employees are swiftly fired. But a report released in October by the VA inspector general found “significant deficiencies” in the accountability office established by the law, such as poor leadership, shoddy training of investigators and a failure to push out underperforming senior leaders.
	Also at the rally, Trump claimed that “44 years" of failure preceded his success in getting the “right to try” initiative into law. That initiative, aimed at giving terminally ill patients more access to unapproved drugs, only goes back five or so years.
	CANCER
	TRUMP: “U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of good news coming out of this Administration.” — tweet Thursday.
	THE FACTS: The news came from the American Cancer Society, not the administration, and it does not reflect Trump's record.
	The group said the death rate from cancer has declined nearly 30% since 1991 and took its sharpest one-year drop in 2017. But the data did not reflect cancer-research spending under the Trump administration.
	Trump proposed cutting spending at the National Institutes of Health but Congress ignored the effort and raised spending in a bill the president signed. That is not reflected in the cancer society report.
	IRAN
	TRUMP: “Iran’s hostility substantially increased after the foolish Iran nuclear deal was signed in 2013. And they were given $150 billion, not to mention $1.8 billion in cash.” — address Wednesday.
	TRUMP: “Iran now is not wealthy like it was when President Obama handed him $150 billion..” — remarks Thursday.
	TRUMP: “They gave around $150 billion including $1.7 billion in the hard cold cash, can you imagine? No, no, can you imagine? $1.7 billion, $1.8 billion in cash.” — Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: There was no $150 billion payout from the U.S. treasury or other countries. The U.S. made a separate payment of roughly $1.8 billion to cover a decades-old IOU.
	When Iran signed the multinational deal to restrain its nuclear development in return for being freed from sanctions, it regained access to its own assets, which had been frozen abroad. Iran was allowed to get its money back. The deal actually was signed in 2015, after a 2013 preliminary agreement. Trump has taken the U.S. out of it.
	As for the $1.8 billion: In the 1970s, Iran paid the U.S. $400 million for military equipment that was never delivered because the Iranian government was overthrown and diplomatic relations ruptured. After the nuclear deal, the U.S. and Iran announced they had settled the matter, with the U.S. agreeing to pay the $400 million principal along with about $1.3 billion in interest.
	The $400 million was paid in cash and flown to Tehran on a cargo plane, which gave rise to Trump's previous dramatic accounts of money stuffed in barrels or boxes and delivered in the dead of night. The arrangement provided for the interest to be paid later, not crammed into containers.
	TRUMP: “The foolish Iran nuclear deal financed Iranian aggression while allowing a quick path to nuclear breakout. That is what it did. And by the way it expires so soon. They can have nuclear weapons." — Toledo rally.
	TRUMP: “It’s close to expiring. In other words, if I didn’t terminate it, it expires in a very short period of time.” — remarks at White House on Thursday.
	THE FACTS: The 2015 agreement is not about to expire. It imposes limits on Iran's nuclear development for 15 years.
	TRUMP: “The missiles fired last night at us and our allies were paid for with the funds made available by the last administration.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: That accusation comes without corroboration. The administration has offered no information supporting the contention that in regaining access to $150 billion of its assets that had been frozen abroad, Iran steered a chunk of that money to the missiles that hit the U.S. bases in Iraq.
	“I doubt anyone has the insight into Iran's budgetary mechanisms to say that this money was used for this purpose,” said Gerald Feierstein, a career U.S. diplomat who retired in 2016 as the principal deputy assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs.
	“It's a funds-are-fungible kind of argument,” he said. "I mean, if they have money, can you say that dollar went directly to buy a missile, as opposed to freeing up another dollar that went to buy a missile?"
	Joseph Votel, who retired from the U.S. Army in March as the top military commander for the Middle East, said he was not aware of any specific intelligence on this question. “I don't have anything that would particularly support that,” he said. “I'm not saying it did or it didn't, but I don't have details to demonstrate it one way or the other.”
	ENVIRONMENT
	TRUMP: “We have some of the cleanest air and cleanest water on earth, and for our country the air is right now cleaner than it's been in 40 years.” — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: No, air quality has worsened under the Trump administration. And it's a stretch to say the U.S. is among the countries with the cleanest air. Dozens of nations have less smoggy air. Trump made the remarks as he proposed the latest enforcement rollbacks for the bedrock environmental acts credited with beginning the clean-up of U.S. air and water a half-century ago.
	As to water quality, one measure, Yale University's global Environmental Performance Index, finds the U.S. tied with nine other countries as having the cleanest drinking water.
	But after decades of improvement, progress in air quality has stalled.
	There were 15% more days with unhealthy air in America in 2017 and 2018 than there were on average from 2013 through 2016, the four years when the U.S had its fewest number of those days since at least 1980, according to an AP analysis of EPA data.
	A recent study by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found that deadly air particle pollution increased 5.5% in the United States between 2016 and 2018 after declining by 24.2% from 2009 to 2016.
	"The increase was associated with 9,700 premature deaths in 2018," the study by Karen Clay and Nicholas Muller said. "At conventional valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 billion."
	The Obama administration set records for the fewest air-polluted days.
	Trump’s proposal would greatly cut back on the National Environmental Policy Act’s requirement that federal agencies consider whether a big construction project would hurt the environment before they approve the project. Other Trump proposals would roll back restrictions on major sources of air and water pollution, including coal-fired power plants and autos.”
	ISLAMIC STATE GROUP
	TRUMP: “Three months ago, after destroying 100% of ISIS and its territorial caliphate ..." — address Wednesday on Iran's missile strike on two Iraqi bases.
	THE FACTS: His claim of a 100% defeat is misleading as the Islamic State group still poses a threat.
	IS was defeated in Iraq in 2017, then lost the last of its land holdings in Syria in March, marking the end of the extremists' self-declared caliphate. Still, extremist sleeper cells have continued to launch attacks in Iraq and Syria and are believed to be responsible for targeted killings against local officials and members of the Syrian Democratic Forces.
	U.N. experts have warned that IS leaders are seeking a resurgence. This past week, Defense Secretary Mark Esper said the fight against the group was continuing in Syria.
	IMPEACHMENT
	TRUMP, on the House Intelligence Committee chairman: “He's a corrupt politician, Adam Schiff. He's corrupt. ... He gave a sentence that he made up. He made it up, and it was not — it was not what was said in the conversation. That's why I released the transcript, got approval from Ukraine." — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: Trump's timeline is wrong and he's exaggerating the episode and botching the timeline.
	Schiff, D-Calif., delivered what he called a parody of Trump's remarks in the president's July 25 phone call with Ukraine's leader.
	Schiff did so after the White House released a rough transcript of the call, not before, as Trump states. So people who read the official account knew Schiff was riffing from it, not quoting from it.
	Though Trump took umbrage at having words put in his mouth by Schiff, the president routinely invents dialogue. It's a staple of his rhetoric when he mocks political rivals. He did it Thursday night at a rally, making up a conversation he pretended he had — with Schiff.
	TRUMP: “We released the exact transcript.” — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: No, the White House memo describing Trump's phone conversation with President Volodymyr Zelenskiy isn't exact.
	It was presented by the White House as a rough transcript. The public does not know precisely what each leader said.
	Officials who were tasked to listen in to the call say the rough transcript is largely accurate in representing the material aspects of the conversation as they heard it.
	One such witness testified that some quotations in the account were not exact, though he did not consider the variance to be consequential.
	TRUMP, explaining why he initially held up military aid to Ukraine: “Why is it that the United States pays? And it affects Europe far more than it affects the United States. So why isn’t it that France, Germany, and all of those countries in Europe that are so strongly affected, why aren’t they paying?” — remarks Tuesday with Greece's prime minister.
	THE FACTS: He’s incorrect that European countries weren’t putting up aid for Ukraine.
	European Union institutions have provided far more development assistance than the $204 million from Washington. Specific EU members, Japan and Canada also contribute significantly.
	Since 2014, the EU and European financial institutions have mobilized more than $16 billion to help Ukraine's economy, counter corruption, build institutions and strengthen its sovereignty against further incursions by Russia after its annexation of Crimea.
	The U.S. is a heavy source of military assistance. But NATO also contributes a variety of military-assistance programs and trust funds for Ukraine. In most such cases, the programs are modest and NATO countries other than the U.S. take the lead
	ENERGY
	TRUMP: “We are independent, and we do not need Middle East oil.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: Trump’s declaration of energy independence is premature. The U.S. still needs plenty of oil from the Mideast.
	The volume of U.S. oil imports from the Persian Gulf alone — 23 million barrels in October – would not be easy to make up elsewhere, at least not without major changes in U.S. demand or production.
	Technological advances like fracking and horizontal drilling have allowed the U.S. to greatly increase production, but demand remains brisk and the country still imports millions of barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iraq and other countries. Moreover, much of what the U.S. produces is hard for domestic refiners to convert to practical use. So the U.S. exports that production and imports oil that is more suitable for American refineries to handle.
	On energy more broadly, the U.S. is indeed close to parity on how much energy it produces and how much it consumes. In some months, it produces more than it consumes. But it has not achieved self-sufficiency. In the first nine months of last year, it imported about as much energy as it exported.
	MILITARY
	TRUMP: “The American military has been completely rebuilt under my administration, at a cost of $2.5 trillion.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: That’s an exaggeration.
	It’s true that his administration has accelerated a sharp buildup in defense spending, including a respite from what the U.S. military considered to be crippling spending limits under budget sequestration.
	But a number of new Pentagon weapons programs, such as the F-35 fighter jet, were started years before the Trump administration. And it will take years for freshly ordered tanks, planes and other weapons to be built, delivered and put to use.
	The Air Force’s Minuteman 3 missiles, a key part of the U.S. nuclear force, for instance, have been operating since the early 1970s and the modernization was begun under the Obama administration. They are due to be replaced with a new version, but not until later this decade.
	Associated Press writers Christopher Rugaber, Ellen Knickmeyer, Matthew Lee, Michael Biesecker, Lolita C. Baldor, Matthew Daly and Robert Burns contributed to this report.
	EDITOR'S NOTE — A look at the veracity of claims by political figures.
	Find AP Fact Checks at http://apne.ws/2kbx8bd
	Follow @APFactCheck on Twitter: https://twitter.com/APFactCheck"



ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT FOR BUBBLEVISION David Stockman | January 10, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/
	It just shows you that they’ve backed themselves into a corner of illogic and stupidity, from which I don’t think there’s any exit…..” “ON STRANGE BEDFELLOWS https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-strange-bedfellows/ David Stockman | January 07, 2020
	-------------------------- “THE GUNS OF JANUARY https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-guns-of-january/
	…... “CODA https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/coda/
	I remember well the talk in the spring of 2008 about a “Goldilocks economy.” By November 2008, they were talking about the end of the world. This is exactly what’ll happen if the stock market breaks loose…..” VANITYFAIR.COM The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its Top Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire Confidence”: After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized intelligence agencies, vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth, Trump faces significant doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020 THE LEVIN REPORT Art Of The Deal Trump’s “Phase One” Trade Deal Leaves China With Massive Advantage One of the key reasons Trump launched his trade war has yet to be resolved. by Bess Levin December 31, 2019
	------------------------------------------------------------- * The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... Petition for Cert. Denied Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand Total $26,500,160 . [ Important, for clarity there’s this as well: http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!


----------------------------


Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' [ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle …..
	Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
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